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AT TEMPLE rlALL
Benefit R. & R. RELIEF ASSOCIATION
of the Rockland-Rockport Lime Corp.

: : The Entertainers : :

JOHN DAN SHEPHERD and bis Troupe
CARLETON PORTER
THREE FIRST LINE ATTRACTIONS

MARSTON’S

ORCHESTRA
CARS AFTER THE DANCE

ENTERTAINMENT 7:30.

TICKETS - - - - SO CENTS

/

29-30

—
X

HIGH SCHOOL BENEFIT
Z^UR GREENHOUSES are producing
more Carnations, Daffodils and Calla
Lilies than we are likely to sell with ordinary
business. Therefore from now until Thurs
day, March 12, we will give to the High
School fund 20% of all profits on the local
cash sale of these flowers and 5 % on all local
bills paid during this week. Contribute to
the High School fund by purchasing and pay
ing this week at
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S”
399 Main Street
Rockland

CHEVOLET
NASH
<fl Before placing your order for your new
car you will find that it is to your advant
age to visit our salesrooms and inspect the
new CHEVROLET and NASH models
now on display; or if you will call us by
phone we will gladly come and give you
a demonstration.

STANLEY HOUSE
FOR SALE

4J Several late models in Used Cars at
prices and terms to suit you.

SEA VIEW GARAGE
689 MAIN ST.

TEL. 837-M

ROCKLAND

24-T-tf

We have recently opened an

A RADIOLA

Advance Payment Department

For Every Purse

—in which—

4 Per Cent Interest
is paid on advances. As installments on
shares become due, transfers are made from
this department to the regular shares and the
interest is increased to

New Radiolas

The Regenoflex

51-2 Per Cent
This makes a very attractive proposition
which we will gladly explain to any one who
is interested.

$120.00

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
407 MAIN STREET.

MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE

i

MISS GLADYS JONES

Newbert’s Cafeteria

ROCKLAND
T-tf

The Latest Dark Shell

Frames and Correct Lenses
Only»$ 10.00

OREL E. DAVIES
301 Main St., Opp Park St.

Volume 80................Number 30.

' terior Noble, and Justice Brown of
ROCKLAND MAN KILLED
i ihe Supreme Court. I remarked to
I Mr. E. S. Converse that the guano
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
shipped from the Chincha Islands
‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a J had sold for $600,000,000. Whereupon Maynard Sprowi, Chauffeur For Mrs. J. M. Baldrige, Meets
ALL THE HOME NEWS
Senator William M. Evarts, at the
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
other end of the table, attracted genDeath In Taunton, Mas*., Auto Accident.
Subscription >3.00 per year payable ln ad- ,
vance; single copies three cents.
' oral attention by asking in a loud
Advertising rates based upon circulation
voice: “Mr. Flint, do I understand
and very reasonable.
i you correctly, that the guano ship
(By Charles R. Flint)
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Maynard Sprowi of this city, who the operator of the car, who was
The Rockland Gazette was established in
ped from the Chincha Islands sold had been making his home with his pinned behind the steering wheel,
[Continued—Begun Feb. 26)
1848. In 1874 the'Courier was established
never to permit any product that he !
for six hundred million of dollars?"
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
expects to sell overseas at a higher
mother. In Boston, this winter, was was dead. His head was resting on
Chapter V—Being Introduced to
“Yes,” I replied.
The Free Press was established ln 1855, and
the button whieh is used to sound
price
than
the
foreign
product
to
fall
Latin America
ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
“The deposits of seals nnd birds,” killed In an automobile accident in the horn, and he was wfdged in such
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
short in ingenuity. The European
The business of W. R. Grace & makers, for instance, were gradually ' said Evarts, “what a commentary on Taunton, Mass., Sunday.
a position that the horn continued to
human effort !"
Taunton correspondence of tho blow until the pressure was removed.
M Co. became varied in its character, compelled to adopt our progressive
Into
this
situation
came
Meiggs
••• ln addition to engaging freight and designs in sugar machinery. They
Sprowi was bleeding from wounds
with his wonderful presence and Boston Globe thus told the story of
—
Thc«readicst and surest way lo get — loading vessels, we also acted as
about the face and body caused by
could not get the husiness otherwise.
equally wonderful political gifts. He the tragedy:
I ••• rid of censure Is to correct ourselves. ••• commission agents, buying for mer
broken glass from the windshield,
Ill 1874 I received a hurry call to
• • • •
saw that the immense revenue
—(Demosthenes.
•••
chants, various estates, and com
but his death was caused by the
i *••
••• panies in South America. 1 found go to South America, and took the from the guano deposits might bet
Maynard Sprowi, aged 24, of 112 pressure and blow which he received
.s.
••■ ‘ig
Pacific Mail steamer for Panama.
ter
be
used
to
promote
accord
than
Jersey street Boston, was killed in from the large steering post. He sus
no difficulty, in the engaging of On board the steamer, instructed by
revolution, and that it ought to be stantly and Carl Harrington, 913 tained internal injuries. His eye
freight and the loading of vessels,
grand old sailor Captain Griffin.
THE HARVESTER LOST because of my previous experience in that
the developing power of the coun- Boylston street Boston, a student at
glasses, unbroken were on his nose.
I enjoyed taking the latitude and
Peru then had insignificant the New England Conservatory of
shipping; but I had never done much longitnde. I read Maury on Air Cur- 1I try.
Harrington, who was bundled in a
railways.
Don
Enrique
planned
railFormer Vinalhaven Schooner important buying, and when an rents, and it w,a« particularly in roads for all important points. The Music, was knocked unconscious heavy fur coat, was pinned beneath
order came from Francisco Bryce for
when a 1925 model sport touring the wreckage of the car at the right
literature during the hur
Driven Ashore At Bahama a sugar plant for his great estate, teresting
Peruvian coast is a strip walled by car tipped over on a curve at Rich
ricane season on hoard what today
hand front seat. He was uncon
, the Andes, and every railway to the mond and South Main streets ln
“ba Estrella” near Lima, I realized would lie called a small steamer.
Islands.
scious apparently from a blow on
interior must be built practically to Raynham Center, shortly after 6
tlie importance of the commission.
oil my arrival at Panama I called
the head. He was pulled out and
the clouds and at enormous expense, Bunday morning.
Although
we
were
an
American
on James Boyd, the proprietor and
Schooner Harvester, a familiar
taken to the home of Cole, where ho
Meiggs planned those railways.
firm.
It
was
our
duty
to
buy
sugar
The
car
is
owned
by
Mrs.
J.
M.
I craft in coastwise trade for years, is
editor of the Panama Star & Herald !
was given first aid and within a few
He went further than this—he Baldrige of 127 Beacon street, Boston
machinery
in
the
best
market;
in

which circulated on the west coast
minutes regained consciousness.
j n total wreck on the sands of the
i
planned
to
give
iall
the
potential
deed
it
was
the
(Ary
fact
that
we
and
was
operated
by
Sprowi.
who
hud
I Bahama Islands, according to inforfrom Mexico to Patagonia, realizing
He could give no clear explanation
revolutionists
Jobs,
even
revolution

had
facilities
for
investigating
the
been
employed
as
a
chauffeur
for
| mation received by Caipt. Elisha S.
that my business status on the west I
of tlie accident. He said he was
ists afloat. He sent one of them to Mrs. Baldrige for several years.
markets
of
the
world
which
enabled
Roberts of Vinalhaven, for whom the
coast could be established by this
making the trip from Boston to New
us and we purchased a fine sailing
There were no witnesses to the ac
schooner was built at Jonesport, and us to get the order. Just as soon as newspaper.
I had filled Boyd's
ship for him, which was appropri cident but the wheel marks in the Bedford and it is apparent that at
one
gets
into
international
merchan

who commanded her 31 years.
orders for wooden legs for several
ately named the Don Enrique. It was highway showed that the heavy au Bridgewa|er they must have taken
So terrific was the storm which dising one must take the world as years; ond I had wondered why
a Peruvian custom that when a man tomobile attempted to take a sharp the wrong road.
his
market,
for
discrimination
in
sent her to her doom that only a shell
he ordered so many, until I dined
Medical Examiner Charles A. At
came into power he and his friends righthand turn in the highway on the
favor
of
the
home
product
will
soon
remains of the once handsome schoon
with him.
was called and the body of
were the sole 'beneficiaries of the main road between Bridgewater and wood
wreck
business.
One
can,
however,
aprowl was taken ,0 a Taunton uner, but the crew,' so it is reported,
In his newspaper Boyd described
state funds. Meiggs, with the larger Taunton. left the hard macadam sur- de,taklng establishment.
sell
a
domestic
article
if
it
is
as
good
escaped without injury and were ta
me as one of the important mer
and costs no more than a foreign chants of the United State, amply aide vision, seeing that there was plenty face, dropped several inches into the .
ken to Nassau.
Death was due, it was stated, to
of money to go around, gave every roadbed of the Eastern Massachuproduct,
or
if
it
is
better
than
the
The Harvester was built In 1884
to grant credits for the extension of
internal hemorrhage. Harrington a
body something to do and some mon- setts
foreign
product
—
even
at
a
higher
Street Railway
and Capt. Roberts was one of the
trade, and I found it very difficult toj
Company, [ few hous after the accident was takI ey for doing It. with the result that swerved in the soft dirt and than en to n,)Ston ln another automobile,
owners. She was used in carrying cost.
play the part.
the
country
under
Balta
enjoyed
an
This was my first big venture in
turned over about 30 feet from the
The wrecked car was taken to a
freight between Boston and Vinal
unprecedented prosperity. In thia
haven, and in 1916 she was sold to buying machinery. I got designs
corner
garage and later towed to Boston.
At
Guayaquil
tljc
steamer
remained
f
aR
hion
did
Meiggs
destroy
revoiuand prices from Belgium. Because
John Duke of Deer Isle.
John Procniak, a farmer, who lives 1 The principal damage to the autoover night, and L. C. Stagg having tions at the source.
Mr. Duke later disposed of her to they had low labor costs they made read in the Panama Star & Herald
direcHy opposite the curve, heard mobile was the breaking of the front
• • • •
Capt. James Webster, who was en low tenders. I got prices from of the “important merchant,” arDon Enrique Meiggs was a builder, the sounding of an automobile horn and rear windshields, the steering
gaged in wrecking operations on the Glasgow and Liverpool; they were ranged for me to l,e invited as a dis- Hp made millions, but It was the and, when It did not cease, he went post and the top.
Florida Keys, and the list time the higher than Belgian prices, but their
» « • «
tinguished American to a public adventure and the power that lured to investigate, and saw the big car ,
schooner changed hands she was ac work Was of a higher character and dinner, lcception, and ball. The gov- him—"el empresa.” the undertaking fumed over on his lawii. He went to
The news of the Sprowi tragedy
they were wiillru^'fo give a practi
quired by Nassau parties.
ernment band of thirty pieces fur- _as hp eXpre«Hed It. As a railroad the home of Walter Cole, a neigh- j was the climax of a most dispiriting
She was loaded with lumber at the cally unlimite<#*guarantee of its sta
nished inspiring music. The presi- bllilder i should say he was fully in bor, but Cole had already been awak day in Rockland, where the young
time she started out on her last voy bility. Then I secured a quotation dent of the club practically repeated ' HilI.„ cla„s, and an a financier he ened by the horn, and had seen the man had made his home, where he
from the Southwark foundry in
age.
automobile turned over in the field, had so many friends, and where, it
Philadelphia. Their prices were the what he also had rcail in the Panama was in a class ,by himself. for on the not a new experience for Cole, as a Is understood, that he was to have
Star and proposed my health. Not strength of the guano revenue the
highest
of
all.
but
their
designs
were
A VETERAN’S OPINION
£30.000.000 number of serious automobile acci- been married within a few weeks.
far more progressive than the Eu speaking Spanish fluently, I could government borrowed
express only in English my appreci abroad. At that time there was no dents have occurred on this particu- The deceased is survived by his
ropean
ones,
especially
in
saving
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
j mother, Mrs. Annie M. Sprowi; and
ation of the high honor conferred American ■ money to lend in South lar curve.
in a recent issue of the Portland labor. The foreign designs, for ex and add a Viva for the President of
Cole and Procniak. after a . brief a brother Lester Sprowi. He was a
America.
ample,
had
the
sugar
run
from
the
Evening Express I saw an article re
examination, decided that Sprowi. I son of the late Ferd S. Sprowi.
Ecuador, and a Viva for Bolivar, the
At a terrlfl-: cost Meiggs ran those
lating to the placing of nagiee on strike pan into flat tanks, from "Washington of South America.”
railways over tlie Andes, using
which
it
had
to
be
scooped
out
and
our national flag. It seems to me if
In Callao and Lima the “important American engineers, American loco
everyone in this great country were taken hy hand to the centrifugal; merchant" had to spend most of his
DAVID GOLDBERG HELD
motives. American cars, and Ameri
while
the
American
designs
provided
to know the actual cost of our dc.’.r
time in “the dry drudgery of the can bridges, notwithstanding the
that
the
liquid
should
run
directly
old flag none would wish to see it
desk’s dull wood." Soon after my fact that he had expatriated himself
otherwise than free from all marks into tank trucks which were wheel arrival 1 visited the sugar estate of and not under the most favorable
ed
to
an
elevator
and
dumped,
with

Was Driving Motor Car In Boston When Two Women
i f advertising, imlitical or otherwise.
La Estrella where the sugar appara circumstances.
He remained an
Just the flag without mar or blemish out further handling, into the re tus which I had purchased in 1872
Were Killed and Third Dangerously Injured.
American, and although the money
on its beautiful folds is the only way ceiver over the centrifugal. The sav had been erected and was function
,hc was spending came from Europe,
ing in labor in that operation
it should be displayed.
ing successfully. I later visited the he bought most of his material for
amounted to 697t.
E. I. Savage.
large sugar estates to the north of the railways in the United States.
The Boston newspapers yesterday Rutman
was breathing faintly.
• * ♦ •
Ex-member of A- E. F.
(tallao and became familiar with
He developed to some extent the devoted much space to an automo- Both were unconscious. The two
I contracted for the American ma- their operations. I found that suc
Rockland, March 8.
chinery. The sugar plant erected cessful agriculture Is practically Cerro de Pasco silver mines and exe ble accident ln which two sisters men had disappeared.
cuted great plans for the develop
Bessie Rutman was still breathing
Three Crow Extract' Peppermint, cost a half million dollars. Tlfe South- assured in Peru, us there is little va ment of agriculture. But Don Enri were killed and another woman was
distilled from the
leaves,. has walk oontract amounted to $168(10* riation in temperature; and it never que did not let power go to his head. dangerously injured. The car was when she was placed in the ambu
lance but at the hospital she was be
nn which they lost $30,000; hut be rains, the water being supplied by
strength and purity.—adv.
He was too astute a politician for driven by David Goldberg, manager yond treatment. Ida Goldstein was
cause of the excellence of their de streams from the melting snows of
that.
He never held political office,
sign, this unprofitable order game 1 the Andes. Under these conditions,
of the Modern Pant Co., which re immediately placed on the operating
he never tried to be a dictator—he
for them two large and profitable as you can plant every day in the managed men while they managed cently removed from this city to table for examination. Her name
was put on the dangerous list.
contracts.
year, you can gather a crop every the country and there can be no Boston. He was held in $2000 bail
Medical Examiner West arrived at
Wherever the labor costs of an day in the year.
doubt that It was Meiggs. and on the charge of manslaughter. The the hospital an hour after the ac
article are large In proportion to the
In Peru I had an excellent oppor Meiggs alone, who built Peru.
| Globe of yesterday told the story cident. Shortly afterward the tele
raw material costs, an American tunity of becoming Intimately ac
On my first visit to Peru in 1874,
phone rang. He answered- A man's
lirm stands little chance of gel ting quainted with the shipmasters of Henry Meiggs was at the zenith of thus:
voice said "How ure the girls who
foreign business on a competitive different nationalities.
We were his power. He had railway con
were in the accident in Weston?"
basis. But an American can nearly al agents for French, Germans. Scandi tracts with the Peruvian government
David Goldberg, driver of the au
"Who are you?" demanded the
ways sell machines at a-high first price navians. Italians, English, and Amer aggregating $126,600,000.
tomobile which was wrecked about
doctor.
if he can show that the machines icans. From my knowledge gained
1-30 Sunday morning, causing the
• • • •
"I'm the man who was driving tho
materially reduce the cost of produc as an agent for ship owners in foreign
On my gccond -vlatt in 1876 Meiggs’ death of two women and probably
St&iuia
tion. This, however, is not always ports. I do not hesitate to say that power was gradually waning, but he fatal Injuries to a third, was arrested car,” said the voice.
Tues&sat-tt
breeze /
“What’s your name?” said Dr.
an easy demonstration to make. at that time, in the Seventies, the continued to impress everyone as a at Hotel Buckminster. Boston. He
West.
tf\e/please
We build our machines on the as- American shipmasters were usually ,upprman. I attended the wedding Is charged with manslaughter, with
The man said he was David Gold
sumption that they will be operated superior to those of other nations. q{ his daughter at the Meiggs’ resi- operating an automobile without a
by high priced labor, and we build They were generally part owners and dence in Lima. It was staged with license, and with going away after berg, and that he lived at Hotel
Mode to meet a Demand1'not aPrice them to cut down the amount of that had full authority to conduct the
Buckminster, Boston. Dr. West told
the usual magnificence of a Meiggs’ an accident without making his him that two of the young women
labor, but in some parts of the Worl 1 business of the ship, while the cap function and was a grand social identity known.
were dead and the third dying. Tho
labor is very low priced.
By means of letters and papers
tains of European vessels were for event. At the wedding feast a solid
It is, therefore, well to bear in the most part only sailing masters, silver service was used, that had ■trewn about at the scene of the ac man hung up. Dr. West turned the
mind when bidding upon a foreign and we as agents received instruc been exhibited in New York by the cident, the dead women were identi name and address over to patrolman
contract that the labor saving feat tions on important matters direct maker and which cost $2{,000. Don fied some hours after the accident as Thomas Hayes of the Weston police.
Patrolmen Hayos went to Boston.
ures which ordinarily ought to land from the owners.
Enrique was then the most popular sisters, Fannie iRutman, 33, and Bes He found Goldberg sound asleep at
the contract for the American will
man in Peru, and at no time in biz sie Rutmsn, 22, of Revere. The other the Buckminster. Goldberg was re
not be important if the machine is to
I also observed that the managing j career did he have a more command- young woman, who Is at the Newton quired to get up and dress, and then
Ha* 16 rooms, two bath rooms,
be used Where labor is plentiful and owners who treated their captains i ing presence.
Hospital, is Ida Goldstein of Boston
was taken to the Watertown police
hot water heat and all modern
cheap. Also, we do well to remem liberally, particularly in rendering
I had one unpleasant Interview Her skull is fractured and it is ex station.
improvements; one of the best lo
ber that European makers gradually an account for the master’s interest i with him. A vessel came to us with pected that she will die.
Asked why lie went away after the
adopt the best features of our de at the exact cost of material and a cargo for Meiggs. I had heard
With Goldberg in tho car was an
cations in the city; in first class
signs- They must do that to meet lalbor, had adopted a wise i»olicy.; that he was finding difficulty In other man. whom the police have accident. Goldberg said that he did
condition throughout.
our competition, and so it is of the The captains in foreign ports often meeting some of his obligations, been unable to locate. Goldberg said not believe the women were hurt
highest importance for an American compared notes as to how they had Everything that the captain had in that all he knows ahout the other much. He Baid he walked down tho
Call or telephone 237-J
road, where he was picked up and
been treated by their respective J the world, for himself and his fami- man in that his name is Pearson. He taken fo Boston by another automo
28 SPRING ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
managing owners, and when they ly. was in his vessel and lie rebe l on said he did not know where "Pear bile. He said he did not knuw what
29-34
found that one shipbuilder gave a us for his protection. I explained our son” went after the accident, where had become of "Pearson.”
"hard pan” figure and another an obligation to the captain to Mr. he lives, or what his first name is.
Goldberg said he was manager of a
Apparently both men escaped
inflated one. the captains got even in Meiggs and said that we wanted t-he
clothing store on Kneciand street.
foreign ports by retaining commis freight paid in advance or an un without a scratch. All five wero He was balled out in $2000 during the
sions which captains of the actual- doubted guarantee of its payment thrown out of the car when it struck afternoon by George Green, owner of
cost ships would credit to their uwn- before delivery of the cargo; that a tree on South avenue, near the Co the car.
ers. In one case a captain included while my firm was ready to give him chituate line. Fannie Rutman, who
Goldberg said that he lost control
in 'his expense account a suit of credit, we should not he justified in had been rilling with Goldberg in the of the car when headlights of an ap
clothes, which the owner refused to I delivering that particular cargo front seat, was killed instantly. Her proaching automobile blinded him.
allow. The next time the captain re- ' without security.
Meiggs’ attitude sister was breathing when she was
turned home and rendered ills ac- J reminded me of Tim Campbell's re found, but was dead before she
MRS. N. B. FLANDERS
count, the owner said: ‘“I see that mark to Grover Cleveland, “What is reached the Newton Hospital.
Let us demonstrate any of
Goldberg's story was that he bor
you left out the suit of clothes this the Constitution between friends?"
Elizabeth McIntyre Flanders, wlfo
time.”
i With all his remarkable ability, he rowed the car. a powerful, closed of Nathan B. Flanders of Waldoboro,
the
model,
from
its
owner,
George
Green
"Ob, no.” replied the captain, "it's i apparently did not appreciate the
died suddenly at the home of her
YOU’LL be delighted with
there, but you can't see it !
' seriousness of our obligation to that of Brookline. He said that he rode daughter, Susie Ludwig Sunday
around
Boston
during
the
evening,
Soon after my arrival in Lima. 1 captain. I. of course, insisted on sea dinner eaten here.
morning, after a brief illness. The
encountered the greatest American curity. and thereafter our relations and that he finally met the three wo deceased was a member of Progres
Food of proven purity served
men,
whom
he
said
he
knew
slightly.
in your home
figure that has ever been south of j were somewhat strained.
sive Grange and of the Methodist
in the style that will please
The women got In the car, and
the
Isthmus—Henry
Meiggs—for ‘
[To Be Continued)
church at (North, Waldoboro, where
you. Appetizing salads and
then
the
other
man.
also
slightly
many years the actual, although not,
she-bad many friends. She is sur
known
to
Goldberg,
was
picked
up,
desserts that will cause you
the titular, dictator of Peru, and a j
vived by her husband, a daughter,
according
to
his
story.
The
party
man who was known from <jnc end
to talk about us.
and one sister, Mrs. Bacon, of Wal
went
to
Mansion
Inn,
Wayland.
Formerly $191.00; now
of the west coast to the other simply
doboro. She was in her 75th year.
The
party
left
the
inn
about
I
o'clock,
by his given name, “Don Enrique.” J
and
started
for
Boston.
Gat acquainted with aur
Meiggs had left San Francisco as a
The police have a story of the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
bankrupt: he landed in Chile with no
“Bill O’Fara"
crash from two other automobllists.
assets other than a remarkable per
Complete
They had been involved in a slight
If I had lo live m.v life again I would
sonality. He obtained several buildA4embor_
accident, and had stopped to look at have made a rule lo read some poetry and
ing contracts in Chile, and then he •
listen to some music at least once a week.
with Lour Speaker
their cars and talk over the damage. The loss of these tastes is a loss of happlConsolidated Stock Exchange
moved to Peru where he turned to
While they were standing in the ness.—Charles Darwin.
his advantage what I think was the
of Aow York
Less batteries
road, talking, they heard, according
most remarkable political situation
Rockland’s Finaat Eating Place
to one of them, "a roar like that of
MY MOTHER DEAR
that the world has ever known.
STOCKS and BONDS
Distance and Tone
an airplane engine."
There was a placo In childhood that I re
Usually a government is supported
Publishers
of
the
member well.
They looked down the road and
by the people. Peru in those early
Quality
saw the headlights of the Goldberg And there a voice of sweetest tone bright
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
years was a government
that
fairy tales did tell;
car, “rushing toward them at ex And gentle words and fond embrace were givwhich is sent froe to
supported its people, or at least sup
Selective and Nonpress-train speed.” according to one
eu with joy to me
ported those of the people who could
investors upon request
of the men. the car roared past thorn When I was in that happy place, upon my
get- into political power- The one
motlier’s knee.
Radiating
going at least 60 miles an hour.
great source of revenue was the
10 STATE STRUT
They turned to watch it. A few When fairy tales were ended, "Good night,**
guano deposits of the Chincha Is
she softly said,
Other Radiolas from
hundred yards up the road it
lands. which was sufficient to sup
and laid me down to sleep with
swervbd, crashed into a tree, hurtled And kissed,
port everybody in i’eru who could
in m.v tiny bed;
along for nearly 100 feet- and stop And holy words she taught me there—me
get his hands on the money. A
thinks I yet can see
ped.
good many hands did try fo get this
Her angel eyes, as close I knelt beside my
The men said they heard screams,
money. Not tody ever heard of a
motlier’s knee.
the rending of the body of the auto
president finishing out his term of
mobile, and then came silence. In the sickness of my childhood, the perils of
office.
They ran toward the wrecked car. The s “^l"o1f('’my rlper
the clre# »,
Earn good money aelling standard
I once referred to the enormous
lEatablished 189(1
Fanny Rutman was lying face down
everv time;
value of these deposits at a dinner
advertiaed Radio part* and aat*.
in the middle of the road, many i When doubt and danger weighed mo down,
which I attended in Washington,
For detail* writ* FEDERAL ST.
yards from the car Hhc was d-d * ^^^p.ead.n^i
given by Gardner C.
Hubbard.
0
At the side of the road weie Bessie (
my
knee.
Among those present were Secretary AUTO SUPPLY, Portland, Ma.
ROCKLAND, ME.
—Samuel Lour.
Rutman and Ida Goldstein. Bessie |
of State Blaine, Secretary of the In(125)
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CONCERNING ROCKLAND MORALS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, Maine, March 1". Id’"
who
•d oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of
the issue of this paper of March 7. 1923,
there was printed a total of 6,530 copies.
Before me.
FRANK R. MILLER,
Notary I’ub’lc.

Bouquet* Instead of Bombs Thrown Into Last Night’s
Meeting—Strong Sentiment In Favor of Having a City
Matron Again.

P rsonally appeared Frank S. Lyddle

One fact my father taught to me
Some day their gratitude I’ll earn;
I want their heritage to be,
Above all else that fortune brings,
An understanding of this law:
That men may rise to greater things
Some one must grapple with the raw!

The meeting in the City Govern-' a matron and more policemen.
z
ment room/* last night, held for the
Rev. Mr. Allen: Wouldn’t you have
purpose of discovering if 'Rockland to enlarge the jail?
had moral ailments, proved a flivver
Alderman I’lmer: Those^ who are
.as far as sensations went. The in jail are doing no harm outside.
I
speakers were almost uniformly of
Aldermen Chase, Richardson, Hansthe opinion that conditions are much oom, De Rochemon-t, Duncan and
better here than they used to be, and Holmes all favored a police matron, |
that Rockland compares most fav- and Alderman Richardson coincided
tar;■■■ ■»............. — - ,
........
................. —
orably with other cities in the State, with Alderman Ulmer’s opinion that
What do I mean? The answer's here:
There developed, however, d strong there should be more police,
WILLIAM A. WILLIAMS
All comforts come from work alone;
One of the seeds of success i&
sentiment in favor of restoring the
“No child of 16 to 18 can ibe
Iwant my boys with ready cheer
better dress.
office of city matron, especially brought into police court and made
The sudden death of William A.
when it became known through the better,” said Fred M. Blackington, re
Williams at his home 121 Limerock
To claim the right to win their own!
To look like prosperity is to feel
remarks of Sheriff Thurston that five ferring to the recent arrest of the
street, .Sunday afternoon, was a
They must not be content to take
girls had been incarcerated 24 girls. Mr. Blackington expressed his
great shock to his wide circle of ac
like prosperity.
What I may hold of wealth or fame,
hours while waiting trial on the disgust because after all the cornquaintances, following closely, as it
charge of l>eihg idle and disorderly rpents that have been made on the
But fortified with humble stake
did, the announcement in Saturday’s
Confidence ’
Confidence
in
persons.
,
street the members of the audience
issue of this paper that he was re
Let them add honor to the name.
yourself to do things.
covering rapidly and would soon re
The hall was well filled, and the should merely sit and look at
Our Tcp Coats will help—$25.00, audience overflowed into the ante «“ch olher- “«’» time for somebody
turn to his duties. iMr. Williams
Of such a breed were those who carved
was stricken about three weeks ago,
rooms and corridor. The clergy was «» get up and say something/ he de$29.50, $35X0.
with what was believed to be acute
This nation from the wilderness.
represented by Rev. W. S. Rounds, flared, amid applause.
indigestion. It developed that he
Rev. E. V. Allen, and Rev. Oscar W.
Alderman Timer: In order to get
Spring Hats and furnishings on
Who fought and froze and bled and starved
Stuart.'settled pastors; and Rev. Ida action the police and sheriff should
was suffering from heart trouble
a
par
with
our
clothing.
To prove their title to success;
Sunday afternoon he complained of
•M. Bradstreet and Ryv. Mr. White, have warrants placed in their hands.
But people will not sign warrants.
Of such a breed must be the men
feeling a little drowsy, and lying
Beautiful new designs and col
ordained ministers.
Mayor Snow: You would have to
down he entered upon that sleep
Who brave each hazardous frontier—
orings in Neckwear. $1.00, $1.50.
Mayor Snow presided, aud all of reconstruct human nature.
which knows no awakening.
Lord, stimulate boys’ hearts again
the aldermen were
in
their
chairs.
„
Then ensued a sharp crossfire beThe deceased was 60 years of age,
Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. (ween
,.,mPr and De
With eagerness to pioneer!
and a native of Pembroke. Primar
Allen.
Rochement as to the pufifTIboard
ily a lobster fisherman be followed
Declaring that it was an informal I)ro,)|em
this vocation for some years at Mameeting for the purpose of discuss
Marshal Davis, in response to the
tinicus, later being associated with
ing the public morale. Mayor Snow mayor’s question, said that the cur
•Simmons, White & Co. of Rockland,
started the hall rolling with these few law was working in a fairly sat
in that branch of the business. His
questions:
isfactory manner, but that it was not
subsequent activities in Rockland
'Are we improving, standing still possible to go into public entertain
had been varied—clerking at Chis
or
losing
ground?
What
are
we
not
ments and warn all of the children'
holm Bros.’ candy store, steward at
doing that we should do, and why are out.
the Rockland Country Club, janitor
we not doing it?
Rev. Mr. Rounds: The curfew law
of Masonic Temple, an employe of
• a uwuhcihavtmois
“There are three prominent form#* js aimed at loitering on the streets
the Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc., and
sin,” he continued,—“gambling, an<j noj
young folks going to their
finally for the past three years clerk
IN SPORTING CIRCLES of
drink and prostitution.”
destination and directly back home.
at Willis I. Ayer’s Clothing store.
an annual capacity of twenty-two
Nobody semed anxious to follow
CLASSIFYING APPLES million square feet.
Deputy Walter .1. Fern aid wan ask
Everybody knew him as “Billy”
Final Games of Basketball the mayor’s lead.
ed how he thought the curfew law is
Williams, often referred to as the
The annual freight and express
‘I’m not without sin,” said His operating. "It has made th^ children
best natured man in Rockland. Bill Before Legislature Has bills of tbe Ford Motor company is
League Scheduled For This Honor, “but I seem to have cast the gO home earlier,” he said.
Friend to young and old, bis la ugh now one hundred fifty million dollars
first stone.”
E. I). Spear: I came here fxpectAppeared In a New braft. a yeap and paid by the company to
1 ter infectious, his sympathy keen
Week.
"I would like to hear from the man ing to listen to charges, hut if there
and substantial. His services were
these carriers and some idea of the
who had this meeting called,” said ' jS nothing more serious than I have
at the disposal of every worthy cause,
Only two* games remain to be
A complete change in the classi /lumber of cars required may be seen
heard so far we might as well adand the sunshine which he has helped fication of grades of apples for pack when it is realized that the Ford played in the Knox and Lincoln Alderman De I^ochemont.
R^sponding to
this
invitation journ and go home before the curspread at The Brook in the last three
Motor company now load eleven hun Basketball League and Rockland
Alderman Richardson said that much few gets us. Personally I think the
rapidly passing years was typical of ing is proposed in a new draft of a dred'freight cars per day.
High figures in both of them, bat
criticism had* been passed inside the officers are doing their duty, and I
hill now pending before the Legisla
his whole life.
Statistics from the office of the tling grimly to keep out of the cel
board and outride, and that if any- have heard nothing but good of
Mr. Williams was a member of ture.
Secretary of State at Augusta show lar berth. Tomorrow night Rockthing constructive could he offered them.
Knox Lodge, 1.0.0 F. and the local
that
last
year
Maine
registered
53,102
kind
High
and
Lincoln
Academy
play
The original bill proposed some
the board would like to hear it.
“The whole thing can be summed
Masonic bodies up to the -Scottish
Fords against 8,504 and 7,222 by its in the Arcade- These teams met in
And still the expected barrage did Up jn two words—Business and GosRite. May 11, 1916, he was a member changes in the sizes <X apples under nearest competitors.—adv.
Newcastle three weeks ago and Lin
aip,” said John O. Stevens. How’
of the Kin£ Hiram Council delega the present law, and when hearing
coln Academy won by a very nar not take place.
It has been my personal experi- many men are arrested who are
tion which became stranded on Rob was held upon the bill before the leg
row margin, as indeed, most of the
ence and observation,” said Mayor steady workers?
More business
Iron Rust
inson’s Ledges in Penobscot Bay, and islative committee on agriculture last
teams have won from Rockland.
Snow, “that there was never less would mean better morale, Maine
his coolness and knowledge of motor
Each
has
an
incentive
to
win
tomor

From River in Siberia row night’s game—Lincoln because drinking and prostitution in Rock- js about to lose two of its most imboats helped avert the great tragedy Wednesday, a demand for a more
Can you imagine a river that gets it insures second place for her, and land than we have at the present portant industries, and is facing a
The
in which that expedition so nearly re complete change developed.
rusty? There is one which is sub Rockland as a means of keeping out time. It would be the height of condition where it has either got to
sulted. He was also a member of committee recommended that a new
the Church of Inunanq^l, Cniversa- draft be made and tabled the hili for ject to this phenomenon—llie River uf last place. It will be the last conceit to say Hjat it is our adminis- emulate Florida, or go behind. We
Ob, which fulls into the Arctic league game of the season in Rock tration that is responsible for this, should go carefully. We can’t make
list, a devoted worker (here, as else a second hearing.
ocean und runs through the north land as Rockland’s next and last There are many other influences at Maine big by being narrow minded.
where.
Thv redraft, which has been made of Siberia.
work—notably the churches.
The thing we should do is to tie a
Mr. Williams is survived by his by Representative Robie of Gorham,
game will be played in Camden Fri
Tbe
Ob
contains
a
great
amount
I share your Honor's optimism." can on some of the goseip that we
day
night.
wife, formerly Annie M. Perry.
a member of the ho.use committee on
of iron. Every year when it freezes
said, Col. Walter H. Butler, recorder hear going around. I. heard on the
• • s s
The funeral services will be held agriculture, omits reference to sizes
over tlte iron Is cut off from tlie
of the Municipal Court. "We’re go- street today that the mayor and all
in the Universalist church Thursday in the definitions of the several
Talk
about
your
candiepin
stunts
!
air. Tlie result Is that the metal
ing ahead in a good many ways, but of the officials were going to resign,
afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev. C. A. grades, but does require that every ! precipitates, or. in other words, in Pipe off that 1132 bowled by Emery
there’s room for imorovement. The Some of us came up here tonight to
Knickerbocker and Rev. W.
S. closed package of apples shall state 1 stead of being dissolved in the Russell in 10 consecutive strings at
pm poses of the criminal law are not i see that he didn’t resign.”
Portland last week. His ^malles?
Rounds oflieiating. Aurora Lodge, the minimum size ol the fi nit there
water, becomes a solid.
fundamentally
to
punish.
The
Louis Rosenbloom: There's not a
frame
was
99
and
his
largest
was
F. and A. M , will conduct its ritual in. The new designations of the
The whole underside of the Ice is
agencies which must do most of the city in the State one-fifth as clean as
exercises, and Claremont Command* grades are:
covered thickly with rust, and even 133. In succession he bowled 129, work are the churches. It would do Rockland on punch boards,
133.
ery will act as escort.
Instead of the present “fancy” the fish and other creatures become 105,123.109, 130 •and
good if they Would consult with the
Alderman Chase: Is a man who
« • •
rusty. In tlie lower reaches, where
grade, the term “.Maine Standard
probation officer.
The Salvation goes through the country selling
MRS. ABBIE A. GAY
The
full
score
of
the
Camden-IJnIce
does
not
form,
tlie
water,
urdifancy” shall be used: the present No.
Army is the only one which jeaches punch boards an honorable citizen?
1 or Class 1 is to be known as narily quite clear, becomes cloudy coIn Academy game which took down into the dregs.
Mr. Rosenbloom: I'm not hear to
Death came Saturday to a well "Maine Standard A;” anfc the pres
and discolored. The whole river, place in Newcastle Friday night fol
"On our statute .books are many argue another person's merits,
known Rockland woman, Abbie A., ent No. 2 is to ne known as “Maine 2,300 miles long, becomes poison lows:
laws which should have been wipid
Alderman Chase: You never sold
Lincoln Academy (16)
widow of the late Albert C. flay, at Standard B.”
ous.
off long ago. for they are obsolete punch boards?
the family home on Talbot avenue.
.
Goals
Fouls
Pti
People
living
near
it
have
to
The present fourth grade known as
Mr. Rosenbloom: That is not the
0
I and cannot be enforced. For inDeceased was horn May 24, 1850, a “Unclassified” is to be entirely abol quench their thirst with melted Gough, if ......... 2
stance, our blue laws are a heritage subject under discussion,
0
I
daughter of the late Sumner and Eli ished and in its place are to be what
snow, and most of the fish leave Baker, rf ................... 2
"We need a city matron badly.”
0
( from Colonial days. They make us
zabeth (Burbank) Whitney, and al are termed “Combination Packs,” de
the river and seek safety in the Pendleton ................. 0
2
4 guilty, if we go to a picnic or take said Col. Butler. “And while you
ways made her home in this city fined as follows:
sea. They are told by instinct when Giles, c.s................... 1
0
0 our families out on Sunday, it is a are at it give the probation officer a
the time arrives for their annual Robinson ................... 0
She was educated in the local schools
“Maine Fancy and Standard A.
Erskine. Ig .............. 2
0
4 worth while sign when this hall can boost."
and was a staunch worker in the* shall consist of well-matured apples exodus.
Rev. O. W. Stuart: When those
In the spring the ice thaws and Ball, rg...................... 0
*0
0 lie filled with people interested in the
Universalist church until ill health of one variety of the Maine Standard
public morale."
girls were spoken of it occurred to
tlie
air
renders
tlie
river
free
from
Dodge
...............
ft
0
0
compelled her to relinquish her acti Fancy and Maine Standard A grades,
“I hope my/four years’ efforts me that perhaps I was a little derepoison. The fish immediately re
vities.
but shall not contain less than onehave not been in vain," said Sheriff llct. One of them was formerly in
turn.
They
swim
up
the
stream
Totals
.................
7
2
16
She was married to Mr. Gay in 1870 third by volume of Maine Standard
Raymond E. Thurston. “I believe the my Sunday school. There is a break
in such vast numbers that they are
and they built the fine Talbot avenue Fancy.
city is in much better condition than down somewhere between the officers
packed tightly together. Any boat
residence. When Mr. Gay died in
“Maine Standard A and B, shall that tries to navigate the river at Talbot, If ................. 1
ft
2 It was a year ago. We go ahead in and those who are here to help. The
1897 Mrs. Gay continued to live in
this time forces thousands of fish Gunnarsen.................. 3
ft
6 our way, as we see It. but we came leaders of our religious work would
the old home with her daughter, Mrs. consist of well-matured apples of one
onto the flat bauks, where the na Fitzgerald, rf .......... 0
0
0 here tonight to get the suggestions have been glad to assist. I have re| Edward .1. Hellier. She is survived variety of the Maine Standard A and
celved great help from this meeting.
Maine standard B grades, but shall tives kill them with sticks.
Ames, y ..................... 1
2
4 of citizens."
j by two daughters, Mrs. Hellier ami
“Our purpose is not to pat our- It i« a challenge to me.
Davis .............
0
0
0
Mrs. Fred Glover of Charlotte, X. C., not contain less than one third by
Rev. Mr. Alen here discussed some
Mayhew, lg .............. 0
ft
0 selves on the back, but to learn our
and by six grandchildren, Albert, Ed- volume of Maine Standard A.
All
Unusual
of the phases of lor^il civic work
“Maine Orchard Run, shall consist
Gerrish, rg .........
1
0
2 weakness" said Mayor Snow.
| ward and Sarah Glover and Margaret,
“Ih my eight years experience as a which had been brought before the
pf well matured apples of one variety
Strength Are
Alice and Edward G. Hellier.
Totals .................... 6
2
14 teacher." said Alden W. Allen, prin- Knox County Ministerial Association
Funeral services will he held this of the Maine Standard Fancy, Maine
The story of Samson is found in
Referee, Hepwonh. Time, four-8s. cipal of RocklaSd High School, "I and said he didn’t like the thought
j afternoon from the home at 2 o’clock. Standard A and Maine Standard B Judges 13, and the three following
find my students hefe as good mor- that conscientious criticism was
• • s s
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker and Rev grades.”
chapters. This man takes ills place
Belfast High won an easy victory ally as those In other schools which "running Rockland down." “Rockin Scripture as a Judge or ruler, an
W. S. Rounds officiating.
I have taught.
land is not the woret place," he said.
oftice which he filled for 20 years; over the new Knox and Lincoln
FORD FACTORY “FIGGERS”
-What is the population of the "and perhaps not the best.” The pasas a Nazarite, that is, one bound by champions, in Belfast Friday night. county
PHYLLIS B. NELSON
Jail, Mr. Sheriff?" asked Rev. tor offered to strike hands with anyTibbetts starred for Rockport. The
Interesting Story of Mammoth In a vow of a peculiar kind to be set score:
Eugene V. Allen.
body to make an improvement.
apart
from
others
for
the
service
I The last sad rites for Miss Phyllis
dustrial Development Shown By
"Twenty-four.”
"The girl problem Is a hard one,"
Belfast (39) ~
of
the
Almighty.
The
obligation
B. Nelson were held Sunday afterTables.
“How many did you have three said Rev. Mrs. Bradstreet. “I was
was really for a definite time, and
Goala Fouls Pts.
| noon in the Congregational church.
away when the girls were before the
during that time the Nazarite whs Tuttle, If ................... 1
0
2 years ago?”
Rev. W. S. Rounds oflieiating. The
In 1908 whenthe first Model T bound to abstain from wine and ev Grady, rf ................... 5
"The average was about eight or court and did not know of their
0
10
| Pilgrim choir, of which the deceased
Ford touring car was made, it sold
My services are without
1
15 10. Four years ago the total num- plight.
I was to have been a member, sang for $950 and in that year there were ery production of the vine, and Nehf, c ....................... 5
her of prisoners was 32; three years money and without price, and I am
from
every
kind
of
intoxicating
Nickerson,
lg
..........
4
3
11
recessional. The .Junior Claes of only 10,660 of these cars made, and
drink. He was forbidden to cut the Buzzell, rg ................ 0
1
1 ago it was 44; tWo years ago it was ready to help anybody who needs
I Rockland High School attended in a
the following yearly table showing hair of his head, or to approach any
60 and last year it was. 84."
personal hplp. I would thank any
body and the bearers were schoolproduction and price of Model T dead body. In the third place Sam
"I.Was wondering," said Mr. Allen, i officer to call me at my home."
Totals
17
39
I mates. The floral offerings were proFord touring cars since then will he son appears as a man endowed with
"if that was improvement."
“The bulk of evidence leads me to
Rockport (15)
I fuse and beautiful, especially marked of great interest tv the average per
"What is your interpretation?" believe that Rockland is not as bad
supernatural
physical
strength.
It
Goals
Fouls
Pts.
I being' the crass from the (’lass of son:
asked Mayor Snow.
as it might lie. but that It might be
is this latter quality that first Tiblietts, if .............. 5
3926. Senior boys acted as bearers— Year
Production
Price
"I don't know.” confessed Mr. better," said the mayor.
comes
to
one's
mind
when
he
is
Dow.
lg
.......................
II
Vesper P. Grover, Cecil Benson .Sid
191)8
10.660
950.00.. mentioned, and it is because of Graffam, rf ............. II
Allen, “but when I first came here I
Col. W. P. Hurley, former Municiney
Bird, Arnold
Nelson,
Philip
1909
19,051
780.00
conducted services in the county Jail, pjil Judge, said that when he came
that wonderful quality than any liartiett. c .............. I
Rounds and Theodore Sylvester. Es
1910
34,979
690.00
and the number of prisoners got to back to Rockland after eight years'
man of unusual strength is called Welt, rg ................. 1
pecially is the f nnily grateful to Ves1911
76,150.
600.00
be so small that the services were ! absence he was much gratified at the
a Samson. For Instance, a London
| per Grover for his thoughtful acts.
19)2
181,951
550.00
conditions he found here. He becarpenter, named Thomas Tophnni,
Totals
................. 7
15 discontinued."
Deceased was the daughter of Mr. 1913
294,972
490.00
“We try to do our duty and protect1 lieved the officers were doing all they
has been called “the British SumReferee, Norton.
|and Mrs. Ezekiel Nel • n. horn March
1914
213,161
440.00
the city,” said Marshal Luke 8. i could.
son.*’ It is related that in Cold
• • • «
j 25, 1908. and had always lived in this
“Lots of times we make
1913
534,103
360.00
Bath fields, London, on May 28,
Mrs. Minnie Rogers, apropos of a
By another week baseball gossip Davis,
. „ .
. .
t ,
city.
She was talented musicaJly
1916
785.433
360.00
1741, in tlie presence of thousands will hive Ihe right of way The, searches and find notning. Other remark made, by Charles T. Smalley
•with a marked gift for vocal attain
of spectators Topham lifted three Knox and Lincoln schedule was re- "mes we Bet
1917
703,355
450.00
Rtuff' Very feW about the lack of a Y. M. C. A., said
ment.
In her school work she had
hogsheads of water, weighing 1,836 centiy published in this paper.
1918
537,452
525.00
gitIZens are willing to sign com- the citizens should provide some
always maintained a high standard.
pounds. Topham was born in 1710,
• » s ♦
plaints.”
place for the boys.
I Socially she was active and fortunate
575.00 mid died in 1753. It was related
Dec. 31
401.982
“I have never been willing to be"This is the only city where I have
j in the possession of a rarely swedt,
440.00 that he was driven to suicide by
lleve that Rockland i« going to the been that has neither a Y. M. C. A.
1,074,336
j personality.
We
are
now
showing
Kid
Boot
’
s
domestic troubles.
1,013,958
415 00
bad.” said Charles T. Smalley. "We nor a Y. W. C. A.." said Mrs. Adrlel
Relatives from out of the city who
sweaters with the white Van Heusen can compare with other cities and F. Bird.
1,351,333
384.00
I were here for the fancral included
Collars
and
Cufls.
Cl
’
TLER-C(X)K
2,090,959
cpme out with flying colors. I be--------------------295.00
Eggsactly!
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason E. Mann of
Co.—ad v.
lieve that any warrant would lie
290.00
2,201703
PRISON STAFF INVITED
‘•^lermitn Finck, whose only fault
Waterville. Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Blackpromptly served if placed in the of
Ford industries are now cont- is that lie is always witty, hap
ington of (’amden and Fred W. Corpletely standardized and embody tbe
ficials' hands."
pened to be walking up Baker street
| neau of Boston.
Sheriff Thurston then brought up
Warden Lester D. Eaton and other
most scientific ami efficient laborwith Page and, slopping In front of
a topic which has been widely dis-j memliers of the staff of the Maine
saving devices yet invented.
Some
Elliott A Fry s, the well-known pho
THE BRIDGE HEARING
cussed since the recent denouement Btate Prison at T homaHton wRI bp
idea of the size of the different Ford
tographers, they noticed tliat there
The morning train out of Rockland i factories may he arrived at by seeby the detectives who operated here 1 Suests of the Portland Kiwanis Club
| tomorrow will carry an < nthusiastic ing the number of acres which these was an exhibition of country-life
this winter. This was the story of at *bp luncheon meeting today,
photographs in the window, and
delegation of Kennebec Bridge sup ; different factories cover. The River
the five wayward girls, who had lieen when Warden Lewl$ E. Lawes of
that In a basket in the center of tlie
We give regularly until arrested
porters, who arc to appear in the | Rouge plant at River Rouge, Mich.,
for being idle and disorderly Bing Sing Prison, New York, will
window were a coliple of dozen of
I afternoon at the hearing before the
be the speaker. Mr. Lawes has dehas its own blast
furnaces,
coke
further notice 20 PER persons.
llie best new-laid eggs! Tliis being
I committee on Wavs and Bridges, ad- ; ovens,
"We had plenty of evidence," said voted years of work and study -to
foundries,
machine
shops.
somewhat unusual for an establish
) vocating a bridge across the Kenne
DENT OFF the marked Sheriff Thurston; “the prolilem was Prison problems and is considered
I body plant, saw mill, glass factory, ment of tlds kind, Page said:
bec River at Rath . While the situ.i- :'cement plant locomotive repair shop ‘Eggs! Why on earth should a pho
what to do with such cases- Tbe "np of ;>>e best authorities on flint
selling price on every girls were in custody 24 hours, and subject in the I nlted States. In ad| lion at this writing looks more fav- as well as its own paper mill, and tographer put eggs in Ids window?'
] orable than it evey has. the res.
lh<’ delegation from Thomcovers a total of 11,000 acres,
To Which Fink replied: ‘I really
article in our store, includ in that time there was apparently'‘Utlon
di-nls of Knox and Lin -"In coiia/a s j
'I be Highland Park plant
is * tbe
nolindy interested in going to them. aston " 's expected that wardens
don’t know; I can only suppose that
should not relax their efforts in the Headquarters of the Ford Motor com
ing Stoves.
Some
organization
should
have from other New England prisons will
a ben lias gone In for u sitting’;
I .slightest. If you can go to t his hear pany, and the cradle of all Ford in which is an example of quick wit I
checked up on them to «ee what be present for the purpose of proing tomorrow—go.
could have been done to lead them to curing data in connection with their
can hardly imagine lias ever been
dustries.
This is the parent plant
work.
excelled.’—From “Chestnuts Itea different life.
from which the present world-wide
'Every issue of The Courler-Ga- Ford organization sprang, and here Itoasted” by Seymour Hieks,
“It is borne in on me very strongly,
Spring Coats arriving daily at
I zette is a salesman, visiting three tlie methods and policies, since bethat the city requires a police ma
'
~~
/
CVTLER-CoOK CO—adv.
I times a week the homes of this vi- come famous, were originally worked i Every issue of The CourierM3atron,” said the Mayor.
.
Icinity and soliciting business for its out. This is the largest automobile 'zette is a salesman, visiting three
"The Red Cross is doing welfare
--------------------L. MARCUS
| advertisers
work,” said A. W. Gregory, in reA riot of colors in New Spring
factory in the world and it covers times a week the homes of this visponse fo a question from the mayor.! I>resses now on display at CUTLER313-319 MAIN. ST.
TEL. 745-J
Spring Coats arriving daily at 278 acres. Also located at Dearborn, | cinitv and soliciting business for its
Alderman L’tmer: The city neede COOK CO.—adv.
lJO-tf
are tlie new Ford glass factories with advertisers.
I CUTLER-COOK CO—-adv.

He that by tuury and unjust gain
increaseth his substance, he shall
gather it for bint that will pity the
poor. A faithful man shall abound
in blessings: but he that maketh
haste to be rich shall not be innocent.
—-Proverbs 28:8, 20.

25% to 50% Off
We are offering this week a big lot of new Steel

Beds at prices way lyelow their wholesale cost.

If you need a bed here is a chance to make a big
saving.

-

•

Full size White Bed, 2-inch post, heavy filler .......... ..... $ 6.98
Full size White Bed, 2-inch post, ......... ........... ......... .‘........ 6.98
Full size White Beds, 2-inch square pests and fillers
very handsome beds; each..... .......................... ....................... 7.49
2 Twin size White Beds, 2-inch posts, each ........................... 7.98
1 Half size White Bed, 2-inch posta ...................................... 8.49
1 Twin size Ivory Bed, square pest and steel cane filler
head and foot ................. -.......................................................... 10.98
2 Twin size Brass Beds, 2-inch posts. Here is a very
handsome pair; each ................................. ............................ 16.98
1 Walnut Bow Foot Wood Bed, twin size. This is a
very handsome bed .................................................................. 17.49

1
1
3

These Beds are All New and Up to Date

Here is Your Chance to Get a Bed Cheap

'

“How Shall I
Cook It?’’

Drives Fish

Men of

Samsons

“They say it’s good, but
how shall I know how to

cook it?”
That plea of women

has been answered by
Swift & Company with a

series of meat charts and

recipes.
The charts are inter
esting, the recipes point

the way to delicious
dishes.

Reproductions of these
charts, together with an
interesting story of the
advertisements, are con

tained in our 1925 Year

Book.
Other vital facts about

your meat supply also are
told in the Year Book.
A copy on request, free.

Address:

Swift & Company
Public Relations Dept, 4337 Packer* Ave.

Union Stock Yards
Chicago
1J6B

20 PER CENT

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

SIMON K. HART
1

: Manufacturer of :

Cemetery Work
: And Dealer in : :

Native 6c Scotch Granite

Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Cor. Brick and Pleasant Sta.

/

Every-Other-Day
■Several tocal garagertten and autodealers are taking in the Bos
TALK OF THE TOWN [ motole

ton “Show” this week.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EE NTS
March 10—R. R. Relief Association dance
and entertainment In Temple hall.
March 11—(League Basketball)—Rockland
March 11—Rockport— Senior Class play “A
Bunch of Fun ” in Union hall.
March

13—Child

Guest

day,

Rubinstein

Page Three
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P. L. Havener has Just re-leased his
store opposite The Courier-Gazette
office, for a period of tlVe years.

HENRY L. WITHEE

BASKETBALL
The Last Home League Game

Southend neighbors complain of a
barking dog which exercises his vo
cal accomplishments between 2 and

Former County Attorney
Dead In Rockport—An
Active Career.

TOMORROW MT

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Henry L. Withee, former county at
torney, died nt his home in Rock
port Sunday morning, after a brave
a. m.
[I
battle against a disease which neither
lhe local physicians nor the special
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter, R.
ists could successfully combat. He
M., Will have a special meeting
8:00 o’clock
came home from Massachusetts
Thursday night for work in the M.
General Hospital a few weeks ago
M. M. degree.
with condition temporarily Improved,
but on Saturday he suffered a sink
Sa<hiel E. Rogers, W’ho has been
ing spell nnd the end cante speedily.
employed In the office of Sw’ift & Co.,
vs.
Funeral services will lie held Wed
since last March, has been trans
nesday nfternoon at 2 o'clock at his
ferred to the Lewiston branch.
late residence on Mechanic street,
Ar.
Rockport. Rev. J. N. Palmer of the
Members of the bar are asked'to
.Methodist church oflieiating. The in
meet at the Library room Wednes
We have reduced the prices on these below listed coats to the lowest
terment will lie in Rockport.
day forenoon at 10 o'clock to make
• • • e
arrangements to attend the funeral
price possible in the hope that someone who really needs this type
Henry Lauristo'n Withee w:Ai horn
of the late H. L. Withee.
in Dover. Me., 49 years ago. Ills
VS.
of garment might be attracted.
people followed the lumbering busi
The next undertaking of the Knick
ness ig this State and the Middle
erbocker Class of the Universalist
West, und because of this fact his
church will be the baked bean sup
boyhood was spent in the pine woods
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED
per with which It Is to regal© the
of Wisconsin, where for two years he
Price 50 Cents
public next Saturday evening.
lived in a log cabin and received ed
ucation in a log schoolhouse.
A rumor was current yesterday that
He followed the various occupa
Bangor is making overtures to I’htl
$42.60
1 Reindeer Suede Cloth, muskrat fur collar and tuffs and edged, misses size ................ $85.00
tions of farming, working in the
Jones as physical director. Rock
OWL
’
S
HEAD
GIRL
49.50
There will tie a special communi
woods, on the log drives aud in the
1 Rust Brown, wolverine collar and cuffs, and border, misses size .................................. 85.00
land has considerable use for that
cation of Aurora Ixulge on Wednes
saw mill. Working also us a regis
gentlemen as we understand it.
47.50
95.00
1
Saddle
Brown,
viatka
squirrel
collar,
»ize
40
.....
.
..............................................
.....................
Miss
Leona
K.
Reed
Has
Achieved
day evening for work on the En
tered guide sand conducting a small
Much Success At the University of hotel, he helped himself through fit
25.00
1 Brown Velour, muskrat collar and cuffs, misses size ...................................................... 45.00
It is reported that the Weiss house tered Apprentice degree.
Maine.
ting school and college graduating
on Brewster street has been sold to
2S.OO
55.00
Black
Ilylo
Cloth,
black
fur
collar,
size
18
...................................................................
w..~*
......
l
Capt. Fred S. Packard of the
in 1901 from Colby, where his four
the Akia Society, said to be a hold
The Bangor Daily News runs a de
18.50
1 Brown Polo Cloth, brown coney collar, size 45 .............................................................. 29.50
ing corporation for the Ku Klux steamship Agwlmars. is home on a partment called “Who's Some At the years’ course was marked with ac
Kian. George Stanrett of Thomaston leave of absence until May 1st. He U. of M.” published of course in the tivities and honors that reflected
Weather This Week
29.50
18.50
1
Black
Polo
Cloth,
black
coney
collar,
size
43
...............
......
..................
.................................
is planning to visit his brothers in
upon his ability as a student and ath
Weather outlook for the week In Is president of the corporation.
22.50
Denver and his father, Daniel A. interest of University of Maine stu lete. and his' popularity among his
35.00
1 Black Zebeline, fur collar, size 43 ............................................................................. ........——
North Atlantic StateR: Period of
dents. in tlie March fi issue ap
ilegemates. Hie preparatory school
Augustus Levy, who has been in Packard, tn Wyoming.
22.50
showers at beginning and again
peared a portrait of l^eona K. Reed
1 Brown ZIbeline, fur collar, size 45 ....................................................................... .......................... 35.00
as
Higgins
Classical
institute
from
shortly after middle,of week; colder the boot nnd shoe husiqpss in Portof Owl's Head. The accompanying which he graduated in 1887.
The
Westbrook
'High
School
girls'
18.50
29.50
1 Gray Polalre, plaid lined, silverette collar, size 3G...................................... —.*.....................
early part with temperature normal liind the past two years, and has basketball team which defeated the item said:
He was a mem her of the Col liy t rack
there gained experience In fitting
22.50
35.00
or above thereafter.
"The principal achievement of Miss
2 Black Blocked Polalre Clothl sizes 43 and 47 .................... ...............................................—«
team four years; was president of
ladles' shoes, Is now in charge of the Rockland gills in Westbrook a few
3 Marvella Cloth Coats, black, brown and navy, sizes 38 and 3G, exceptional values,
store opposite Hotel Rockland, for weeks ago, and wiiich recently played ix'ona K. Keed of Owl s Head has the Colby Athletic Association; and
Portland High 26 to 26. comes here
to aqhieve Phi Bela Kappa rank, had lieen editor of both Ihe college
Dispiriting weather atul an unus merly conducted by C. II. Morey.
15.00
priced at.............................................................................................................................................
next Saturday afternoon for a game She was initiated into that honorary
ual combination of sad news made
eekly puper and year book. He
in
tlie
Arcade
at
3
o'clock.
society
last
fa.ll.
Miss
Reed,
however.
32.50
55.00
Sunday a gloomy day around town.
taught High School three years In
1 Brown Blocked Polalre, coney fur trimmed, size 40 ........................................................
The tenement at 37 Vi Llmefock
__
lias not allowed courses to monopoKnox and Aroostook counties. Choos
street, at present occupied by the
12.50
1
Black Kersey Cloth, belted model, size 45 .................................................................................. 25.00
This
is
the
nlght
z
of
the
R.
*
Jt.
'*ze
her
time.
Last
year
she
was
•Schooner Wawenock Is coming family of A. 11. Hurd, has been en
ing the legal profession for his fu
of
the
class
of
1925
Relief
Association
entertainment
and
1
secretary
and
17.50
35.00
here light from winter quarters In gaged by Willis Hooper of Tenant’s
ture vocation, he studied one year in
1 Black Velour Cloth, belted model, size 43 ........................................................................ ...........
Providence. She is under offer for Harbor, who with his family will oc dance in Temple hall and a big crowd was defeated liy only thri-e votes this Foxcroft, finishing his course at
25.00
year by Miss Hope Norwood of
1 Bust Kryima Cloth, size 18% ................................................................................ *......................... 39.50
a Southern cruise.
cupy it April 1 when the Hurds’wilt will he on hand to hear the three Southwest Harbor. She has also lieen Harvard latw School. His teaching
headliners—John Dan Shepherd &
50.00
32.50
1 Bust Chinchilla, crepe lined, misses size .......................................................................
areer
ill
Rockport
consisted
of
two
return to their home in Ash Point.
company, Miss Gladys Jones and active in the Round Table, iu Y. W. ears’ prlncipglship of tlie High
Robert C. Brown of North Haven
50.00
32.50
c.
A.
and
in
basketball.
Her
sorority
1
Navy
Chinchilla,
gray
and
blue
facings
and
cuffs,
size
18
..................................
was among the candidates initiated
The Junior choir of the Methodist Carleton Porter. Marston’s Orches j is Alpha Omicron I'i and she 'is ma chooi.
39.50
25.00
into Phi Beta Kappa at Colby Col church elected these officers at their tra will furnish music.
1
Green
Block
Kry
ma
Cloth,
size
18
....................................................................................
Mr.
Withee
was
admitted
to
the
joring in English.”
lege Friday night.
Boston Bar in 1907, and for four years
rehearsal last Thursday: President,
45.00
25.00
1 Heavier Chinchilla, Prince of Wales model, misses size ........................................
Thursday the Relief (Corps will' The writer of tlie above overlooked
Miss Ruth Koster; treasurer. Miss
•as associated with M. O. Adams and
45.00
25.00
Basketball at The Arcade tomor Florence LtGage; secretary, Carl hold its regular supper at 6. Therp *he interesting facts that Miss Reed H V. Cunningham in Tremont build-'
1 Navy Chinchilla, Prince of Wales model, size 18 .................. -............................
a graduate of Rockland High
row night—Rockland High vs. Lin Herrick; librarian. Miss Ruth Plum will he lots of work in the aftering. He settled in Rockport in 1911,
35.00
55.00
1 Gray Camels Hair, Prince of Wales model, misses size ...................... -................
noon.
In
the
evening
plans
will
be|
Scho
?J
:
is
president
of
the
Mt.
Vercoln Academy—last home game in the mer. Mrs. Knowles ts at present
ubsequently opening an office in
ma.de for a sheet and pillow-case' non House; Is sorority president, and Rockland. He was located in WiilKnox and Lincoln League.
at ting as accompanist.
is
a
member
of
the
Contributors'
party. The following Thursday the
ughby block at the time of Rock
Club.
Frank L. Clark, day operator at
I have no intention of selling my past presidents will have charge of
land's big fire, nnd lost all his beiongOther bargains in Coats not listed
th¥ Western Union is having a fort Waldoboro theatre." reads a telegram the meeting, also filling the chairs,
ngs therein. Since the lire his office
SHIBLES IS ENTHUSIASTIC
night's vacation. Relief Operator which The Courier-Gazette yesterday so it is desired that a good crowd at
had lieen in the building owned by
Moro of Bangor is cMckhig the key received from Miss Ida Rokes of Bos tend in order that the plans may lie
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED
Over the Record Showing Which Is the Central Maine Power Company
completed
both
for
the
entertainment:
ton. The item published by this pa
In his absence.
Being Made For Boys' and Girls' at "The Brook."
STREET FLOOR
and
the
supper.
x
STREET
FLOOR
per was the result of misinforma
He aucceeded Philip Howard as
Clubs
The, long signs on the front of the tion, Which had apparently been re
county attorney and served two
The Forty Club held an enjoyable
Burpee Furniture Co. store were tak ceived first hand.
terms in a very able manner. His
session at the Thorndike Grill ye?- 1
enlo,lnnent of ISfi, in the boys'
en down and are receiving osteo
dininistration was featured by his
terday
noon.
Dr.
H.
W.
Frohock,
an
‘
Kiris
agricultural
and
Imme
pathic treatment ill the studio of
“My First Impression of Rotary”
important work in the Brown murder
Mgdlcal
Examiner
and
Health
Officer.
econ
omics
clubs
in
Maine
is
new
\
Was the subject of E. S. Levensaler’s
• Dr” E. H. Crie.
The 1925 enrollment sur- ase. While the perpetrator of that
address liefore the iRotary Club at was the speaker and gave a humor- rec°rd.
rime wus never discovered, few
Anson Bucklin, the veteran Thom tfie weekly luncheon last Friday. ously instructive account of the mul- 1 I>asses *hat of 19t!4 by 7fi3. and 1924 knew of the tremendous amount of
aston .barber has No. 1. Vol. 1 of Needless to add his impression was a titudinous duties of the Health Of-* "''IS considered (o have set a record, work that was done by this prosecut
/
fleer, incidentally disclosing several ”he 1924 program of wot'k was endLeslie's Weekly, a magazine Relic decidedly favorable one. E. L. Brown
ed Jan. 2. with the State contest at ing attorney in his vain quest for
angles
of
civic
affairs
not
generally
which is probably in no other Knox told of his visit to the San Fran
Orono and between that time and the criminal. State detectives, and
cisco Rotary Club, previously re discussed. The Club voted to send March 1 the hoys and girls of the letectives of national fume labored |
County household.
a
delegation
to
Augusta
to
support
ferred to in these columns.
shoulder to shoulder with County) /7=
the Kennebec Bridge proposition and State have signed for 1867 projects. Attorney Withee, und a great mass
1925
Tlte Maine Central offers special
1855
The leading project for girls is
threatens
to
put
a
basketball
team
excursion fares to Bangor next week
Peter Nelson, back front Boston,
sewing and garden and poultry vie of ’data was assembled without the
on
the
boards.
The
Civic
Affairs
when the Daughters of American has resumed work op the model of a
in popularity with the hoys. The end being accomplished. Mr. Withee
Revolution have their annual State four masted hark, which he is build committee reported favorably on State Club leader, Lester H. Shibles, was both amused and indignant at
Get FREE Book
ing to scale, and which will doubt some forward looking plans for the
conference there.
tlte frequent reports that the prose
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
is
enthusiastic
over
the
showing
less compare very favorably with hoys of the community.
made and states that 1925 will lie the cuting officers were cognizant of the
to
hoose a
adio
WALDOBORO, ME.
The freight steamer Pawtucket tin- those other models of which mention
murderer's identity, but were with
year the club has ever had.
ally cleared from this port Monday, has recently been made in these col
WITH THE BOWLERS best
It dizotuenz every quettion to cenzlder, and
The largest enrollment ET ET EE holding the secret. To the writer V=
legal difficulties having been straight umns. "I work a while,” says I*pdeeeribee thia year’* Z4 unproveaeenti.
Hancock County and Cumberland of this obituary who was in his clos- I
DIED
ened out. The reconstruction of this t,er, “break something, swear a little,
Rockland beat Camden Y. M. C. A. County is a close second with 290. est confidence all through the tragic
craft has already lieen described In and put the model away until I am ■in a very close and Interesting match
Hall
-4!
mt
on,
Mir.s.,
March
6.
l.inma
The other counties are as follows: wpeks of the search, he often re
ugain in the mood.”
these columnsnt the Camden Y. M. C. A. alleys Fri Aroostook. 181; Washington. 172; marked: “God only knows how 1 wish (Prmkettl wife »f Ivor) b. Hail, formerly (if
NEXT TO FORD AGENCY
28-30
Vlnalhaven.
.
day night by a margin of 34 pins. Knox-Lincoln. 145; Twin. 144: Ken
did possess that knowledge; it was
Cahterwood—Sonoma, Calk . March.
The automobile stolen from David
The Rockland Midgets and Lincoln The Rockland bowlers were Shields.
nebec, 137; Somerset, 134 and the the ambition of my career to find the Henry E. Caldvrwood, formerly of \ inalnaven
Rubenstein Friday was recovered Midgets will play before the Rock Jacobs, Olidden, Sullivan and Milli
ace<l 7G years.
,
remaining counties finish in this or murderer of Carolyn Brown."
Aim Warren. Marcli 7. Mrs. Enillzo Alio a
Saturday at Springbrook Hili, the land High-Lincoln Academy game gan. and had a total pintail of 2265.
The
only
other
office
of
political
native
«f
Finland,
aged
41
years.
•
months
der: Waldo. Penobscot, Piscataquis.
thief having abandoned it when the in the Arcade tomorrow night com The Camden Y. M. C. 'A. bowlers
importance which Mr. Withee he'd
Franklin, York and Oxford.
Williams- Rockland, March 8, William A
gasoline gave out. The Waldo Coun mencing at 8 o'clock. If you want were Manning, Morin, Magee, Bracy
was that of treasurer of the town of
Williams, aged 6n years. Funeral Tlmrsday
ty sheriff notified Mr. Rubenstein of to see a lively exhibition watch these nnd Boynton, and had a total pinRockport.,
Three
year-ago
he
was
afternoon
at 2 o’clock from the Universalist
b. C. Perry, Jr., of the People's
promising youngsters.—The Lynn fall of 2231. Milligan and Glidilen Laundry is driving a new Hudson a candidate In the June primaries church.
its recovery.
..
.
Withee— Rockport, March 8, Henry L. WithGeneral Electric team plays Rockland had a close match for the largest pin- coach—a stylish looking ct.itter.
for the senatorial nomination, lint
ee
aged
48
years,
2
tiHintlis.
1*
dayn.
Fu
met defeat at the hands of Oscar H. neral Wednesday at tlie late residence.
We are now showing Kid Boots High the last week in March. The fail—Milligan having 488 and Glidden
S|>rciwl—Taunton. Mass. March 9, May
Emery of Camden, who, in turn,, was
sweaters with the white Van Heusen Record boys will be with the Lfnn 486. Morin was high man for Cam
The Browne Club of the First Bap
den with 478, while Manning had the
defeated by his Republican opponent nard E. Sprowl of Rockland, aged 24 years.
Collars and Cuffs. CUTLER-COOK team.
____
tist church will hold a cake sale at
Gay—Roekiand. March 7. Abhle A. (Whit
BATTERIES
hljfwst
single
string,
108.
in the State election. Mr. Withee's ney) widow of Albert C. Gay, aged 75 years
Co.—adv.
the
Fuller-Cohb-Davis
store
next
Sat

Manager Benson has booked Jim
Democracy was never questioned and 9 months.
urday
afternoon
at
2
o
’
clock.
30-lt
my Evans for a return engagement
ROCKPORT IS CHALLENGED
While in Colby College he organized
There will he a supper at the Owl'
IN MEMORIAM
at Park Theatre at an early date,
and was presidentef the Bryan Club,
Head town hall Thursday March 12,
In loving memory of wife and mother,
The Rockland High School Basket- ‘ We are now showing Kid Boots and In 1912 he organized nnd was
and in April will bring "Way Down
from 5 to 7. Proceeds to go to the
Mrs Belle D. Berry, who parsed away March
East" here for another showing. ball Team hereby challenges Rock-' sweaters with the white Van Heusen president of the first Wilson club in 19, 1923.
Ash Point chapel.—adv.
This week's features at the Pnrk are: port High School to a thirfUgame, to Collars and Cuf^s. Cl TLER-COOK Maine. His services on lhe stump
Two sad years since you left us.
Whom we cherish’d and lov’d dear;
Co.—adv.
Today. "Devil's Cargo,” with Pauline be played on neutral territory on
were always In demand.
(’an we help hut feel lonely.
I am prepared to assist In making Starke and Wallace Beery: Wednes date satisfactory to both teams. Each
Mr. Withee was the founder of the
When we do not see you here
opt income tax returns. Robert Col day and Thursday. “Age of Inno team has won one game from each
You have left a loneliness
Rockport Public Library and inter
Tlie
world can never fill.
lins, 375 Main street- Tel. 77. 27-tf
cence," starring Beverly Bayne, El other, and whjc Rockport has al
ested in everything that pertained to
We hope to meet yolT when
liott Dexter and Lew Cody; Friday ready won the championship, the pub
the welfare of the town. He was a
Our days of life have fled,
and Saturday, "Sandra,” with Bar lic would like to see the rubber game
In heaven to greet you,
member of Mt. Battie Lodge l.O.G F„
Where no tears are siied.
bara La Marr and Bert Lytell. Char played.
of Camden nnd of Raaklund Lodge
♦Husband, sons and daughters.
James Murphy, manager.
lie Chaplin Is at the Empire today,
B.P.O.E.
We are not in polities;
Kenneth Green, captain.
with “Tillie’s Punctured Romance.”
Mr. Withee had served on the
CARO OF THANKS
We wish to thank tlie many friends and
we’re in patriotism.
board of trustees of Higgins Classi
neighbors
who
were »<• thoughtfiU and kind
LIKES
“
DRIFT
INN
”
The R. & R. Relief Association has
cal Institute, the sister school of Co during the Illness
In
America, lata
put
and death of our loved
burn, Hebron and Ricker.
its benefit entertainment and dance
one.
Americans on guard.
Mr ami Mrs.K. fi. Nelson and family,
Mr. Withee possessed a keen, ana
tonight, an event which always brings “Kib” Waxes Almost Poetical After a
Visit To This Coast Resort.
lytical mind which he 'found a val Rockland, March 9.
ready response from the public. Mon
vs.
—Ku Klux Kiwi- than 200 tickets had been sold at
uable factor in his legal work: and
CARO OF THANKS
noon yesterday and while the public Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
with it was a keen appreciation of
I wish to express my thanks :o neighbors
One of the first things a former
was cheerfully giving a half. Everett
wit nnd satire. In an informal debate and frienils for the many kindnesses extend
during the illness and death of my wife
Libby was giving no quarter until lie resident does when visiting his na
he was recognized as a most worthy ed
and for the many beautiful 'loril tributes.
could make the number 250. The af tive home is to seek out the changes,
antagonist. For weeks and months
Herbert L. Ulmer
fair takes place In Temple hall, and that may have been made since his
he had recognized the seriousness of
iRockHni, March 9.
*
will begin at 7.3,0. Shepherd's En last visit.
his condition, and knew that in his
The writer has made his first visit
3:00 P. M.
tertainers are tprlmed with new
prime his days were numbered, yet
A riot of color.- In New Spring
stunts. Marston 4s rehearsing his to the new Drift Inn owned and man
he met the' crisis with calm, philo Dresses pow on d'i«pk \ at CUTLERThe price is only one—and the least one—
best music, and Boh Adams is press aged by Mrs. Obadiah Kalloch. "Drift
sophical and even cheerful temper COOK CO.—adv.
of three things that tell whether a battery is
Inn"
comprises
about
25
acres
of
land
ing
his
swallow-tail
so
as
to
act
as
ament.
Friends
found
him
genial,
For the Arrest and Conviction Of
—At tbe—
and forest, having frontage on the
a good bargain. More important consider
floor
manager.
companionable
and
loyal,
and
the party who stole two propellers,
Atlantic Ocean and Is easily reached
throughout the county the news of
ations are: How long will it last and how
three carburetors, hard .grease
by auto from ail points in New Eng
his death will bring much sorrow.
Many of those who attend the
few will be the repairs? One repair job may
land. This spot, almost on the very
cups and gasoline pipes from my
Mr. Withee was mahried Dec. 20,
Kennebec Bridge hearing tomorrow ocean, is situated ill the tow'n of St.
change
the lowest-priced battery into the
power Loot “Rover" at South
1904. to Miss Mabel 11. Pressey of
will doubtless remain in Augusta to
George, 45 minutes ride ,by auto
HEADQUARTERS
Rockport, who survives with one
hear Gen. Lord's address, which will
most
costly.
Thomaston.
Westbrook was victorious over
from Thomaston and Rockland. The
brother, Frank E. Withee of South
Haynes DX
be delivered before Legislature at
great natural beauties have been
there, but here it will be a differ
Hamilton, Mass, and a step-father,
11
a
m.
Thursday.
Gen.
laird's
in

The true way to put a value on your bat
F. H. MALONEY
Bloopless
Three Circuit
utilized to the best advantages, and
ent story.
William Worster of Blanchard.
vitation to speak before the Maine
tery is to take the first cost, add the repair
it is doubtful if any coast restau
lawmakers came In the form of the
SupeWyne
30*31
rant resort in New England affords
* bills, and consider the length of time the
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
The Y.P.C.U. play, ‘‘Getting Ac
following telegram from Gov. Brew
a greater opportunity for rest for the
Browning-Drake
quainted With Madge” will be given
battery lasts. Do this and you will find that
ster: "We would lie tremendously
old or health and amusement for the
and
in the Universalist vestry Thursday
pleased if Gen, Lord could he in Au
an Exide Battery costs you less than any
young. The dining room, which has
afternoon. In the cast tire Sidney
gusta Thursday, March 12, to address
Audio and Radio
a seating capacity of 75 persons. Is
other per month and per year of service.
Bird, Leonard Campbell, Stanley
the Joint Session of the Legislature,
equipped with the most convenient j
Snow, Richard Bird, <’lifton Cross,
Amplifiers
at 11 o'clock, with opportunity for
and sanitary fixtures obtainable in r
Now, even the first cost of an Exide is low
Carl Herrick, Jeannette Smith, Marthe citizens of the Slate to attend.
BUILT TO ORDER
the modern restaurant.
J.1VJ
Will welcome an address from one of
—
with the quality as high as ever.
TROUBLE SHOOTING
The most attractive item on the bill
’AN EXf>CW SAYS
! its most distinguished sons, filling a
REPAIRS
of fare is the famous "Drift Inn"’
position whose responsibility In this
I5X Of THf PEOPLE
ALTERATIONS
lobster stew, prepared by Mrs. Kal
>
FOR SALE BY:
critical period we somewhat appleNow is the time to PAINT UP.
OV PLAY GOLF
loch. herself. She takes as naturally
Sett and Tubes Tested on Actual
clate, as we grapple also with a bud
MEDOMAK
GARAGE,
Waldoboro, Maine
(o cooking as a “duck to water" (
Broadcast Reception
prepared to do First Class
(THE MEANT
get here in Maine.”
\
from
the
fact
that
her
forbears
are
BARTER
’
S
GARAGE,
Tenant
’s Harbor, Maine
If you want a good time come
Coils Wound To Order
Work—inside and outside.
WAS I5X OF THE
cooks of the highest degree and rep-i
Parts and Accessories
down to South Thomaston Grange
NICHOLAS
GARAGE,
Lincolnville
Beach, Me.
The Masons are asked to meet at unitlon. This cosy, homelike place is
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT
GOLFERS PLAY
CEILINGS WHITENED
Hall—
x
the Temple at 1 o’clock Thursday already attracting a clientele of the [
AND OTHER DEALERS
ATTENTION
afternoon to attend the funeral of the best charactered summer visitors, i
All Work Guaranteed
Your Garage Man Can Get Them
1 late William A. Williams. It is espe among them Gen. H. M. Lord of
cially desired that King Hiram’s Washington, D. C.. Dr. R. J. Condon
Shipmates attend.
superintendent of schools of Cincin
Square and Round Dances
RADIO SERVICE STATION
nati. Ohio, and the Curtises from
(Over Express Office)
Tel. 106-3.
63 Pacific St.
We are now showing Kid Boots Philadelphia, together with many
585 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Smalley’s Orchestra
Postoffice Box 359
sweaters with tKa White Van Heusen other prominent men. who make the,
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE
ROCKLAND, ME.
30-32
^^^^^Dwtr^utorsjind^Service^Jjtion^^^^
Collnrs and Cuffs. CUTLER-COOK coast of Maine their summer home..
30*
“Klb.”
Co.—aBv.

Club
March 10-Rockport Town Meeting.
.March 10—Owl's Hjyid town meeting.
March 10 (10 a in.)—Warren adjourned
town meeting.
March *7—Sr. Patrick’s Day
March IS—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League
March 18—Chicken pattie luncheon at Congrt'gational church.
March 18-21—Rockland Automobile and
Radio Show at thp Arcade.
March 18-10—State Convention of D. A.R
In Bangor.
March 19—Chapman concert In First Bap
tist church.
March 19—-Masquerade dance at the Coun
try Club
March 19-29—Benefit Minstrels in Rock
port
March 20—Address by B. C. Itedonnet, of
Wiscasset, auspices Women’s Educational
Club, in Methodist vestry.
March 21—Civil Service Examination at
Rockland I’ost Office.
March 21—Young Folks’ convention at
Methodist church, Rockland.
March 21—First day of spring.
'March 22-Aprfl5.—Singing revival. First
Baptist church.
'March 25—Class of ’21 High School Bene
fit Dance— Arcade.
March 30—Thomaston town meeting.
March 31, April 1-3—Partners’ Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 2 — Thomaston—Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
April 3—Rockport—"Cheer
Up Chad,”
auspices of Dumalquas class of Baptist S. 8.
at Union hall.
April 7—Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
April 12—Easter Sunday.
April 22-2i—Annual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches in Augusta.
May 10—Mothers’ Day.

Final Offering of our

At the ARCADE

>'3

Winter Heavy Weight Coats

LINCOLN ACADEMY

Plain and Fur Trimmed

ROCKLAND HIGH
LINCOLN MIDGETS

ROCKLAND MIDGETS

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

yjqirJarJHr.MrJ«r^r.lMrJMrJHiMrJaW

:: Memorials ::

Before You Buy Any Set
“How

C

R

“

3

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

£xi&e

BASKETBALL
::: Girls r::
Westbrook Higk.

When is
a battery cheap?

Rockland High

SATURDAY

$100 REWARD

ARCADE

- Guaranteed
HOUSE PAINTING
an
KK

D. J. Dorgan

RADIO SERVICE

BILL-BARBER

DANCE

Saturday, March 14

R. W. TYLER

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
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How shall, the averasefst.
farmer improve hismethoi
tfchecoine a better- farm
-

/)6 I

Probably the most progress with the
least expense will be through the
liming of soils and the plowing of a
good portion of his acres every year.
The liming puts his soil into sweet
condition and some kind of legumes
nay be induced to grow on practi
cally any eastern soil if acidity is cor
rected.
Well-drained soils should he In
duced to grow alfalfa if possible as
this legume is probably the best food
producer. Not all soils respond to al
falfa cultivation and if the farm is too
run down, it must be "brought up"
by fertilization and cultivation before
this wonderful plant will stick.

2b

22

i

Two Substitutes.
' Meanwhile red clover or alsike will
be found a little less temperamental
gnd for short rotations these clovers
will do nearly as well as alfalfa.
Plowing, bming and the use of plain
acid phosphate will work wonders
with many a run down farm and a
silo and the planting of crops to fill
it wlil double the live stock capacity
in most cases.
Good live stock cannot be grown
cr kept economically on farms that
do not grow legumes, the voung stock
do not grow as they should, and the

5?
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<>6

■
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Every-Other-Day
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problem centers around the wlnl-p
care of the herd or fieri; and the sil
age, clover or alfalfa provide the right
combination.
Now shall It he beef or mil':, an I
here again must ccme in the Ice: I
situation. Is there a profitable mar
ket for milk within easy nc’ess'Z If
so, by all means cultivate it. If tl:a
labor In the house and on the farm
can bo had to meet the exacting con
ditions that follow the production of
high grade milk.
Given a farm raising good cron? as
above outlined, with a herd of high*
producing cows and with good com
mon sense management, the farm will
pay.
If the labor Is not available to earn
for the herd an.l the milk in a v.-ay
that is satisfactory to the authorities
that are paying for the milk, beef
should be looked Into.
Or.ly Ons Way.
Thera Is only one why to make mills
economically, that is, with the bast
tools available—improved stock, pura
bred if possible, and the 1 est of them.
There is almost as much difference
between tho top and the tail of the
pure bred as betw n the scrub and
the pure bred. You should n t :n«

Lovely Curves and Lines May Be Acquired
\ Through Exercise, Say These Beauties

' MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '
*

Eastern Standard Time

•
Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta. A|700a. m.. J7 3O a. m.. Il.lOp. m.)
Bangor, A|7 00a. m„ t7.30».m . (1 10p.m. j
Boston, A 117.00a. m., 17.30a. m.. (l.lOp. in. ,
Brunswick, Al~.00a.in., |7.30a.ni., 11.IOp.m.,
to.30 p. m.
Lewiston. A 17.00 a. in., |7.30a. pi., tl.lO p. in.
New York. 11.1 Op. m.
Portland. AS7.00u. in., t7.30a.rn., ,1.10 p.m.,
15.30 p. m.
Waterville. A 17.00a.m., 17.30 a.ni., tl.10p.m.
Woolwich. A57.00a.m., |7.30a.m.? tl.Wp.n.,
|5.30 p. in.

1 Daily,except Sunday.

A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool’
wich.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
0-28-21 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Ajp,

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA*
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to chan,, without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
B, 1924.

Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sunday!
at 5.30 A M
for Stonington, North Bareu,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. 31.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
SwauV Island.
B. B. STINSON,
General Agent.
Rockland. Maine. Oot. 6. 1924.
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Vertical.

Horizontal.
1—To bewilder
•—Velvet black mineral need for
Jewelry
X1B—Showing Indifference to pain
or pleasure (adj.)
JO—Opening
17—At another time
IS—God of Love
20—Preposition
21—Canine
22— South African antelope
23— Ruin
25— Always (poetic)
M—Measurement of weight (abbr.)
27—Body of land surrounded by
water (abbr.)
IS—Insect
30—Polite title (mas.)
Il—Mountainous district of Greece
86—To leave a railroad car (mlllt.)
80— Persian ruler’s title
40— Iron In original state
41— Past time
42—Hang to
44—Pastry
46—Boy’s name
47— Exclamation of kemltatlnn
48— Negative
40—All right (abbr.)
60— Gazelle of Tibetan plateau
62—'Sense
61— Ape
64—Variety of tree
60—American writer
67— Head covering
66— Stain
68— Color
81— Above
02—Definite article
•8—National bird of a great coun
try
04—Africnn antelope
67—Avoid
70—Street
74—Large vehicle
77—Pilfer
78—Container
70—Place
81— Same old Australian bird
82— Nickname American war presi
dent
83— Bustle
84—Preposition
85— Note of musical scale
S3—Article
88—Preposition
80—House animal
00—Approaches
02—Arrest
03—Boy’s name
86— Pace
97—'Light pansy fabrics
00 Maintain
102—Provided that
204—Obtained
106—Coal scuttle
206— Initlsfls of Amer. president
207— Ancient
200—East Indian potentate
218—One who builds with stone
210—Reptile
117—Earth

210—Large bundle
220—Javanese tree yielding poison
ous juice
121—War god
122—Kind of salts
223—Church bench
284—Deceased persons (chiefly legs1)
flotation will appear In next Issue.

Solution to Thursday's Puzzle

ICBQ E □moa nan
IE3 □ O BQ H
ia □□ □ana

HOW FIRES START

What Should Be Done In the Way of
Safeguarding Flues and Chim
neys.

1— Peculiarly
2— Foolish person (slang)
3— Heavy mist
4— District of ancient Babylonia
6— Variety of lily
0—Collection of Information
7— 2,000 pounds
8—Terminus
0—A Hebrew
10—Make a mistake
11— A digit
12— Note of musical scale
13— Unity
14—Notation
15—To furrow
10—A cicatrix
22—Avoids
24—One who buys dead horses and
sells them for dog's meat
27—Boy’s name
29— Sesame (Hindoo)
31—In front
82—Perform
33— Anger
34— Pertalulng to flying machines
35— Musty
SO—Self
37—Toward
38— Between sunset and sunrise
39— Male parent of a horse or dog
43—Captain of an ancient boat
(Bib.)
41—Through
4(1—Immerse
49—Poem
63—Preposition
55—To fish

50—Roadway (abbr.)

00—Number under twelve
01—Across (poetic)
04—Affectedly splendid
05—Complication

00—Submarine vessel (hyphenated)
G7—To cut with shears
OS—Designation given one of U.
S. enemies in World war
09?—Preposition
71— old English

(abbr.)
72— I love (Latin)
73— Underground prison
74— Insipid
75—Encourage
76—Fabric of wide meshes
70—Tastes
SO—Soapstone
85— Part of a railroad track
87—Prefix meaning new
01—Vehicle
02—Greek letter
04—Preposition
00—Conjunction
OS—Wound with a knife
100— Demonstrative pronoun (pi.)
101— A metal
103—To throw one’s self heavily
100—A wrong (legal)
IOS—Prefix meaning not
110— Inhabitant of Nippon
111— -Beverage
112—Chop
113—Wet dirt
*214—Mlmle
115—Pouchlike part of n plant
110—Prohibit
118—Behold
121—Personal

pronoun

MARTINSVILLE
The Ladies Circle will meet with
Mrs. M. E. Wheeler Thursday. If
stormy the meeting will take place
Friday.
G. K. Marshall «of West Somerville,
Mass., was a weekend guest of J. W.
Hupper. Saturday afternoon he was
calling on old friends and neighbors.
We were all pleased to see our old
friend "Kib” and give him a hearty
hand shake.
All are sorry to lose our neighbor
Willis Hooper and family who will
soon move to Rockland where their
daughters Muriel and Evelyn are at
tending High School.
Mrs. Hoflis Chadwick has had the
telephone Installed, number 9-3.
Mrs. Clarence Ft eeman and daugh
ter Florence took a trip to itoekland
Saturday with David Brvine. He
also took the gentleman that has
been boarding the past two weeks at
Herbert Pierson's.
Owing to
the rainy evening
Thursday the party held at the
Grange hall was not very well at
tended.
Eight dollars was taken
which goes towards the electric
lights.
Frank Robinson has been laying a
hard wood floor in the living room
for Mrs. G. N. Baehelder the past
week.

A large majority of flres start in
the chimneys -and flues. "Safeguard
ing America Against Fire" cites ten
reasons for this.
Use of terra cotta sewer-pipe or
other unprotected tile or hollow
blocks as a chimney.
Construction of chimney
with
bricks laid on edge instead of flat.
Chimney walls built with brick
flatwise or only one brick thick, and
flues unlined.
EAST WALDOBORO
Supporting chimney on the timber
construction of a building or upon
Miss Dorothy Masters of Round
brackets; or Insufficient masonry Pond is visiting her cousin, Miss
foundation, when the chimney rests Priscilla Kanna.
on the ground.
Harold Orff was in Wurren Satur
Two or more connections to the day.
same flue.
Mrs. Davis, who has been at W.
Building woodwork Into the wall of H. Keene’s, returned to her home in
a chimney, or placing it in contact Jefferson Thursday.
with, or even in close proximity to,
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler is visiting her
its exterior.
granddaughter, Mrs. Burleigh Mank,
Smoke-pipes arranged to enter a North Warren.
chimney in vertical line.
Mrs.
Charles
Bowers and
son
Carelessness in sealing the con called at. William Whylie s Thursday.
nection between smoke-pipe and
Mrs. Isaac Mank and Byron Whit
chimney, and failure to anchor the taker were in Rockland Saturday.
pipe to the chimney.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Miller and
Carelessness in not renewing a son Richard spent last week with her
rusted smokc-pil>e and also allowing parents 'in Union.
combustible material too near the
Mrs. Edwin Carroll and Mrs. Bean
pipe.
of Warren t ailed at Alonzo SidenCarelessness in not keeping the sparker’s Wednesday.
chimney clean and Joints in brick
W. H. Keene and J. A. Rines were
work properly pointed.
In Warren Thursday.
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Five years, out of
sue scrub class.

Ihaiure cattle require purchased con If milk production I? your object.
”(
centrates in order to produce satis
Y'ou should get fema = ot unques
factorily and all these purchases lead tionable parentage, buy the b ct hull
away and not toward profitable live available at a lair price (and won
■tock keeping.
derfully bred hull calves are being
It 19 not (he purpose of these writ vealed today for lack of buyers.)
ings to suggest details of growing Breed your own future s-uilk produc
Crops cr Ot the care of live stock, but ers, for you cannot depend upon pur
C-ju s
rather the gen»ral methods that the chasing high yielding cows.
Writer has used and observed among that cercc on the market are a? a rule
the culls and sold for some fault.
Successful breeders and farmers.
Bringing up an 1 d. velopi g your
I
Raise Own Feed.
own heifers is your only highway to
’ Tiie basis cf all live ,stoek pros successful dairying, pr, tucing heifers
perity, as he views it, is the raising that outweigh, out-milk, arl out
ef the bulk of the feed for old and point their dams and grand dome
young stock on the farm where it is makes you a gain that I? fascinatipg.
fed.
It pulls you op, provid<? an Incentive,
Thus the choice to make is what gives an interest to the whole farm
Crops give the maximum amount of organization that keeps the boys on
feed with the minimum amount of the farm, the girls contended and
labor.
spreads satisfaction In ev y direc
Com unquestionably Is the one tion.
' The choice of breeds 1? left to other
Crop for forage and grain. The king
ot all, its selection simply narrows chapters. Whatevc r the choice, re
down as to the variety that will member that a scrub can be made out
mature and at the same time yield
the most fodder.
Corn and clover, for some other le<ume) should be the aim of every
progressive farmer.
It would, perhaps, he untrue to
s
•tate that success could not come
without their use, but certainly one
cr the other must be In the combina
tion and preferably both In order to
Win a fair amount of success.
The husking of corn is a question
able proceeding whether the silage Is
fed to young stock, milch cows or .te..
young or old beef cattle. The food
In winter quarters
elements are nearly as well retained
by the walls of the silo as by husking,
drying, grinding and otherwise pre ot the best bred calf, hv a few d.iv»
paring IL Silage of well-ripened corn, or weeks improper feeding ar.d that
coupled with well-cured clover hay liberal feeding must go cn with a
Tie ds very little purchased concen watchful eye at all times to see that
trates to produce satisfactorily yields every one of the calves is taught to
cf milk, magnified development of eat a little more ever.- day and at
young cattle, the maintenance of the the same time kept in the pink of con
dition. If you are not sold to this plan
beet herd or the fattening ot steers.
Pasture grass is the east's best crop you had better stick to the scrub.
•nd the crop that is lost to more
Scrub methods used In the care of
acres than any other. In our opinion pure breds will bring little or no bet>
the farming operation should center ter results than if applied to scrubs.
around the harvesting of the grass You must go the right way or the
crop and the proper planning of the wrong, well fed or half fed, for there
is no way to tnlx IL
enterprise to bring this about,
The earnest effort here of the writ
t
Lest Overhead.
er is to help get our eastern farmer
’ Milk, wool, mutton and beef can be friends out of the scrub class and t»
produced and young stock can be bring them to profitable and enjoy
grown during the grass season of the able farm wogf. It is all within read*
cast at a less overhead than In any whatever the ,
acreage
and —
this we
---------ether part of the country. Thus.the
__ have proven
•uige iu fancy prices or family names Copyright, 1921, by Philip R. rarlt>

NORTH APPLETON
There was an old fashioned spell
ing match at the club house Thurs
day evening participated in and en
joyed by the club members. Much
enthusiasm was manifested, and they
unanimously declared that other con
tests of a similar nature must he
slated for the near future. The
medal for the most efficient spelling
was presented to Crosby Johnson,
and the booby prize went to Carroll
Fenwick. This last was a pen and
ink drawing by U. N. Dyer of a
skunk, with the words “Sunnyside
Club,” in old English lettering. A
poem entitled “A Dream,” written
by the president was read at the
clost* of the meeting- A collection
was taken to defray future expenses.
The refreshment committee for the
meeting to he held March 12, com
prises Leonard Fish, Fred Tilden
and Albert Pease. One new member
was received. These gatherings have
helped to pass the long evenings,
and have been a source of pleasure

MAINE
MAIB

Harold Flanders was
recently.

are concerned the K. &
W. dealer in your town
is one of the best friends
you and your poultry
can possibly have.
Write for our 184 page
free catalog—and his
name, if you do not
know who he is.
KENDALL&WHITNEY
(425)

in

Augusta

-Z'S?

School savings are urged upon the
attention of “Jeanes -teachers” by Dr.
J. H. Dillard, president of the Jeanes
fund which is instrumental in the
employment
of
2G9
supervising
teachers to the schools for negroes
in 255 counties in 14 States df the
South. Dr. Dillard suggests that aa
a beginning one county in each State
make experiments in methods in
order that a simple and effective
plan available to all schools may he
devised.
He is of the opinion that
the idea is fruitful, not only for its
thrift value hut for its general in
fluence.—School Life*

Spring Coats arriving daily
CUTI.ER-COOK CO—adv.

at

Succulent Sprouts of the
Bamboo Are Necessary
For This Dish.

famed for her lovely swan-like neck
and well curved chin, as the Illustra
tion to the left shows. According to
■Miss D’Algy. one of the best exer
cises to develop a graceful and swanlike neck is the old simple exercise
we learned at school of bending tiie
neck forward and backward and
from left to right. This exercise
practiced regularly not only develops
neck lines, but tends to give the chin
well curved lines.

close to the side, bend elbows
as far back as possible as if you are
trying to have the elbows naeet in
the back. This exercise practiced
regularly will round the shoulders in
pretty, graceful curves.
As for a pretty back. Renee Adoree,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer player ap
pearing in "Escape” and Elinor
Glyn's “Man and Maid." demon
strates in the illustration at the right
how a delicately curved back is suf
ficient reason
to call anyone a
beauty.
"Many girls working in offices of
ten complain of cramped backs,"
says Adoree. "This can be relieved
and the muscles of the hack tested
and strengthened by the following
exercise; Stand perfectly straight,
raise the arms above the head, then
sweep arms forward and down until
your fingers touch the floor in front
of the toes. Do this exercise with
the knees perfectly straight.”

Kathleen Key. another screen
beauty, who just returned with the
"Ben Hur" company from Rome,
shows how lovely really beautiful
shoulders can be in the center illus
tration. "Scraggly shoulders," says
Miss Key, “can be materially helped
by exercising the arms, for the
muscles that move the upper arms
are in the shoulders. Here is a good
exercise for developing smooth,
rounded shoulders: Keep the arms

EVEN WATER WOULD
SOUR ON HIS STOMACH

VICKS
w
VapoRub

Ovtr 17 Million Jara Uaod Yearly

START
SAVING NOW
When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
hank
DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

FLOWERS SOON FADE
the only memorial that endures it
carefully built
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE

a

of granite or marble that retains its
beauty and withstande time and the
elements.

We give careful attention to distinct
legible lettering.
See our designs and note our reas
onable estimates.

FRED S. MARCH
Park St.. Cor. Brick.

ROCKLAND

The Naw Monumental Warerooma

FRANK HTiNGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
Law
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. MAINE
Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland

POWDER

C. M. WHEELER, D.C Ph.C
Chiropractor

TRY THIS

PIE CRUST

25 Cents

Just add Water and Salt

CHOP SUEY BIRTHDAY

Renee Adoree,
Metro-GoldwynMayer player, featured in "Escape”
and Elinor Glyn’s “Man and Maid.”

For SpasmodicCroup rub
Vicks over the throat and
chest until the difficult
breathing is relieved —
then cover with a warm
flannel cloth.

DAVIS
BAKING

JUST ONCE

... :

Soft, graceful curves and lines—
hew many beautiful poems and paint
ings have not been Inspired by them 1
A swan-ilke neck, a graceful shoul
der, the lines of a beautiful back:
these have often proclaimed women
beautiful who otherwise would not
have risen above the ranks of their
average looking sisters.
In many instances lovely curves
and graceful lines are made, not
horn, as one can notice from the fact
that many lovely ladies of stage and
screen diet regularly and exercise
strenuously not only to keep the lines
of their figures us perfect as possible,
but also to create lovely curves and
fine* if they are not already blessed
w ith -them.
Helena D’Algy, for instance, the
new motion picture "find" who plays
the put of an exotic Russian artist
in ‘Daddy's Gone A-Munting.” is

Kathleen Key, who is now in Rome
with tho “Ben Hur” company.

Chicago celebrates the two-score
anniversary of chop suey and Ulus-1
glass of water would effect me in
Man Paid Out this
trates how a luncheon fad among Lewiston
way, and If I ate anything heavy
State Street shoppers literally trans
I would become nauseated and would
Hundreds
of
Dollars
In
a
have acute attacks of indigestion that
formed hillside landscapes in Japan
and China.
Vain Effort To Find Re were just terrible. I never thought ,
of such a thing as eating any brenk- ’
"Chcp suey is a stranger to China
lief.
fast, and although 1 spent hundreds
—it is as American ns the ice cream
of dollars for medicine they might
soda or ‘hot dog'—hut its making re
quires bamlxv, sprouts from China COULDN'T
EAT ANY just as well have been water for all
good they did me.
and Japan.” saya a bulletin from the ,
AT ALL “A few weeks ago I was having an
Washington, D. C., headquarters of BREAKFAST
especially bad spell with my stom
the National Geographic Society.'
"When the United States began buy His Mother Brought Him ach when my mother brought me a
hottie of Karnak. I was -very skep
ing the succulent sprouts the effect
Karnak, and He Now Eats tical of it doing me any good, but
upon the thrifty farmers of Honshu
th" first dose was so soothing and
and Kiangsu was akin to a Nebraska '
Baked Beans and Every helpful
that I kept it up and when
granger finding acres of weeds
thing Else He Wants— I tell you that I ean now even eat
turned to wheat. ‘Edible bamlroo’
halted beans without a particle i f
had been scrub bamboo: soon its
Troubles All Gone.
distress afterwards you will have an
yield vied with ‘timber bamboo.’
idea what Karnak has done for m .
Jack-and-the- Bamboo-Stalk
"Karnak is the best medicine in Yes. sir, I am now eating three hearty
"Of course it did not take an the world—I got results from It, and meals every day, breakfast and all,
American food fancy to show the got them at once, and am now rid of and I enjoy it and digest It perfectly.
Orient that bamlsio sprouts were troubles from which 1 had suffered In fact, I feel Just fine in every way
gcod eating. The Japanese variety for over ten years.” This is the en and w ant to tell everyone how quick
of the grass whiehyields the most thusiastic statement made by Mr. ly and thoroughly Karnak fixes a per
luscious sprouts is known as ‘Moso' Walter Low, Spanish-American War son up. It certainly does the work."
—a designation that goes back to the Veteran and well known resident of
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu
'24 patagons of Chinese filial piety.'
17 Horton street, Lewiston, Me.
sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
“Once a widowed mother, so the
"My stomach was in such awful Thomaston by McDonald's Rexall
story goes, fell ill in luld-winter, and condition that everything I ate soured Store; In Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
longed for hot broth made of bam and came up in my throat in a sour Co?; and by the leading druggist in
boo sheots. Her devoted son dug mess," continued Mr. Low. “Even a every city.—adv.
to all. and it is hoped to make them down in the snow to'find them for
£
a permanent feature in the com her, and the gods rewarded his piety
munity.
by raising up shools that grew to an eneed if they were deprived of bam one entered his room and stole more
amazing size. Japanese artists, to boo; epicures would be saddened; hut than 9240 in cash.
L. F. Cearp lost more than 9100
this day, perpetuate this Jack-and- the American small boy would ibe
the-hamboo-stalk legend by their desolated if the millions of bamboo worth of carpenters tools lo a burg
poles shipped 'here every year were lar who entered Labor Temple and
drawings of the lx>Y, Moso.
"The actual facts about the bam cut off. What would he do for his made off with his tool kit.
M. S, Muchmore reports fhat some
boo are fabulous enough.' It Is a fishing rods?"
one entered his home by the rem
grass, and provides wood of more
numerous uses than any -tree. One
‘‘NICE QUIEJ TOWN” ' door, ransacked the house but stole
nothing.
root may project a hundred straight,
A pickpocket removed a wallet
polished, jointed stems into the air;
these grow as high as 120 feet; and Showing How They Some containing 9210 from the pocket of
their rate of growth has been marked
times Do Things Down In Michael A. Fitzgerald Sunday after
noon as he was hoarding the car at
at more that* two feet a day.
Miami.
Miami Beach,
"A Chinese or Japanese family eat
• • •
bamboo, sleep under it, sail the
“Nice quiet- town," writes II. A.
Mr. Daniels used, to be in the news
rivq> on it, write with a pen and
paper made from it, comb their hair Daniels, who is spending the winter paper game in New York, and is not
with it, cut their food with it, pipe in Miami, Fla. And he is not re unused to the doings of things and
. water with it, and make their liird ferring to Matinicus where he spends crooks, hut thinks that the National
i cages of it-. Western people multi his summers or eve»-- Rockland, metropolis hasn't much on Miami.
"A nice quiet town," says he.
plied its uses by their inventions which is his summer capitol. He has
i and employ it for ' airplanes, flutes, reference to booming bustling Mi
Spring Coats arriving daily at
hail pins, porch screens anil phono ami. where on March 2 the police
rounded up the three unmasked ban CUTLER-COOK CO—adv.
graph needles.
dits who staged a daring holdup at
Comparable to Coconut and Date
Melrose Tavern, getting away with
"Bamboo has been called one of money and jewelry valued at J10.000.
M1CK1E SAYS—
Nature’s most valuable gifts to manThe same issue of the Miami News
In parts of
Kiangsu
Province, (printed in pink) which chronicles
VOMT
AFRAID TO SEL1D
China, and in large tracts of rural the sensational doings of the threo
Japan, it would not he amiss to desperadoes, summarizes in a row
M HEIMS VTEIA9 BECUX HER.
speak of the bamboo age; keeping the following events:
MA9AE APPEARS Ikl THEAA ».
* • • •
in mind, however, that the 'bamboo
'TUATS HVV K1UD OF VTEiAS
civilization' is much farther ad
Rubbers cracked two downtown
vanced than the 'date palm civiliza safes, stole one and were frightened
VJE SOtYA HAVE \O PUT O\JC
tion' of the Sahara or the ‘cocoanut away from another in the last 24
A U©U$4 PAPER., SO
palm civilizations’ of the South Sea hours in Miami.
SHOCK'eu \U\
Cracksmen knocked the combina
Islands.
"The giant bamboos are true tion off a safe at the Eli McDonald
grasses. ’ They send underground Furniture Co., and took more than
stems long distances through the soil, (1,100.
binding it together with hard, flintThe same men are thought to have
like root stalks, or rhizomes. From entered the Tip Top Grocery Co.
And you never will he bothered
this network of roots and rhizomes pi led the combination off a safe and
with making pie crust the old
they send upward the most rapid taken 9200. They were unable 4o
way—a gain.
growing shoots of any plant known. enter the inner vault of the safe,
While ^the nhistts are so fresh and holding 90,000 in cash.
it will demonstrate ('inclusively
tender that they can he snapped off
A safe containing more than 9180 Yooay
ir we
that “It’s the Crust that makes
with the hand and cooked to an as was stolen from the filling station of
W
paragus like delicacy; bamboo wood the Gulf Refining Co.
the Pie.”
AesaH
is the strongest known timber for its
Two men were frightened away
MOUEM
weight, and its hard, siliceous ex from the rear door of Whaler's Jew
CM
terior makes it serve for knives and elry storejewelry valued at several thou SMWC
whet-stones.
buys a big package
"Despite its numerous uses the sands of dollars were stolen from the
at your dealers.
grass is valued also for its beauty. home of Miss Grace S. Duncan.
The trees of China and Japan' lend
Burglars broke open the front door of
Write fur folder
a charm to many landscapes. 'They the Miami Furniture Co., and carried
are waviing 'plumes of delioate green away a phonograph with records, a
Simmcns & Harrfmond Mfg. Co.
foliage, which, whether seen against mirror off a dresser, auto tubes and
Portland, Maine
the skyline or backed by a darker an oil stove.
mass of forest, always give a peculiar
Ben Bymun reports that some one
(2225)
softness to the scene.'
entered his apartment and made off
"Makers of scores of manufact with several suits of clothes.
ured products would be ineonveniJ W. Rehdstill reports that some-

't
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Miss Agnes M/cClure is visiting
relatives.

POULTRY
SUPPLIES

Portland, Me.

By KAY MERRILL

Mrs. Andrew Robirsnri of Albion
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Clar
ence Coffin.

As far as

S&T-29-tf

Helena D'Algy, Metro-GoldwynMayer’s newest “find,” who has an
exotic role in “Daddy’s Gone A-Hunting.”

ROUP

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

400

Main Street, • - - Rockland
Graduate Palmer School ef Chlresraetle
Ofllce Houri;
Mesdayt, Wednesdays. Fridays, 10-12;
7-8, Tueidaye, Thuridaye, 10-12; 2-S;
Saturdayi, IS-12. Tai. S8S

t-ll

DR. T. L McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 138
38 UNION ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Graduate of American 8chool af
Osteopathy

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT 8TREEJ

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W
117-tf

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Irskint, A Go.
417 MAIN 8T_-------- ROCKLAND

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
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MOTOR EVOLUTION

* President MacAlman Tells
Why Auto Industry Can
not Stand Still.
‘'Never before since I have been
engaged in the automobile business
(and that means since the motor ve
hicle became an article of merchan
dise) has the industry offered to the
purchaser so much value for his
money as at this time." says .1. 11.
MacAlman^ president of the Boston
Automobile Healers Association. Inc.
"To my mind that is the ihost im
portant development of the year The
cars of 1925 are better built and
simpler than their predecessors,
which spells long and satisfactory
wear; they are more comfortable and
liner appearing and consequently
more satisfactory to the owner; and.
considering what the buyer receives
for his purchase price, they are
cheaper.
“But perhaps I can best illustrate
what I mean by the increased value
of the present day product by a com
parison of the equipment of the cars
of 1925 with some of their ancestors.
Fifteen years ago. for example, when
the motor car had already earned a
place for itself as a reliable means
of transportation and had begun to
be built and sold in quantities, a
really good, dependable open car cost
about $1500. That was the price—
say, for a seven-narsenger touring
car with a four-cylinder engine that
delivered about 45 horse power. But
that was just an open car; it was
without
top,
windshield,
lamps,
speedometer or starting device and
if the owner wanted these additions
same would cost between $400 and
$500.
“In the course of the following five
years, the price went up a little and
the buyer began to get a little more
w ith his car. The 1915 model of a
seven-pesseilger touring car with a
six-cylinder motor delivering 40 h. pwas priced at $5,000. By that time
the manufacturer was inoluding not
onlyi a top. but a slip cover and the
car had electric starter and lights,
windshield, speedometer and de
mountable rims. It was considered a
remarkably
complete automobile.
But in the. course of another five
years, by 1920, the price had dropped
materially and the equipment had
been increased to include such things
i as clock) electric horn and ammeter.
But there was still a spread of about
$1,000, between the price of the open
and of the enclosed car.
“Now comes the car of 1925 which

is just about as complete as it is
possible to make it. The six-cylln- 1
der engine does not rate as high as
ltd prototype of ten years ago, liut
it is much more efficient and likewise
far more economical. Tiie car costs
delivered complete about half what
the car of 1915 did and completeness
now comprehends all the things in
cluded in the cars of ten and live
years ago, and also such conveni
ences as windshield cleaner, motometer, sun visor, stop light, inspection
lamp, spare tire carrier, rear view
mirror, cowl ventilator, lieadli
dimmer and anti-glare lenses and
the enclosed models, such niceties as
vanity and smoking sets, dome and
quarter lamps.
»
"In other words, in the coursy of
ten years the industry xtas cut the
price in half and built a vastly bet
ter car and at the same time has In
cluded in the cost to the purchaser
equipment that in 1915 would have
cost several hundred dollars and
some of which could not have been
obtained at any price because it did
not exist.
‘'Chassis lubrication has been per
fected to a point where it is relative
ly a simple.matter. Today the owner
doesn’t have to think about engine
lubrication at all except to have
the crankcase drained at regular in
tervals and the oil renewed. Many
owners do not touch the carburetors
from the time they buy a car until
they sell it, whereas formerly they
had constantly to be tinkering with
the fuel mixer. The gasoline supply
of today has no vexations, cooling
takes care if i self and the driver
scarcely ever icalizes that there are
sucli things as transmission case
and differential requiring attention.
Tires are immeasurably superior.
“We used to think we had done
well if we made lour thousand miles
on a set of tires and we were lucky if
we took a long u-ip without one or
more punctures. The modern tire
goes ten to fifteen thousand miles and
punctures happen so seldom that
not ’ infrequently the driver has to
consult his book of/dircctions to learn
how to remove the rim. 'In past
years every driver learned that very
early and very thoroughly by fre
quent experience Then, there is the
great improvement that has been
brought about through more durable
body finishes and the greater attract
iveness resulting from the more ex
tensive employment of nickeled parts.
It does not seem many years ago
when it took the greater part of a
day of a man merely to polish the
brass on a car.
“I have, not yet mentioned the
greatest of all the increases in value

AT THE STATE CAPITOL
PUT STOMACH IN
ORDER AT ONCE
“Pape’s

Diapepsin”

for

Big Event This Week Will Be Wednesday’^ Hearing On
Kennebec Bridge—Knox and Lincoln Matters.

ROCKPORT

Right Road

Mrs. Mark Ingraham and (laughter
Joyce of Camden were recent guests
of Mrs. Ingraham’s mother, Mrs. SJosephine Wall.
The food sale held Saturday after
noon at the Iloekport Ice Co.'s store
for the benefit of the Methodist
hurch netted over $11.
Wesley Thurston was nt home
from Portland lo spend Sunday.
The funeral services of Richard
Brown Small were held Monday af
ternoon at 2 o'clock at the home of
his sister, Mrs. Frank Colby, Rev. J.
X. Palmer of the Methodist church
officiating. Interment was in Ames
bury Hill cemetery.
The annual town meeting will be
held Monday Mar, 16 at the new
Town Hall.
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
Mrs. Cora Talbot and William D.
Talbot of Rockland and Mrs. Eliza
beth Achorn of Camden Sunday at
dinner at "Orchard Grill"
The Public Library will not be
open Wednesday afternoon on ac
count of the funeral of II. L. Withee.
The Twentieth Century Club will
he entertained Friday afternoon at
the home of Miss Marlon Weidman
instead of at Mrs. Alhelia Trulan's.
The lectures which are being given
at tire Methodist church by Rev. O.
\V. Stuart of the Littlefield Memorial
church Rockland are being greatly
enjoyed.
At the regular meeting of the Fred
A. Norwood W. R. C. No. 26 held last
Friday evening one candidate was
initiated.
A baked bean and cold meat dinner
will be served Town Meeting day
Monday, Mar. 16. at the G A. R. hall
by the W. R. Corps. All members
will be solicited.
Next Monday Is town meeting day
in Rockport, and the voter’s find 75
articles for their edification in the
town warrant;

Augusla, Mrcit 9—(Kpv.'i.il lo Tho duced to finance the State, and hear
Courier-Gazette)—Knox qnd Lin ings on the Bath and Richmond
Gas, Indigestion or
coln county .people interested in bridge hills, the Initiated primary
Sour Stomach
statewide issues before the 82d leg bill and numerous other measures
islature will .be interested to learn comprise a portion of the docket for
Instantly! Stomach corrected! You that the report favoring the ant1- the loth week of the Maine Legisla
never feel the slightest distress from da.vlig.ht saving bill lias been adopted ture which will open at 4.30 Tues
indigestion or a sour, acid, gassy by a big majority by the House, day afternoon.
stomach, after you eat a tablet of with the new draft of the same
The Barwise resolve submitting u
“Pape’s Dinpepsin.” The moment it which eliminates the clause provid constitutional amendment forbidding
reaches the stomach all sourness, ing $300 penalty and places cases of the use of public money In the sup
flatulence, heartburn, gases, palpita violation in the courts of equity.
port of sectarian schools together
tion and pain disappear. Druggists
A new basis for the distribution of with the divided report of the com
guarantee each package to correct the State Aid road fund is another
mittee on education, will automati
digestion at once. End your stomach Interesting bill, introduced in the
cally come off the table in the Sen
.trouble for few cents
House. Friday by Maiden of Waldo ate next Wednesday. It appears
boro. The bill stipulates that for doubtful at this time if the propon
represented by the car of the pres each dollar so appropriated to each
ents of the measu.e can muster
ent year. That is the marked reduc town having a valuation of $200,000
strength of two-thirds of the upper
tion that has come about in the price
less, $3.50; a valuation of more
of enclosed cars. We have been so than $200,000 to $800,000, $2.00; 800,- branch necessary for the passage of
loflg accustomed to a large differen- 000 to more than $1,000,000, $1.75; the bill.
The initiated primary bill will be
ilal between the price of the open and $1,000,000 to $1,200,000, $1.22; $1,200,enclosed car. that it seems marvelous 000 to $1,400,000, $1.13; $1,400,000 to argued before the Judiciary commit
that the industry has been able to $1,600,000, $1.07; for more than tee Thursday's afternoon.
Richmond claims for a Stateaccomplish what It has done very $1,600,000, $1.00 This act is not to
lately In offering enclosed models at become effective unless the State con owned bridge across the Kennebec
river will be aired before the ways
the same price as open.
stitution is amended to provide an and bridges committee at 7.30 Tues
"The motor industry Is very sensi additional bond issue for hjghways.
day evening, while at 1.30 the fol
tive to public demaud. When the
Another important State issue is lowing afternoon before the joint
public revolted it cranking the en
the Emergency resolve which Wads committee on ways and bridges and
gine, the industry devised and adopt
worth of Kennebec had in tow. call interior waters hearing will be held
ed the self-starter; when the owners
ing for $256,475.97 for the payment of on the resolve for the Kennebec
became tired of crawling under their
certain claims and departmental State Athletic Commission for the
cars to reach essential parts, the
overdrafts for which no legislative bridge between Bath and Woolwich.
builders either eliminated the neces
appropriations have been made and
The advisability of creating a
sity of giving frequent attention to
to provide for carrying on the ac supervision of boxing and wrestling
these parts or made them accessible.
tivities of departments and institu wilt be discussed before the judiciAnd now, when the motorists, or a
tions for the remaining months of ’ary committee next Thursday after
great majority of them, have shown
the fiscal year, ending June 30. 1925 noon together with an act relieving
a preference for the undoubted com
An act' to regulate Ashing In the State of the necessity of proving
fort of the enclosed car, the industry
is meeting that want by providing Muddy Pond, In the town of Damar the non-existence of a Federal jier
enclosed models at no greater cost Iscotta, has been reported upon by mlt In proceedings for punishment
the committee on Inland Fisheries for unlawful transportation of liquor.
than open cars.
"The great automobile Industry and Game, “ought not to pass." The Ten other acts will complete the judocket for
day
We arc now showing Kid Boots
does not stand still; It cannot stand report was accepted and sent down
Among the four matters which will sweaters with the white Van Heusen
still. Constant effort to progress has for concurrence.
Remonstrances
against
daylight
claim the attention of the commit Collars and Cuffs. CUTLER-COOK
put it In the commanding position
it now occupies among the great in saving, a further bond Issue, any tee on education on next Thursday is Co.—adv.
nge
in
the
present
Primary
Law,
an act permitting children to be ex
dustries of the world. But the motor
car of 1925, as it is exemplified in op .osing the Child Labor amend cused from the public schools to re
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
the current display of the Boston ment. substantial Increase in the celve religious instruction.
Three acts will be considered by
dealers, is so nearly perfect in every gasoline tax were some of the issues
JUDICIARY
Tbe Committee on Juiilc.lery will glee e
detail that it does not seem possible filed from Knox and Lincoln eoun- ' ,he committee on banks and banking
to change or improve it in any essen ties, during the closing session of &n Thulsdav afternoon including an public bearing in Its rooms at the 8tale
In- #et (0 enlarge the definition of the Bouse, in Augusta, on
tial detail or to manufacture it at last week's Legislature. Active in
WEDNESDAY, March 11. 1925, 2 p m. on
any lower prices than at those prices terest fit a number of issues before term "Securities" in Sec. 126, Chap- the following:
the
law
makers
is
being
taken
bv
the
ter
144
p
L
1923
FO
as
to
inc
iude
S I) No. 122 An Act Providing for tiie
now sold.”
attesting of Records of City aad Town Clerks
Knox and Lincoln county loUcs.
for sale of fur bearing ani
by
Volume.
They are evidencing the same by the ma]u
8. D. No 123 An Act relative to Incit
RAZORVILLE
large number of petitions which
ing.
Inducing or persuading another to com
An act proposing a radical step in
they are filing, some of the more im
mit crime.
prohibition
will
he
heard
by
the
com

B
11 No 74. An Act relating to fees for
’A joyous party was that which portant ones coming from the Exec
the registration of vehicles relating to tiie
gathered at the home of Mr. and utive committee of the State Grange. mittee on temperance on Tuesday trans]Mirtatlon
of school children.
28 30
afternoon. The act would make it
Mrs. Charles Sukeforth on Thursday
Ought not to pass” was the re
H I) No. 4 An Act Providing for the
unlawful
for
any
person
to
have
in

Begulatloti of Certain Advertising Signs.
evening to help Mrs. Sukeforth cel port from the committee on Salaries
H. It No 259 An Act relative to the apebrate her
birthdaySeventeen and Fees on hill. An act relating to toxicating liquors in his possession In polntnunt
of administrators, guardians, con
neighbors and friends came in, with the compensation of the Judge of an* pu lc Vace
servators and receivers.
H D. No. 254 An Act relating to liens
their coming unannounced, and took Probate for Knox County. It was
“lon -°l
q,.,
»
_S
tn for personal services In bancsting potatoes
possession, and the hours fled only tabled by Thompson of Rockland, i “J1 blr,hs and
No. 255 An Act relieving the State
!
<■ lhe -ub.tance rt an art to of HtbeII neceaalty
too swiftly as Mr. and Mrs. Suke pending acceptance of the report.
of alleging and proving the
forth are royal entertainers.
non-existence of a Federal permit In pro
An art relating to the salary of the
ceedings for punishment for unlawful trans
Harold Linscott and Ralph Hibbert county attorney of Lincoln County, 1,ealth "e ne\,.aJ’ ... n«.-„
portation of liquor and for forfeiture of rehides ixuis etc
motored to Augusta Thursday, re was reported upon by the same com- t'mf- ,he c0’n'p e* >
mittee, “ought not to pass." An act ?uments relating to the act provld- hides. 4x*».. etc
turning the same day.
B. I). No 212 An Art relating to wanting
signs at grade crossings
ef’ K r ”
The heavy rain of Thursday night relating to the salary of the judge lng for the ipar>
II. I). No. 225 An Act relative to the pa
and Friday will give the water mills of the Rockland Police Court was registered nurses Instead of rt(> role
of women committed to tlto reformatory
. . „
. .
. .
„
. tration every five years and increasan opportunity to start their spring reported.
"ought not to pass." This
___ ____________ »____
for women.
ing the registration fee from 50 cents
H61S
-\n
Initiated primary bill.
29-30
sawing early.
was tabled by Mr, Thompson, pend
Till RSPAY. March 12, 1925 2 p nt. on
to one dollar.
Willard and Malcolm Clark and ing acceptance of the report.
the
following:
An act to create a game sanctu
Lawrepce Howard are fltting wood
An act relating <o the salary of the
11 P. No. 131 -lit Act in Relation to State
ary in Knox County, to be known as Funds for charity patients In public and pri
for Willard E. Overlock.
county attorney for Knox County
vate hospitals.
Mrs. Jennie Humes of Stickney’s was reported qpon by Mr. Bishop of the ?»« Cob,,ty Game,
S4. D. No. 125 An Act to create a State
>63) has been reported in a new
Corner visited Mrs. Lydia Day 14,.
the committee on K,b.rl«,
Salaries end
and Fee
Fees-,
Athletic Comnttaalon for die Supervision and
draft, under the same title (S. I’. regnation of boxing and wrestling.
Thursday afternoon.
"ought to pass.” The same treat
452) "ought to pass." The report was
H. It No 226 An Art to amend Chapter
ment was afforded the act re
accepted and the bill tabled for print dtlrti-eight of the Public Laws of 1921, re
lating to the salary of the clerk of
lat lug to Absentee voters.
ing under the Joint rules.
S. It No. 129 .Ut Act relating lo the Ila
courts of Knox County. 1. e„ "ought
The Bath Times has the following billty of owners of automobiles.
to pass," after a new draft.
K It. No. 134 An Act relating tn the ap
to say about the hearing:
Fair progress seems assured for
polntmmt of election clerks at polling places.
"There will be a large attendance
H, D No 224 An Act- to amend Section
the acts increasing the (salary of the
register of deeds of Lincoln County,
Rath people at the hearing Wed 127 of Chapter 87 of the Revised Statutes
relating
to affidavits of plaintiffs being re
clerk hire in the office of the regis nesday. Most merchants will close ceived as prima facie evidence.
H. D. No. 242 An Act relating to admis
try of deeds of Lincoln County and their stores during the forenoon so
29-30
increasing the salary for clerk hire their proprietors mqy go to the hear- slon to the bar
FRIDAY, March 13, 1925, 2 p. nt. on the
in the ofllce of the registry of deeds 'nK an<* those who do not go to Au- following
::
for Knox County.
gusta by automobile will go up on
S. It. No 110 An Act to Incorporate Dex
• • • •
the 10.32 train. It Is expected tliat ter P Cooper to develop and utilize tbe power
An act to regulate ice fishing in additional cars will be put on the of the Hites in die Bay of Fund}’ and wa
ters adjacent thereto.
29-31
Long Fond in tbe towns of Some. - forenoon train for the accommodation
FREDERICK W. HINCKLEY, Chairman
vllle and Jefferson, in the county of of those going from Bath and from
HERBERT E. HOLMES, Secretary
Exceptional dependability has been A char
Lincoln has been .passed to be en- tho stations on the Knox & Lincoln
LEGAL AFFAIRS
division of the Maine Central as
grossedacteristic of Dodge Brothers Motor Car
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
The county commissioners of Lin far east as Itoekland.
public hearing in ita rooms at tlic State
"Arrangements have been made for douse In Augusta, on
since the day the first of these sturdy cars
coln County have petitioned for
THURSDAY. March 12. 1923, 2 p. in. on
favorable consideration of hill for the Morse High School band to go
was marketed.
payment of fines in aut-Amohile cases along with the delegation and the theS. following:
I’. 177. S 1). 70 An Act to be known
music
of
this
well
known
organization
to the county rather than to the
as the Children's Act relating to children
State. The same has been filed by may be heard on Augusta streets as who are now or may hereafter become de
Not once in a decade has it failed to uphold
the delegation forms ranks at the pendent, neglected or delinquent; to estah
Bond of Lincoln.
ll»h a special equity Juvenile Court to provide
and enhance its reputation for faithful per
One last whack at the Daylight station and marches to the State for the treatment, control, maintenance, adop
Saving time tlndh expression in the House. Both the Board of Trade and tion and guardianship of tho person of aaid
formance.
communication filed by Walker of Kennebec Bridge Association are children.
S. r. 200. S D. 83. An Act relating to
Knox, from the executive com completing the details for the trip." absentee voting and providing method of
Confidence of a majority report on voting by a person who is physically inflrm
The reason for its consistent goodness and
mittee of 4he State Grange, opposing
Daylight Saving. Bond of Lincoln the Xntholne-Oakes Primary Bill, or disabled.
« P. 201 8. I). 77. An Act relating *o
continued betterment points directly back to
and on the Bath Bridge project was
files a similar communication.
the registration of voters and providing ineth
expressed in an informal talk by od of registration by a person who is phy
A
further
bond
issue
is
opposed
by
the ideals of the founders.
the Executive committee of the State Senator Anthoine Saturday night at sically infirm or disabled.
721. An Act to amend and Extend
Grange and the same is filed -with the meeting held under the auspices anH.ActP. entitled
"An Act to Incorporate the
Instead of fluctuating between an endless'
the Ways and Bridges committee toy of the Lincoln Club In Portland.
Odd Fellows’ ^Hoinc of Maine.
28-30
Senator Anthoine declared his
Bond of Linctfln.
series of annual models, they determined to
• • • •
W.
R. & INT. WATERS
views on tho various Sectarian School
The Committee on Waj's and Bridges and
The committee on Sea and Shore resolves now before the Legislature
concentrate on the perfection of a single
Fisheries submitted divided reports differed from those expressed by Interior Waters will give a public hearing in
Its rooms at the State House, in Augusta,
chassis.
on the acts relating to a Commis- Representative Oakes at t!T$ meeting on
sioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries last sveek, who bad asserted bis
WEDNESDAY, March 11, 1923, at 1.30
and the act relating to the legal size preference for the Maher Resolve em- p in. on the following:
Dodge Brothers Motor Car today is the
S. I*. 287 S. D 116 An Act to provide for
of lobsters and the method of meas- bodying practically the law now in building a bridge across tiie Kennebcn* Rtv
embodiment of that ideal—an ideal that
urement. Majority reports on .both effect In Massachusetts.
cr between the City of Bath and the town
28-30
acts were "ought not to pass." The
Senator Anthoine pronounced the of Woolwicli.
HOMER H. DLNBAIt, Sec. Ways and Bridges
will endure as long as the institution itself.
measures were tabled by Sargent of stltham resolve the best of the live ARTHUR A. CRAFTS, 'Sec. Interior Waters
Sedgwick and Lamson of Portland, resolves, because, he said,* it perrespecttvely.
fectly embodied the views of the
The chief source of activity In question as set forth In the RepuhKnox and Lincoln circles the past fican platform upon which he was
DYER’S GARAGE
week, relative to Legislative matters, elected.
was the filing of remonstrances In- . "Some object to this being put into
eluding against passage of the so- the fundamentals of the law,” the
Rockland Dealers
called Lamson bill, in regard to Senator said “because it is simply an
measuring lobsters and any change expression of the present legislative
TEL 124
in the present Sea and Shore Fish- practice. The reason I have for wish
eries commission.
ing to make it a law is that wc are
♦ * • •
facing a condition and not a theory,
itoekland finds special interest in and that It would settle this problem
the announcement that Gen. Herbert | for all time.
M. Lord, Director of the Budget, is
Senator Anthoine went on to disto speak before the Legislature, cuss the Bath Bridge Bill, which he
Thursday morning. He is visiting said would come up for discussion
several sections of the country with this week, and which he predicted
a view to explaining the methods by would be received with general favor,
which the Governmental economy, He also discussed the water power
has been effected. In accordance project for harnessirtg the tides in
with the Idea of President Coolidge the Bay of Fundy, with special emthat the economics that have been phasis on the bill before Legislature
learned in Washington may be of as regards this.
universal application. Gen. Lord ih
Another college of liberal arts will
a native of Rockland and still main
tains his residence there, although be provided for Washington, D. C., in
he has been absent on military serv September, 1925, when the American
ice for some time.
He succeeded University completes its organiza
Gen. DaWes as director of the bud- tion. Imposing buildings have alget and for a considerable period of ready been erected on the 90acre
time has been the leading assistant campus and others are contemplated
to President Coolidge in the tremen A faculty of 16 teachers has 'been
dous reduction which the Federal provided. Tbe American University
Government has been making in its has maintained graduate classes for
annual expenditures.
several years, but it has not fully
• * • •
utilized the buildings in the outskirts
The Senateb fif
fight on the Barwise of the city whose construction was
sectarian bill, tne Judiciary commit- begun under the supervision of BisTelephone
tee’s report on the Stltham sectarian , hop John Fletcher Hurst many years
resolve, the emergency resolve intro- ngo.

I ■ Tip lo the

Motorist- L J

Im-leys

7une passes faster,
your wits are keener
and your nerves
are steadier with
Wrigley’s to help.

'

G

lx.

Soothing and sweet to
smokers - refreshing
when you’re "dry good for that stuffy
feeling after hearty
meals.

Wrigley’s will stim
ulate appetite and
digestion, remove
bad taste, and keep
you fit. It cleanses

after every meal!

The Economy of Fine Quality

SALADA'

epe

is always fresh and of full
strength. It therefore draws
more richly in the teapot. Try it.

f'h,

o/t

-0-

ForTenYears-Dependable

Ihe

Sealed Chassis

The Buick "Scaled Chassis”! From
front to rear, a continuous wall of iron
and steel housings t ehind which the
Buick driving units operate. Dirt and
wear kept out—lubrication kept in!
Only Buick has all of this protection.
Another big reason why the Buick
name is a synonym for reliability__
and why there are more than a mil,
lion Buick owners.
HMM

4

$60.80

k

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

]

57 PARK STREET
better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

K1NE0 RANGES

Quick Sales

$60.80

We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Small Profits

Tells Price

$60.80

$60.80
Made in Bangor

V. F. STUDLEY INC713.

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

Every-Other-Day
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Page Six

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

VOTERS’

BIG

In Everybody’s Column

DAY

MOTOR TRIPS ARROAD

Miles of neighbors will talk about this one over
their back fences!
First in Thrills!
First in Laughs!
First in the Hearts of Audiences!

Advertisements in this column not to ex

In the list of officers of the Baptist
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
Ladies Circle, published in Saturday’s
Town Management System and New Schoolhouse Arecents each for one time, 10 cents for three
Oxford
issue, the name o^lrs. H. S. Kilborn
times. Six words make a line.
Supported Ry An Overwhelming Vote.
secretary, was omitted.
ELEVENTH
OF
A
SERIES
OF
TRAVEL
TALKS
Capt. Leander Whitmore will po to
Lost and Found
I»
Belfast in the forepart of this week
to bring his barge to Rockland for
Issues which have been troubling nffirmatiTe, when it came to voting
LOST—'Small platinum pin with chip dia
mond lietween 14 Pleasant street and Silsby
repairs.
the voters of Camden the pa«t few on the town manager proposition.
Ko
pital via Main St., Reward.
ELIZA
months were amicably adjusted yes Fnanimous passage was also given to
Doctor Cushing is in town for a
STEELF. Silsby lImpRak___________ 30-32
terday in the largest town meeting Article 5, authorizing the selectmen
feyv days making arrangements for
LOST—Mud pan front Reo truck. A. P
to appoint the agent.
ever held there.
his coming a few weeks later to make
SNOtMMAN. Tel. 672-R.
30 32
O. H. Emery, J. H. Hobbs and Fred
a
The time-honored custom of vest
Thomaston his permanent residence.
LOST—Boss’ lngersol watch on Main .street
Swan
were
appointed
a
committee
to
Mrs- Willis Hooper of Martinsville
ing municipal affairs in the hands
at North End. Finder notify ELMER PINKHAM, 110 North Main street. Tel 965-W.
was in town Saturday.
of three selectmen was thrown into select the committee of 21.
\
30*32
the discard, and Camden goes on
The afternoon session saw the
Miss Margaret Young arrived home
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of de
Is
coming
to
entertain
you,
to
delight
you,
to
en

record as the first place in this part largest crowd eve/ assembled at a
Saturday from Boston where she
posit book numbered 33131 and the owner of
of the State to adopt the town man town meeting in Camden, every
spent two weeks with her sister
thuse you; you will enjoy every minute of this
said book asks for duplicate in accordance
ager form of government. Selection available foot of standing room be
with the provision of the State Law. ROCK
Goldie.
picture.
(It
has
my
approval
of
being
one
of
the
LAND SAVINGS BANK, by A. B. Blacking
of this manager was left in the hands ing utilized. A pleasing innovation
Miss Gladys Fernald spent the
ton, Assistant Troa-’.trer. Rockland, Me.,
of a hoard of -Seven selectmen, agree was introduced in a brief community
best productions of the day—E. N. Prescott, Mgr.)
weekend with her sister, Mrs. Alice
Mar 3. 1925.
27*T 33
able to both the Republican and Dem sing led by John Taylor.
Upham in Camden.
NOTICE is hereby given that the owner of
ocratic caucuses.
Captain Frank Hilt of Matinicus
Comedy
The business was soon in full
Deposit Book No 4413 i sued by the Rock
The town's determination to have swing, the recommendations of the
land Loan and Building Association has no
was In town Saturday calling upon
tified the Association of tlie loss of said
HARRY LAGDON in “SHANGHAIED LOVERS”
better school accommodations was committee of 21 being accepted in al
relatives.
Deposit Book and that she desires a dupli
seen In the almost unanimous vote to most every instance.
Russell Gray returned Sunday from
Moderator
cate
issued
ROCKLAND
LOAN AND
{-red
a
tjelv
brick
school
building
on
BUILDING ASSOCIATION by H O. Gurdy.
a business trip Xo New York.
Montgomery adopted the policy of
TOWN
HALL,
UNION,
THURS.,
MARCH
12
Secretary,
Rockland,
Maine.
February
28,
Knowlton
street,
and
remodel
the
The community Brotherhood will
considering the recommendation as
1925
27-T-33
present building on Elm street.
meet in the Congregational vestry,
a motion and ihus expedited the
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., MAR. 13
LOST—Ford delivery with plate No. X10321.
Wednesday afternoon. A chicken pie
It was a great day for the Cam transaction of business.
Motor No. 8892271 taken from front of m.v
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., MARCH 14
supper will be served at 6.30 o’clock.
den voters who are optimistic to a
bouse on Park street, March 5 at noon.
The following are among the prin
DAVID RUBENSTEIN.
29*31
The speaker will be Charles E. Ix)rd,
degree \»ver the outcome.
cipal appropriations:
superintendent of schools.
Camden Opera House was packed
NEXT
WEEK
Roads, bridges and sidewalks,
Rev. O. W. Stuart of Rockland was
Wanted
to the doors when Town Clerk John *20,000.
the speaker at the meeting of the
CHARLES RAY in “DYNAMITE SMITH”
L. Tewksbury called the morning
WANTED
—
Voting
man at the HUB SHOE
Breaking roads and removing
Wesley Forum last evening.
session to order, and it was manifest
STORE
30-32
show, *600.
,
Mrs. I. V. Mayo, who is visiting
that the proposition of having a town
WANTED— Rppnlri-ig r i m»n’«
her daughter, Mrs- Francis Tillson,
Support
ot
pool-,
*3,600.
agent was the lodestone which had
also lady's coats relined. CARRIE L. DUN.
will return to her home in Boothbay
( AN, 4 Fulton St______________________
'Incidental expenses, *0,500, this to
30*32
brought the voters out.
within a day or two.
WANTED—fl’ll pay cash for farm. Give
inajude
officers
salaries.
Reading
the
town
warrant,
with
its
WASHINGTON
particulars, also distance to school, cltwrch
The men will have charge of the
76 articles, looked like an endless
Elementary and secondary schools,
and post office Address 150 MAIN STREET,
Thursday evening service at the Bap
John Whittington preached at task, but Z. M. Dwinal came to the wages, fuel, textbooks, supplies etc.,
Spencer, Mass.
30*35
tist church. Topic “Bring a Bit of
I'nion church Sunday evening. There rescue after 22 of them had .been *24,8*0.
WANTED—Clerk at NAftRANGANSETT
Town Meeting Brought Out was
Cheer.’’
special music.
HOTEL
heard by moving the suspension of
.0*it
Repair and Insurance of schoolFrank Gates, formerly of Thom
Many Voters and Live There will he a food fair at Cnion further reading.
WANTED—Sabsman to solicit orders for
houses, *2.750.
aston, was knocked down hy a street
lubricating oils, greases and paints. Salary
church " vestry March 20. The pro
It looked like old times when Hon
Contests.
Industrial education. *1400.
car in Chicago several weeks ago and
or commission.
THE HARVEY OIL CO.,
ceeds will lie used for church ex J. 11. Montgomery took the.gavel as
Cleveland, ().
30*It
Medical inspections In the schools,
was severely injured. At the hospital
penses.
under
tlte
auspices
of
the
moderator
—
the
unopposed
choice
of
The-voters ot Washington held
*260.
it was found his shoulder blade had
’ WANTED—A few lady agents at once. L.
•
hutch
trustees.
David
Duncan.
Mrs.
the
meeting.
Mr.
Montgomery
in
his!
A. DOW. General Delivery, Rockland, Me., or
been broken, and his skull broken in their annual town meeting yesterday Fred Greenlaw. Mrs. J. O. Carver, !<jay ^as looked down upon many i Interest on town debt, *4,500.
4 Willow street
30*32
For payment on town debt, *10,600.
three places. Three days after he in the old abandoned church which John Whittington, H. T. Arey.
stormy town meetings, and the les
WANTED—(n’Tinge male cat 6 to 12 mouths
Fire department. *4,000 to Include
was injured he was carried to his has been converted jnto a town
Mrs.
Sada
Robbins
entertained
old
Must be solid color, no white. Tel.
learned in those days stood him | j qqo fPet
hose.
home. At this writing he is better. liall. There was a large attendanie. friend- Saturday evening at cards. sons
393-W Rockland at once. DELIA YORK. Ill
in gl)Oj stea,i yesterday. He was
Hydrant service, $1,750.
Mr. Gates’ Thomaston friends regret with contests on all of llie principal
Pleasant
street.
29-31
There Were three tables at play and not easily to be carried off his feet,
Town lighting, $4,440.52.
his accident and hope for him a com offices. The Republicans ele<-ted two refreshments were served.
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
A motion ,o accept the town rePhoto
Courtesy
Chrysler
Marweil
Motor
Corporations
of
their
candidates
for
selectmen,
the
Town
sprinkling.
$400.
plete recovery.
12 feet. Must be first class condition and
I he dancing party and supper at port as printed found instant opposicheap. JOHN O STEVENS, Burpee Furni
Public Library. $1,200.
Mrs. Sumner Austin of Phillips, fell clerk and member of the school Red Men s ball Friday evening was tjon on the part of another veteran
The possible origin of the name "Oxford” u interesting. One exfi
ture
Co., Rockland.
22*tf
board.
There
was
no
contest
for
Care of cemetery, $300.
upon the ice recently breaking her
lion is that it points to a ford for oxen across the Thames river.
one of the most enjoyable social campaigner. M. T. Crawford, who
WANTED—-Long-haired
kittens.
S*ate
Arey-Heal Post, Memorial Day,
right arm. An unfortunate accident treasurer, collector and road com- events of the season .and was Riven declared ,hat he Hioutd not vote for
age. color and sex.
Good t prices. THK
as Mr. Austin is helpless from rheu misjioner. The officers chosen were: hy the ladies of Red Men for the.. acceptance until Article 46 had been $100.
spelled "maudlen”—which was begun
T?EW American tourists ever go
MAINE PET SHOPS. Belfast. Maine. 20 31
’
Moderator
—
Jesse
Overlook.
Care of library lot, $100.
matism and depended upon his wife’s
in 1492.
purpose of buying silver knives, forks' passed upon. That article read:
Clerk—Mrs. Ida Hatch.
• to London without going to
Construction and repairs of side
care. Mrs. Austin has a store in
ami spoons for that order. Music hy
..T(> spf> jf
w,„
Magdalen College was founded in
to
For Sale
Selectmen,
As.-essms
anti
Overseers
walks. $2,500.
<
Phillips.
1458. The famous Magdalen tower
Oxford, the home of the fam
take such legal action as may tie
Mothers
’
Aid,
$200.
Basketball at the Andrews Gymna of Pogr—R. S. Sidelinger, William S.
FOR
SALE
—
Milk farm <# X.’. a,res lit
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and necessary to revoke and make void
which is 150 feet high, required 13
Windsor, Me., equipped for sending milk to
ous Oxford University whose his
sium this evening. Rockland High Johnston and W. F. Hatch.
little son Richard are spending a few the deed given by the selecimen to j Spraying of shade trees, $+00.
years
to
build.
It
is
one
of
the
creanu
r.f
by
way
of narrow gauge ; farming
Treasurer—L. H. Turner.
Automobile hire. F. A. Swan, $260.
School girls vs. Thomaston High
weeks in Allston, Mass., the guests of
tools, etc., wood for home use. five cords flttory can be traced back to the eighth
sights of England.
Collector—Abner Hill.
Rena Thomas, dated June 3. 1924, as
District
Nursing
Association,
$500.
school girls; grammar school boys,
♦»d
fcs»ove
:
and
pasture with plenty wa
Mrs. Libby’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. recorded In Knox County Registry of;
The roads from London to Oxford
School Board—B. 11. I.incoln
century. And cne of the architec
ter. Apply to A. J. RAWLEY, Tenant’s Har
*The officers were elected without
vs. Freshman boys- Special referee
Joseph Wenning.
are
perfect
and
no
American
in
Eggbor, Me.
30-32
Deeds, book 203. page 123?’ The sale opposition, all receiving a majority tural wonders of that famous city
Road Commissioners—W. W. Light
from Bath. Admission 25 and 35.
F. M. White is attending the auto
land with a motor car should think
of this town highway had “wilfully of the 502 votes cast on the first balFOR SALF—Airedale jiui)S, 4 months old.
A telephone has been installed in and Fred Sukeforth.
show in New York this week.
and
equally
famous
university
is
of
leaving
the
country
without
mak

E. A. WOTTON, 175 Rankin street. 30-32
It was voted to establish a Stand
destroyed thousands of dollars' worth )o, the Austraiian system being used
the Baptist church, call 136-3.
Mrs. Clarence Hall expects to leave
Magdalen Tower—pronounced as if
ing this 60-mile trip.
rt>R SALE—, pright piano in uood condi
Augustus, Peter and Edna Hilt, ard Grade A High School, and *1400 this week for a visit with her son of -property at Lake < ity, according successfully. The seven selectmen
tion. MRS I A. TKI'EWORTIIY, corner Me
to Mr. Crawford.
chosen to act In connection with the
Mrs. Emma Burton, Miss Flora Bur was appropriated for that purpose. Elliot Hall at Springfield, N. J.
chanic and Main streets
30*35
The article was tabled in accord- town manager are: E. E. Boynton. Z ed, and committees chosen: President, 1
ton and Fred Hilt -attended the fu Other school appropriations, includ
Word was received in town of the
FOR SALE—Horse. MRS JOHN KOSTER.
ing
*500
for
repairs,
totalled
*4.000.
Miscellaneous
ance
with
his
motion.
ji
.
Dwinal,
Victor
P.
Elmore,
O.
H.
neral of Austin Burton at Cushing
death of Mrs. Emma Crockett Hall,
29 Broad street Tel. 586-M
30-32
William G. Reed; vice presidents,
The town appropriated *1,000 for
Saturday.
'
The balloting fnr town officers was Emery, T ,J. French, 1’. H. Thomas Fred A. Hovey and Otto V. Hassner;
wife of Ivory L. Hall of Boston. It
TRESPASS NOTICE—This* Is to forbi I all
FOR SALE—Early and late tomato ami
town
charges
and
*2.000
for
roads
Mrs. Emi tea A ho of Warren, a na
occurred in that city March 6. The deferred until the article relative to and Frank J. Wiley. J. H. Hodgman secretary, Arthur M. Chute; treas persons from trespassing on the Stafford place cabbage plants at lliilo Thurston farm. F.
at Asii Point. Trespassers will he prosecut S. KENXtSTON. Union, Maine.
tive of Finland, died March 7, aged 41 and bridges.
30-32
remains will be brought here today the employment of a town agent was re-elected treasurer; F. B. Alex- urer, Hadley H. Kuhn; 'Finance com ed.
MRS AVA STAPLES, Ash Point. Me
The
ladies
served
dinner
in
the
old
Miss Ella Burton of Billerica. Mass,
ander will again collect the taxes and mittee, of five with power to appoint
fcr interment. Services will be held could beltcted upon.
30*32
FOR SALE—Wood sawing outfit, complete,
town
hall
and
netted
*20.
was the guest of Miss Minnie New
This brought to the fore the presi- John L. Tewksbury was given a as many others as necessary’ to suc
mounted on wheels. 2’^ h. p. Int Harvester
in Union church on the arrival of the
NOTICE—Whereas my wife Lydia Harju
bert Sunday.
boat about 3 o’clock. Mrs. Hall was dent of the Camden Board of Trade, unanimous choice lor town clerk and cessfully carry’ on/ the work of soli has left my bed and hoard without just cause, engine. JOHN F JONES, Owl’s Head. 29-31
George Burton of South Chelmsford,
FOR SALE—3 Oft. silent salesmen cases,
the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. who has never previously posed as auditor. Maria C Emery will be the citing funds, Harold R. Smith, John this is to notify all persons that I will not be
CUSHING
Mass., was the weekend guest of
Luther Crockett of this town. See an orator of town meetipg fame, but new member of the school committee. T. Gay, Charles W. Rowe, Dr. D. B. respoiydble for any hills contracted by her fine condition. 408 Main street or 44 Ran
kin
street. Tel. 202 W W. A KENNHDY,
in
my
name
or
on
m.v
credit
after
this
date
Fireworks were more or less in or
Peter Hilt.
who on this occasion had things to
obituary in next issue.
29-31
Mayo, Dr. J. W. Sanborn: location IVARI HARM'. Owl’s Head. Maine. March Rockland
Mrs. Mary Davis Clapp is visiting
say and said them unflinchingly. He der during the session, first when
Mrs.
Mary
L.
Arey
will
leave
Wed

9.
1925.
30*32
FOR SALE or TO LET—A seventy acre farm
Yesterday’s Town Meeting nesday for a visit with her brother, appeared as spokesman of the Board the meeting refused to accept the committee to look up suitable loca
in Portland.
NOTICE—This is to notfiy all persons that bordered on lake. Good Ptii.'dingK
AMAN
tions and make recommendations,
Capt. Earl Starrett is at home
of Trade and moved that the select nominations for the committee of 21
after this date I shall be responsible for no DA E. MAHONEY. 64 Elm street, Camden
Marked By No Important Joseph Doane, in Portland.
chairman, John T. Devorak, George hills conracted by my wife, Sylvia M<Cas29*31
while his barge is discharged at
men he empowered to hire a town until revisions and additions had
Frank
(
’
alderwood
recently
re

W. Poore. Fred S Simmons: publi lln. 1S.VAC MH’ASLIN. March. 6, 1925.
Contest.
Searsport. loiter the barge will
FOR SALE—Or will exchange for antique
ceived word of the death of his agent for a period not exceeding three been made and next over Article 36 city Committee, Mrs. Maude Clark
furniture - fine collection of fumiture Includ
come to Rockland.
which called for »he payment of $260
brother. Henry E. Calderwood of years.
Gay. It was stated on good author
CROSLEY NO. 51, 2 TUBE receiving set ing dining room set, bric-a-brac and pictures,
Few
contests
and
none
of
import

F. A Beverage has returned from
President Bird said that the idea to F. A. Swan for automobile hire
Sonoma, Calif., aged 76 years. Mr.
28-30
ity that without doubt a monument with two genuine RCA Ml)-12 tubes. Set and COBB A DAVIS, Rockland.
ance were seen nt the annual town
a visit to Portland.
Calderwood was formerly of this of having seven selectmen had been during his service as road commis of which the town could he justly tubes guaranteed . $18 50 to you postpaid.
meeting
yesterday.
These
officers
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 Grace street;
Mail orders to A. I) BAKER RADU) CO., 37
Grace Chapter. No. 93, O. E. S.,
town and will he remembered by brought forward hy the Board of sioner. No recommendation had been
House and •% acre of land, 186 Camden St.,
were chosen:
proud could he purchased and placed Park street, Brockton, Massachusetts. 28-30
will have work Wednesday with pic
many of the older citizens. He was Trade and a recommendation to that made on this article and G. H. Hodg
Rockland ;
acre field directly across the
j for $3,060 to $3500. The town of Wal
Moderator—B. F. Geyer.
PAPERHANGING AND PAINTING.
For street from 1S6 . QmKlen street running
nic supper at 6 o'clock. Those not
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. effect -had been made. There had man explained that he understood
Clerk—O. H. Woodcock.
doboro recently appropriated $1,000 such work phone 349-M or cal at 16 Pleasant through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots in
solicited kindly furnish cake or
Jonathan Calderwood, and is survived been no objection in the caucuses to that Mr. Swan was caring for the
both street* TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238 11,
Selectmen and Overseers of Poor—
for this purpose and it is understood street. Rockland C. C. JOHNSTON
pastry.
by one brother. Frank Calderwood. the men selected.
expense. Mr. Swan made prompt
28*40
Camden.
28-tf
Silas E. Hyler, Albert V. Orff and
that the Waldoboro-Boston Club,
Is the umbrella mightier than the
The
speaker
said
that
last
year
’
s
who is the last of a family of 11.
and fiery rejoinder emphasizing the
I AM REPAIRING CARS at 17 Pacific St.,
FOR SALE—Two house lots in one. A strip
Clarence H. Wales.
sword? If you had to fight a duel
appropriation had been overdrawn fact that his use of the car had saved with whom the project originated, city, or at your own garage. LOREN YOUNG of land 176x83 feet facing on two of the best
Assessors—S. E. Hyler, Andrew M.
27*32
streets in the city, one minute from the car
which would you choose? Douglass
$12,340, and cited several instances. ' money for the town not only hy sav has already raised a sum well toward Rockland, Maine.
Killeran and C. H. Wales.
WARREN
Price very reasonable if sold at once.
Mac Lean settles it in a side-splitting
Among these were the sewers on ing his time as commissioner, hut al- , this mark. The committee adjourned,
WET ANO DRY WASHINGS—Done in first line
W BENNER, Real Estate, 2 North Main
Treasurer and Collector—Bert F.
confident that they Would have
class manner
Called for and delivered. L
manner in “The Yankee Consul,’’ a
St.,
Rockland
28-30
Geyer at 1 per cent.
'Mrs. Joseph Perkins of Belfast was Washington, Sand and Cedar streets. Ko the time of laborers which he difficulty in raising a like sum
ALFRED CHURCH. Tel 273-1.
27-32
banner picture.
The comedy is
It had been voted to have a town transported frequently. After some
FOR SALE—Power boat "Eaglet," of Eagle
the weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. *
School
Committee
—
Granville
F.
$1,000
or
more
thus
assuring
BUILOINBS
BUILT,
altered
or
repaired.
Harry Lagdon in “Shanghaied Lov
truck. It cost $1675 to operate it last debate the meeting voted to pay Mr.
Island, 24 feet long, very bulky. 12 h. p. 4
Osier.
Benjamin Watts.
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened cycle
erection of the monurpent.
motor, $300. ERLAND CHINN,
ers.’’ Watts hall, Thomaston, Friday,
year, and it had returned $385 to the Swan’s hill.
Tel 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOUD ST. Eagle, Lamb
Road Commissioners—Irving E.
The Ladies Circle of the Congrega
Those
wh»
saw
beautiful
Jetta
Maine.
25-37
March 13.
town.
From
then
on
all
wa^
serene
until
24-tf
Spear, Alvaro H. Young and Samuel tional Church will Serve a 6 o’clock
Gouda 1 in “Open All flight”
F0R SALE—One baby’s vvhite enameled bed
The Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster, Olsen.*
“
We
need
a
town
team,
”
said
Mr.
the
schoolhouse
measure
was
intro4
PALMER
ENGINES
—
The
most
reliable
supper Thursday.
with sides removable; also one silk floss mat
Bishop of the Maine IDioceee, will
Bird, “hut we need somebody who duced in a neat speech hy Rev. R. H.
engine for the fisherman Prices greatly re
tress to fit it; one full size white enameled
Fire Warden—S. E. Hyler.
Mrs. L. E. ?.IcRae and Mrs Kather
duced
Large stock, Immediate delivery. bed with brass trimmings with spring and
preach at St. Johns Episcopal church
can run it right. Last year it cost us Hayden, rector of St. Thomas church
Constables—B. F. Geyer, W. B. ine Berry are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ements
”
to
he
shown
at
the
Place
order
early.
Catalogue
free
Palmer
silk
floss mattress; one dark oak baby's
Bunday afternoon at 3.30. There
$2152, and it earned $623. After a big ‘ and member of the nchoo| committee,
Bros. Portland, Me., or GEORGE W. EL high chair, one baby’s reed rocking chair,
Holder and Edwin W. Seavey.
Benjamin Watts today.
will be special music hy the choir.
snowstorm we had to Vade through
which he outlined the serious need Theatre tonight. This is the 9
WELL,
Vlnulhaven,
Me.
(
21-32
one'baby's r|id toilet chair, one french bevel
Measurer of Wood and Bark—Irv
A fine interest was shown last I
Wilbur Frohock and Miss Muriel
the snow while the horse was eat-ing for better schoolhouses and proposed version of the popular new novel hy
RADIO BATTERIES—FOR *1.25 we will plate parlorfinlrror, one dark oak medicine
ing E. Spear.
Wednesday evening at the Congre
Anna Yezierska fiuthor of “Hung
cabinet with^inirror door, one 3’/2 foot white
Hooper were evening guests of Mr.
his
head
off
and
the
driver
was
playi the plan whi<h called for the remodpick
up
your
battery,
leave
a
loan
and
de

Appropriations:
Schools. $2200; gational church midweek service as a
liver yours back to you fully charged enameled bed, one lounge, velour upholster
and Mrs. S. Kershaw Saturday.
elling of the Elm street building into Hearts.” This intensely grippi
poor, $300; roads and bridges, $1450; study of “The Fellowship of Prayer’’ ing poker or something better.”
HOL'SE-SHERMAN, INC. Rockland.
Tel. ing, aad two painted inside doors with locks,
Continuing, the speaker said:
, a. four grade proposition and the con story is of a beauty of the slums, w
721-M
Elide Rerrlre Station.
12-tf knobs and hinges all fitted, size 2 ft. 8 in
text books. $100; repairs on school- was begun. The subject for tomor
hy her fascinating personality a
x 6 ft. 8 in. Phone Rockland 339-W or 649-R
‘
Can
you
find
where
the
town
debt
nd
concrete
struetion
of
a
brick
j
CAMDEN
house, $250; patrolling State akl road, row night will be “The Savior Teach
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, pieot edge
______________________ 28*30
has been reduced $7000, as voted? structure on Knowlton street near grit scales the heights of society.
covered button!, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL
$450; snow hills. $100; new toilet for ing and Healing.”
They
reduced
the
tax
rate
a
trifle,
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred collie pups,
MAN
MORSE.
35»
Main
St
Tel.
868-M
the
High
Sch<
Mrs. H. M. Rankin and Mrs. F. W. schoolhouse, $200; advertising Maine
The topic for the midweek service
l-tf beautifully marked red and white, splendid
hut found some way to increase the a financing scheme of $10,000 by as
for cattle and pets Price $5 for males here.
Miller left Monday for Boston and $25; Knox Arboretum. $20; town ex at the Baptist churh is “Sympathy.”
through “Monsieur Beaucaire.” >
valuation. You have paid, all right, j sessment
and
$70,000
TRUCKING, MOVING AND ERRANDS FRANK WAITS, Union, Star Route.
New York in the interest ot the penses, $1000.
Ervin O’Leary’ of Belfast who has If tht‘ budget adopted at the last
June promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. O. HAR25*30
the
issuing
of
bonds.
The
s^e
speak

ADFA
Tel. 156-M or R29-J.
l-tf
Handicraft Shop. Mrs. W. G. Stover
employment with M. Shorten & Son
..FOR SALE—Fresh cider, made every day.
A fashionable alliance is created is boarding with Mr. and Mrs. B. E. town meeting,had been lived up to, er against the plan was Fred Cassens
is in charge during their absence.
—Reliable stock of heir goods SlT Drop a postal card and I will deliver. J.
Know the tremendous pull tbeLADIES
you would have had $21,000 to put who wished to pay the hill hy direct
Maurice Bowers of Portland is the when film black lace is wedded to Watts.
Rockland Ha.r Store. Sf'l Main St. Mall H SIMONTON. Rockland.
23-tf
I on the school fund.
Your school assessment "It would be a mean
ordera solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES. f
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. delicate flesh colored silk, according
The Mystic Rebekah Lodge puts on
FOW BALE—To settle an estate, several
to the Dry Goods Economist. The a Minstrel Show in their hall on superintendent had a budget, and he trick to play on the babies to saddle ing I
Frank Bowers.
used
upright
pianos,
good
condition.
L. F.
saved 56 cents.”
’ theni wjth this debt.’” Supt. Charles
CHASE, 45 Middle street Tel. 665-2
Misses Gladys and Pauline Cole contrast is striking but the combi Tuesday evening March 17, under the
Eggs
and
Chicks
At
this
point
came
an
interruption,
e. Ix>rd spoke in tavor of the Hayden ads.
Eave returned from a visit in Bath. nation ideal. A dainty dinner frock direction of tfiat expert in such af
FOR SALE—Milk farm of 90 acres in
“(’an those seven selectmen legally motion and it was parsed amid apSouth Thomaston; will carry 20 head of
Rebekah and Helene Cousins of of black lace is enhanced by a flesh fairs F. L. Montgomery. Two of
appoint
one
man
to
spend
the
money?
”
piause.
C.
P.
Brown,
J.
Crosby'
cattle; 1500 to 2,0(10 cords of wood and some
Stonington are guests of their aunt, silk slip underneath the pinkish tone those who participate are Mrs Helen
timber; buildings in good repair
Sold on
Hobbs, Guy Benner, Sophus Hansen, .
being again reproduced in knee high Wentworth and Seldon Robinson, as asked a voter.
Mrs. Fret} T. Simpson.
good terms. Call on R. H. SNOW. South
“
They
can,
”
replied
Mr.
Bird.
i
e
,
q
.
Young
and
A.
E.
Greenlaw
were
Thomaston
28*31*
Leon Crockett has returned from ribbon and chiffon turn-over collar- surance in themselves of an enter
This o|jjriion was confirmed hy appointed as a committee to work
Boston and Somersworth, N. H. He The long black lace sleeves are new. taining evening.
FOR SALE—Farms, cottages, summer prop
Moderator
'Montgomery,
who
said
with
the
superintendent
and
the
erties. hotels, stores, real estate of every de
was called to the latter place by the A dinner dress of unusual charm
Is the umbrella mightier than the
scription. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Me.
combines these two sheer tissues ip sword? If you had to tight a duel that a town is empowered to employ school committee on the building,
death of his uncle, John Dearborn.
_______________ ___ _______________ 20-31
e
Masonic Assembly Thursday even extremely simple beltless lines using which would you choose? Douglass an agent, hut prescribes his duties: The question of compensation inREGULATION SIZE WITH
and jiowers.
surance for* firemen received favorFOR SALE—Plenty of nice English hay.
cretonne
motifs
scattered
here
and
ing.
MacLean settles it in a side-splitting
rice $9.99 a ton. JAMES H. SIMONTON,
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
I’resident Bird again took up the abie attention. $112 being yoted to
The W. C. T. V. meets this after there as sole trimming. The con manner in “The Yankee Consul,” a
West
Rockport.
19-tf
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
thread.
i cover 25 men. The sum of $1060 was
trasting undersllp theme is used banner picture.
noon with Mrs. Frtd I). Aldus.
The comedy is
DAY OLD CHICKS—S C It. 1. Reds. $20
FOR SALE—Second hand—3 upright pi
“They voted $1000 for a sewer on 1 voted to pay for the traffic beacons’ ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
also but this time in black chiffon Harry Lagdon in “Shanghaied Lov
per 100. Good layers, free delivery. MAY anos, 1 Brunswick cabinet machine, 1 Edi
LAW
Come .and “Get Acquainted with over maize, an interesting applique ers.” Glover hall, Warren Saturday’, Mountain street.” said he; “can you J pow installed, and the service of the
NARD IM. KINNEY. Thomaston, Maine . St. son cabinet machine, 2 mandolins, 1 banjo,
find what It cast?" He also had a traffic officer discontinued. The sum
George Road.
30*35
V. F. STUDLEY, Inc., Music Department.
Madge’’ at the Universalist church, motif of chiffon on net appearing at March 14.
$4.50
ptr
1000
Sheets
word to say ahout sidewalks, and de- of $200 was set aside for the adver
_____________ _____________________ 18-tf
the yoke and knee length flounce.
March 12.—adv.
R. 1. R. AND WHITE WYANDOTTE
u*e*u*
u
dared that It would take half a mll- tising Maine account. An evening
For Pound Size
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. music
Hatching Eggs. 81 60 iter setting. 86.60 per
High School Notes
lion dollars a year to make all the [ session Was necessitated to clean up
Postage 15 Cents Additional
rolls, wide range of choice.
While they last
160. W. A PAVL, Rockport, Tel.
A riot of colors In New Spring
only
25 cents each. V. F. STUDLEY, INC.,
87-3.
28*36
School closed on I-riday, March 6, improvements desired. In conclusion i street lights and other minor matters,
Dresses now on display at CUTLER- HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
Music Department.
9-tf
for a two weeks vacation.
he expressedthe opinion that the the manv articles covering sewers.
S GeR.I. RED HATCHING EGGS AT $4 A
COOK CO.—adv.
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
Evelyn Erickson and Marie Ken- ! proposed arrangement would heal up and it was not until after 9 o'clock
setting, or $20 a 100. Plnecrcst-Orchard
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS. F. II. SANBORN,
nistnu who are ill missed the ex- , all old sores.
stock. Every cockerel that I am tiaing its 80
Postage 10 Cents Additional
that these had been disposed of, with
Pleasant St.
Tel. 903-W
5-tr
DEY TELLS ME A FOOL
luts a record 195 and better
State
aminations.
I believe in giving the- devil his exceeding generosity mostly, and the For each additional 1000 sheets dam
tested for white diarrhoea. L C. MORTON.
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt.
Helen
Bucheldor
has
spent
this
last
ordered at same time, add to the
due.' said Judge Emery, Who said! weary legislators adjourned this
Charles E. liall. Middle St Heights
AR
Friendship, Maine
27-38
EN HE MONEY SOON
week in Boston.
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Malo 8t.. Rockland.
that the town truck and town team record-smashing meeting.
<
price of first 1000, *4.00 and 16
PAHTED , BUT SHUCKS!
_ ___________________________________ 27-tf
BABY
CHIX
—
Wyllie
’
s
8.
C
Reds
raised
The members of the senior class had earned more than they were'
--------------------cents postage for each 1000.
on free range, trap nested and bred for type
are busy preparing their class parts credited with, it being a matter of
and color. State accredited for white diarr . FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
HE Don' HATTER BE
WALDOBORO
for graduation.
hoea. Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
bookkeeping. The difference between |
New grocery business well stocked
$4.00
per
1
000
Sheets
arrival guaranteed F H. WYLLIE, Thom garden.
The girls of W. II. S. are planning a town agent and selectmen will he
NO FOOL--ME EFl MAH
M G. GV R X E Y .JI Pa
St , Camden. _J - tf
_ .
„
. „
... .
aston. Me.. Rt. 1 Tel. 199-6
15*29 7«
For
Half
Pound
Size
nil
unless
we
raise
sufficient
modey
'
John
?
ro
f
s
"
°
%
ean
'
v
lle
,
hnS
lo have a track team in the spring.
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan's
THOMASTON
MONEY T>OOES IT, TOO
Pottage
10
Cents
Additional
to
carry
out
the
article.
I
Wen
the
B
"
e8
'
ot
Mrs
'
<
orn
Many from the High School attend
Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
* To Let
location close hy shore.
Garage and out
J. H. Hobbs criticised the manageMr and
ed Town Meeting Monday as school
A
buildings, water In house
Acre aud half
ment
of
the
Washington
street
sewer,
1
,n
Ro<
iJ'
lnn<1
S
“
B>Fdny.
was dismissed at 1 o'clock.
$2.50
per
500
Sheets
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light of land.
Flue plane for summer home.
At
Watts Hall
Mrs. E. F. Albee of Wiscasset was
housekeeping; suitable for two
Cull alter a bargain.
High School closed Friday for a saying that there were no figures to,
Address DR. I. B GAGE, At
Postage 10 Cents Additional
6
p.
m
,
14
BROAD
Street.
Tel.
667-M
30*32
lantic.
Me
57*tf
the
guest
of
Mrs.
J.
T.
flay
Friday
vacation of two weeks and will open show how the money had been spent.1
For each additional 1000 sheets
TO LET—Main-street Garage for 'dealer
March 23d. In spite of the varying
ordered nt same time, add to the
“A snow-storm interrupted the and Saturday.
APRIL 14-15
2 floors 30x75 C M BLAKF.'S WALL PA
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
B.
Stahl
and
Miss
Used Cars
weather conditions during the past work." explained George T. Hodgman.
price of first 1000, *3.50 and 10
PER STORE.
28-tf
Betty
Stahl
have
returned
from
Port

term, the attendance has been unus
LIGHT BUICK SIR. ImiTilu' At it p. nd
cents postage for each 1000.
"That didn’t prevent figures being
TO LET—Two modern fiats. C. »l BLAKE trade
land.
ually good. The following students given,” retorted Mr. llohbs.
Tel. 392M.
FRKDF.KICK WALTZ.
U’ALiL PAPER STORE. Tel. 46UM
28-tf
Mrs. M. E. Itush and Miss Amv
165 Broadway.________
25tf
were present at every session: MarTHE
' Camden is now appropriating from
TO LtT—Small tenement on .Union street.
hush
were
in
Rockland
Saturday.
4921 AMERICAN SIX. Jiiat overhauled aad
garet Stevens. Elizabeth Oliver, Hil *125,000 to *135.000 a year," said Z.
Inquire or MRS. C. F SIMMONS, 21 Middle hi first elaaa rnndlitna—tlrea practically new
COURIERDr and Mj-s I T. Sanborn have re
liard Spear, Clarence Waltz, Karl M. Dwinal. "The town at present
St.
«.tf —A bargain If sold at once. I1EKT ANGEL,
employs three men to manage the ex- i ,,,rl,t'<, fr,,nl 1 "Klanil.
Moody and Jenness Haskell.
GAZETTE
Gull Restaurant, Lltneruek St . RoegTO
LET
—
Furnished
room.
10
PLEAS
 Gray
land
|tt»t,
I'r'ends °r s- A- Jonps are hlea«ed
Track practice started last week : penditure, hut at the price paid we
ANT STRKEET.
26*31.
Rockland,
Maine
and much interest Is shown in the must not expect the municipal offl- ,0 see '’’m o’" api,ln after his long
o o o o o o o o ***
TO LET—Furnished front room, all modsport. A promising group of runners cers to devote any large amount of confinement in the house with
■
XS
rrn conrenlenres at 39 GROVE STREET X\
has reported and plans have been time to the work. They must make broken leg
» rVIOGENES Looked For An «
• Tel. 182-3.
25-30
A
well-attended
and
enthusiastic
|
made to maintain both t»oys' and girls' a living first. We should have a
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
ft
Honeet Man. If He
Had ft
TO LET—Store now occupied by Edward
teams. Manager Stevens would like more business-IIke method. If It Is meeting of the Citizen's Committee ! mond Tires and Tubes, Weed Chains a r2 OH.
WALL PAPER
ft Been Wise Enough toAdverft
Gonia
Will
be
vacated
about
April
on
the
Soldiei
’
s
and
Sailors
monu-l
Spark Plugs; also five used cars from 1
to arrange a dual meet with any not worth one man’s entire time what
1st. Apply to MRS. B. B SMITH, at the ft tise He Could Have Set Still ft
up
o
$300.
JOSEPH
K.
CLOUGH,
1
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
20tf
school in this vicinity.
is the benefit of town government ment was held at the Waldoboro , Pleasant St., RocklandSalesman for
ft and Waited For Honeet Men ft
Ku J U. E Bicknell offlee.
Ptiblic Library last Thursday. With Alotcr Sales. C.
8UPPLIE8
14 1
The date for commencement exer anyway?”
ft
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St, ft to Come to Him.
William G. Heed presiding ‘as chair- |
cises has been conditionally set at
This ended the debate.
THOMASTON. MAINH
ft
d
1 *11 modern conrenlenKS.
P. L. HAVENER, «
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds
HO tf ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftS
Trucking aud Moving
11 tf 1 Tel. 78*11.
TuAS-tf
A sea of hands was raised in the man the following officers were elect
June 9.
Copyright, 19L1 By Mcduro rtowsptpor (ynol^M.
I
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Watch This Space

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

University

BELL TELEPHONE

A BOOM FOR MUSIC
May Be Expected From Na
tional Music Week, Which
Is Coming.

This Week
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

Some Fairly Bewildering Sta
tistics Concerning This
Great System.

A review from the columns of this
There is one Bell-owned or Bell
The week of May 4 to 9, Inclusive, aapel* of some of the events which
connecting telephone station for each
is to be observed over nil this glor Interested Rockland and vicinity for
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
country of ours as National Mu atro weeks"pndlng March 10, 1900.
seven of the total poinilntion of the
1925 '"MARCH 1925 ious
Col. Henry Watterson of Kentucky KATHLEEN M. SNOW ............. LIBRARIAN
sic Week.' During that week It will
United States. At the’ end of the
be the endeavor to turn the thoughts spoke on "Abraham Lincoln.”
Week days; 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
year there were 11,242,318 Bell-owned
of everyone to music. There will be
Clarence Leighton became manager
Sundays: 3 p. nt. to 6 p- m.
stations and 4,664.232 Bell-connecting
special concerts featuring the great of the Franklin Telephone & Tele
est artists; broadcast concerts of un-; graph Co.’s system in Franklin coun
"The only treasure house open to stations. There were 39,893,619 miles
usual interest; the churches will have ty.
all comers is a library•’’—J. A. Lang of exchange and toll wire owned in
10 11 12 13
more elaborate musical programs
The city had 2142 children between ford.
the Boll System, an increase during
than usual; there will be recitals and the ages of 4 and 21.
• « • •
18 IQ 20 21 contests in the schools, etc., etc., In The Rockland & Rockport Lime Co. Spring is in the air. The log fires 1924 of 5.369,777 miles About 67
percent of the total wire mileage
the big cities the opportunities for has closed a contract to build a fleet
x
are burning low. Best freshen up was in underground cable and more
observation
of
such
a
week
are
well
23
25 2627
consisting of an ocean tug, und tffree I (hose lists you prepared for winter than 22 percent in aerial qpble. with
nigh unlimited, but the smaller towns I,urges of 16.009 barrels capacity each. reading. Cse March for catching up
only about 11 percent in open wire.
and hamlets will have to do their bit
Stores alongside The Brook were|w|,(, the books you really want to
tNet additions to plant jn 1924, com
29 3031
in a more humble way. although it 1 fl()‘ode(1 whh water durinB a freshet
read- -travel, history, biography.
prising mainly real estate, equipment,
need not be the less interesting there much damage being sustained by 11.
♦ » *
exchange and toll lines, amounted to
by. Indeed, many times the small H. Crie & Co. and J. F. Gregory & I Last yenr the demand for books on
$287,975,923 and were the lergest in
stunts the towns and hamlets stage Co. At Crescent Beach Fred M. home decoration and building was so
the history of the Bell system.
have much more of the^heart interest Smith's long pier was dismantled.
great that the library collection was
The number of employes in the
In them than the anlbltloua things
The new ofljcerg of the Sears Horc supplemented by a collection from American Telephone and Telegranh
the cities so easily produce.
[ Co. were y, yj. Burns, foreman, K. K. the State Library. This year many Company and the Associated Operat
Rockland presumably will have to yjart. jr._ 2d foreman, Oliver Knowl- new books on these subjects have ing Companies was, at the end of the
' In addition to personal notes recording de come under the smaller towns, as her ,on 3d foreman, P. J. Burns secretary |g>en purchased. There are several year 279,659.
partures and arrivals, this departure es resources, financially and otherwisfe, and John Minnahan treasurer and | dealing with planning and bundling
The income statement, with in
pecially desires Information of social hap are limited. Nevertheless, Rockland
the house, others which have to do ter-company duplications excluded,
steward.
penings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
is
going
to
have
something,
and
It
is
with
remodeling
or
re-arrantRng
old
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
showed total operating revenues of
Schooner Wellfleet was launched
TELEPHONE .................................... ......... 7'° of vital interest if there is sufficient from Cobb, Butler & Co.’s yard, the houses. Then, too, there are liooks $657,588,849 and total operating ex
co-operation to make It a success.
treating
on
developing
color
schemes,
penses of $466,614,275. Taxes amount
christening ceremony being per
and the arrangement of the home. ed to over 50 million dollars. Inter
The World Wide Guild of the Lit Through the efforts of Mrs. Ruth I formed hy Miss Myra Clark.
Sanborn,
teacher
of
music
in
the
pubj
These
are
all
bonks
for
amateurs
and
tlefield Memorial church will hold its
est charges were $41,531,071. 'The
Rev. F. E. White preached his fare
program meeting at the home of lie schools ot Rockland, Rockport and I well sermon In the Methodist churcl the many illustrations with clearly net income available for dividends
Thomaston,
there
will
he
during
Xa
written tekt is invaluable. Lists of was $107,245,548.
Misses Lurty and Elizabeth Harden,
Dividends paid
f°r Blue Earth City, Minn,
these hooks will gladly he'supplied amounted to $82,602,906, leaving a
566 Old County road Thursday even tional Music Week a memory contest ' an<^
in the three aforementioned schools. ' David X Mortland was elected by the library.
hakim e of
$24,642,642.
Surplus
ing.
Of course memory contests are be mayor by a vote of 720 to 347 oyer
earnings, together with the funds
Hill, carrying all hut
coming
more
and
more
used,
’
and
j
r,
r.
J.
<
’
.
Before that spring wardrobe is made available through charges to
Tbe monthly meeting of the Kulplanned it is well worth one’s time to expenses for depreciation, have been
loch Cluss, lo do White Cross work most persons know how they are "®rd 2.
conducted.
However,
Mrs.
Sanborn
The
aldermen
elected
were:
C.
M.
read “The Well Dressed Woman,” hy invested in the telephone business and
will be held Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. Frank Elmer, Gurdy street. has told how she has planned this Thomas, L. W. Benner, Fred A. Anne Rittenhouse. Miss Rittenhouse have thus reduced the amount of new
one to he carried out. During the i Thorndike, John L. Donohue, O. P. I (Harrydelo Hallmark) is well known capital which it would otherwise have
The Harmony club will hold their weeks preceding the week of May 9 Hix, Justin L. Crosstx and S. A. t0 the reading public through her been necessary to obtain from the
The common councllmen dress columns in leading newspapers public.
regular meeting in the 13. & P. W. there will he many methods used to Adams.
Club rooms next Wednesday evening. familiarize the scolars with the mu- ■ elected were G. O. B. Crockett, H. L. This book does not stress styles ot
Dining 1924 the investment in tele
sical numbers that have been chosen , Higgins, F. F. Harding, W. 8. Melvin, any particular period or season, hut phone plant increased approximate
— Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury who has been for this contest, through concerts hy R. I. Thompson, Elvin Bradford, W. forcefully sets forth the fundamental ly $2X8.,000,000. At the end of the year
the guest of the Misses Farwell, has the music companies locally, through C. Pooler, E. E- Payson, William W. principles*nf good laste In dress. The this investment included more than
the music teachers, both vocal and Spear, Elmer S. Bird, W. J. Perrv, hook is clearly written and- gives $216,000,000 in land and buildings,
returned to Minneapolis.
instrumental, through local concerts David S. Weeks, Ia>vi E. Wade, H- M. many detailed examples of the proper $807,000,000 in central office and sub
There will be a circle slipper at the and entertainments, through the mu Brown. H. McDougall, Harry T. Mill- lines and colors for varlotlR types and scribers’ equipment and $1,138,000,000
er, W. G. Hayden, J. F. McIntosh, F. completions.
Congregational vestry Wednesday at sic played In the movie houses, etc.
in outside plant in the form of poles,
Mrs. Sanborn greatly desires the A. Blnckington, S. W. Hewett and
6.30 with this committee in charge;
wires, cables, conduit, the balance
The
March
Book
Review,
a
bulletin
co-operation
of
all
these
sources,
for
Benjamin
Bartlett.
Mrs. George Clark, Mrs. C. O. Perry,
being mainly represented by con
The Lime Company was resuming issued by the leading publishing struction work in progress.
Mrs. Fred I.. i.innekbi, Miss Anna the more familiar the. schoktrs be
houses,
has
an
interesting
article
con

come
with
the
numbers
to
hp
used,
Coombs, Mrs. Benjamin Benson, Mrs.
operations In the Engine Quarry.
The total assets at the end of tbe
W. C. Pooler was advanced from tributed by Wilbert Snow. In this year were $2,664,194,546. The fund
Wallace TBpear, Mrs. Ralph Smith, the more successful and interesting
article
“
New
England
in
the
New
the
final
contest
will
tie.
Then
will
2d to 1st lieutenant of Co. HiMrs. Archie Bowley, Mrs. George
ed debt of the system increased only
Joseph J. Flanagan was appointed poetry of America,” Mr. Snow calls about $72,000 during the year, while
Crandall, Mrs. Edwin Edwards and i ome the contest in each classroom
to
account
the
author
of
the
recent
or
school,
called
the
elimination
con

manager of the Western Union tele
Mrs. I.. A. Walker.
the capital stock, including install
test, and Anally the closing contest graph office, succeeding John E. book ‘From Whitman to Sandburg ments,
increased
approximately
in
American
Poetry,
”
in
which
the
made
up
of
the
winners
from
the
Murphy.
Mrs J. W. Burns and Mrs. Evie
$202,000,000. Of this increase in tbe
poets
of
the
Middle
West
are
stressed
elimination
contest,
with
the
winners
Perry have returned from 10 days’
The lime plant of A. J. Bird & Co.
capital stock, more than $163,000,000
business trip to Boston and Xew announced, suitable prizes awarded was badly damaged by tire which and but the slightest mention is made was in the stock of the American
of
those
New
England
writers,
Frost,
with appropriate ceremonies, and all was caused by the highest tide of tlie
Ybrk.
Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Robinson, Millay and Lowell. The
that.
year.
the remainder being in common and
body
of
the
article
is
given
over
to
Mrs. Sanborn hassome delightful
V. A. Leach is home from two
Jones & Bicknell were awarded the
preferred stocks of tlie Associated
bringing
out
the
relative
importance
weeks’ trip to Boston and Xew York. ideas to carry out. and says that she contract to build a canning factory
Companies outstanding in the hands
of
the
poetry
of
Robinson
and
Frost
He also made a short stay with his has never found a Rubject so engross for Thorndike & Hix.
of the public.
ing as this. These contests have beep
D. N. Thayer hought the Rockland and to discussing its meritr. Both
brother at \yjnthrop. Mass.
Mr.
Weiner
’
s
<>ook
“
From
Whitman
carried out in many schools with the Star. The editorial management re
Mrs. John Gross of Oceanville was greatest success, the benefit from mained in the hands of Oliver L. to Sandburg” and the poetry of Frost,
LADY BUTLER
Robinson and Snow may be borrowed
the guest of Mrs. Elmer Joyce last them being much more far-reaching Hall.
frqm
this
library.
than
one
first
thinks,
nnd
by
no
week, and also visited Mrs. Shirley
• • • •
means confined to the interests of
Gross in Waldoboro.
These births were recorded:
The library has Ju-st received a blue
music. .
, , , ,
! Thomaston, March 2, to Mr. and print chart tracing the geneology of
The Universalist Mission circle
,
'Mrs. Harris Knlloch, a»daughter.
Mrs
Sanborn
has
drawn
up
a
[ Pale|.m<>, March
to Mr and the Clark family of which special
will meet with Mrs. Maty Messer
mention was made in The Courierpartial
list
of
the
numbers
to
be
used,
Mrs Anse, olldden, a
Wednesday at 3 o'clock. The pro
Camden, Feb.
to Mr. and Mr8. Gazette of Feb. 26. The chart is the
gram leader will he Miss Anna and they are published herewith as
gift of Carlos T. Clark of Attleboro.
Thorndike
and
the
wdtchword the more familiar people become with Qeorge Parker, a son.
Mars., one of the compilers of this
them, the more familiar the pupils
“St rength.”
Camden, Feb. 26, to Mr. and Mrs. material. It traces the family from
will be too.
Johnson Dunbar, a son.
the first generation in Yorkshire,
Maria .................................. Bach-Gounod
Dean's Orchestra will furnish music Ave
Rockland, March 9, to Mr. and Mrs. England. 1292. It ’is to be followed hy
Elegle ...................... .•............................ .Massenet
for the masquerade dance of March Asa’s Death front 1’eer Gynt Suite .. Grieg Francis C. 'Norton, a daughter.
two other charts all of which will be
By the Waters of Minnetonka .... Lieurance
19 at the Country Club. The com
St. George, March 6, to Mr. and kept at the library for reference.
mittee has arranged many interesting Midsummer Night’s Dream (Overture) ....
Mrs.
A
A.
Morrison,
a
daughter.
• ♦ ♦ •
................................................................................. Mendelssohn
novelties.
iDeer Isle, March 3^to Mr. and Mrs
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 .............. Liszt j
Readers who admire the works of
Minute Waltz ............................................. fhopta Charles Weed, a daughter.
Joseph Conrad will find much of in
W. D. Talbot and Mrs. Emma Fro- Bridal Chorus front •’Lohengrin’’ .... Wagner
•OceanviUe, Feb. 26, to Mr. and Mrs. terest awaiting them in the Mentor
O Thou Sublime Sweet Evening Star front
hork of the W. O. Hewett Co. staff
Charles
L.
Webb,
a
son.
“Tannhauser” ................................... Wagner
for March. Practically the entire
left for New York yesterday noon Meditation from “Thais” ............... Massenet I
Isle au Haut, Feb. 26 to Mr. and issue is given over to pictures of Con
where they will join Mr. and Mrs. Funeral March ......................................... Chopin Mrs. Edwin Rich, a son.
rad and the places immortalized in
Maria ........................................
Schubert i
John Newman, Miss Annie Mc Ave
Isle au Haut, Feb. 26, to Mr and his'stories. These illustrations are
Surprise Symphony—Andante .......... Hadya
Laughlin and Miss Beatrix Flint, who To a Water Lily ................ Edw. MacDowell ! Mrs. Willard M. Gross, a son.
accompanied hy several personal
My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice from “Sam- ,
are now In shopping centers.
Haverhill, Mass., March 12, to Mr. memories of Conrad’s life.
son et Delila” ........................... Salnt-Saens '
* * * •
Deep River .............................. Coleridge Taylor i and Mrs. M. E. Parker, a daughter.
Harry Cohen, proprietor of th" In the Hall of the Mountain King from
Vinalhaven, March 8, to Mr. and
More books were loaned from the
“
Peer
Gynt
”
Suite
...............................
Grieg
I
Knox Book Store id in Boston on
Mrs. Edward McDonald, a son.
library last month than in any other
Anitra’s Dance from “Beer Gynt” Suite
• • • •
business.
February in its history. The nearest
..................................................... Grieg
Minuet in G ....................................... Beethoven
The marriages for the two weeks approach to this record was in 1897
a Wild Rose ............................... MacDowell
The Ladles Aid of the Littlefield To
when 3700 books-were loaned in com
Spring Song
................
Mendelssohn were:
Memorial church has elected these
Rockland, March 6, Oscar B. Foster parison with the 3800 of last month.
from “Tales of Hoffman” ....
.............................................Offenbach of South Thomaston and Emma J The attendance showed a decrease
officers: President, Mrs. Maggie
in F
.......................
Rubinstein Hawes of Rofckland.
over January, this being- readily ac
Farnham: vice president. Mrs. Hat Melody
Humoresque ............................................. Dvorak
Belfast, March 5, R. Herman Cas counted for, since the completion of
tie Lord; secretary, Mrs. Alice Traumeri ...........................
Schumann
Knight; assistant secretary, Mrs Morning front“Peer Gynt” Suite .... Grieg sens of Waterville and Lillian E. the nvw class rooms at the High
Lady
Constance Butler,
wellDanubeWaltzes .......................... Strauss Manson of Belfast.
School decreases the need for using known English society woman, has
May Gray; treasurer, Mrs. Georgena Blue
Front tbe Land of the »ky Blue Water ..
Atherton; committee on work. Mrs.
Rockport, March 1, Edwin A Ham- the library as a study hall.
Cadman
turned to surgery as an outlet for
• e • «
Annette Swift, Mrs. Elleeah Mosher, Narcissus ................................................. Nevin mond and Miss Bessie Heath.
her energies. So well has she suc
Berceusfe
from
“
Jocelyn
”
...................
Godard
Work has just been finished on fill ceeded that she has become an XMrs. Ida Pettec. Mrs. Aaron Maxey,
Rockport. March 3. Willie W. Over
Soldiers’ Chorus from “Faust” .... Gounod
Mrs. Frank Gregory, Mrs. Sadie Souvenir ..................................................... Drdla look and Miss Ella Howe, both of ing out a questionnaire of some 180 ray specialist, and is probably the
pages on the work done by this only titled woman to have entire
Toreador Song from “Carmen”
. Bizet
Chaples and Mrs. Therese Chase.
Camden.
Liebestraum .........
Liszt
Vinalhaven, March 10. George library. The questionnaires issued charge of that department in a hos
Minuet in G Major ....................... Paderewski
[by the American Library Association pital.
Mrs. E. H. Cameron and Mrs. Al Serenade .......................
Schubert Newbert and Miss Edith Arey.
Boston, March 12, George D. Has- are to provide the basis of a survey
. Verdi
berta Emery are in Portland for a Triumphal March from ”AWu”
O Sole Mio .......................... Italian Folk Song kell and Miss Carrie P. Jones, for- °f conditions In
American public
few days this week.
Prelude In C Sharp Minor .... Rachmaninoff merly of Rockport.
Spring Coats arriving daily
| Libraries. The funds for completing
Kigoletto Quartette front “Rlgoletto” .. Verdi
this survey, the first of its kind, are CUTLER-COOK CO—adv.
• • • •
Educational Club members are re
South Thomaston town meeting: I J’rov,d£? I,y the Rockefeller Founda
It Is interesting to note in this is
quested to preserve Coolidge’s In
augural Address and take it to the sue that the program to be given at Selectmen. Alden W. Butler. George “on’ 7, W°,k 7 eK',e,CIal'y valuable
I, H Snow; clerk, Iln ,nakln8 a systematic check-up of
March 20 meeting, as reviews will be the Rubinstein Club Friday afternoon McConchie and
the actual work and systems of the
given each session until its chief of this week, Child’s Guest Day, will Mark E. Rowell; treasurer and col local library. Every library in the
points are covered hy various mem be devoted to numbers made up from lector. H. 8. Sweetland.
United States is asked to fill out one
Vinalhaven town meeting: Select
bers. Hon. B. C. Redonnet, of Wis this list. The program will he in
men. O. P. Lyons, L. M- Treat an’ of th^se questionnaires and the re
casset, will be the next speaker, and charge of Miss Gertrude Saville.
sults. which will be announced in
A. L. Pierce; deck, O. P. Lyons; road
the committee on stricter limitation
1926, are awaited with great interest.
Miss Madeline G. Rogers who has commissioner, George M. Griflin,
to membership will report.
• • • •
been teaching in Cushing is home for
Warren town meeting: Selectmen
A new letter from the Peddie AsN. T. Caswell. Edward Bradford and
The Ladies Aid of the IJttleflcld a three weeks' vacation.
TODAY
George W. Brown; clerk W. M. "embly cou,se ln Reading came toMemorial church will meet with
day- He>-e are the books suggested ((
The Rubinstein Club has its annttaj Lawry; treasurer, M. R. Mathews. Iday
Mrs Annette Swift, Adams street, for
Junior guest day Friday afternoon
Capt Samuel Watts, formerly of for March. M. A. DeWolf Howe’s
work Wednesday afternoon.
in the Congregational Church at 3.30. Thomaston, died in Boston, aged 88. Memories df a Hostess,” which is
v n>a<le up from the diaries of
Each member will have the privilege He”was a 'shipmaster and ship build-I
Kenneth D. Nosworthy, of Hebron of Inviting one guest.
■er and had been president of the |J rs’ •Iamp» 3 h.ields. (This book is
Actuletny was home for the weekend
Georges Xational Bank. He was a not owned hy the library at this
Hugh Walpole’s ‘The Old
The Woman's Foreign Missionary presidential elector on the Samuel J. time.)
Play#d by—
Ladies”—concerning which'Mr. BarJOHN GILBERT. ELEANOR
/The A.R.T.1I. Club
met last Society of the Methodist church, will Tilden ticket.
ras sharps in the general opinion that
hold
a
joiat
meeting
with
the
Stand

Cushing
town
meeting
:
Selectmen.
BOARDMAN, ^ILEEN PRINGLE,
Thursday at the home of Mr. and
it is by far the best of Walpole's
ard
Bearers
at
the
vestry
Thursday
Vinul
Wallace,
Riley
Davis
and
A.
W.
and a splendid supporting cast
Mrs. C. Martin Engelson where dur
•ltooks. -Shaekled Youth” by Edward
ing the work session eight pillow and supper will be served at 6.30. Miller; clerk, G. 1. Young; road com- Yeoman, a business man who preaches A moonlit romance with unforget
followed
hy
an
Interesting
program
[
m
isaioner,
S.
I).
Hunt:
tax
collector.
table moments
slips, one evenng gown, one runner
the gospel of culture and kicks out
E. 8. Vose.
and two aprons were added to the al
the
go»pel
of
materialism.
William
E.
M.
O'Xeil
of
the
Thorndike
I
The Union Telephone Co. was In
Wednesday-Thursday
ready good amount of work accom
Allen White's ‘‘Woodrow Wilson.”
plished hy this energetic little l»od.v House is on a trip to Florida, plan- | corporated with tl. L. Robbins as whieh Mr. Barras considers the most
nlng
to
be
away
about
10
days.
president and F. E- Burkett as treas
Since Jan. 1 it lias made .115 articles
impartial and worth-while biography
urer and clerk.
used in the household, all the way
Mrs.
Annie
Haskeir
returned
Friday
The Ladies Circle of the Camden yet written about Wilson.
from a handkerchief to a dress. Af
• « « •
ter the work session the husbands front three weeks’ visit ln Boston anil Congregational church was granted
Have you had your copy of ‘‘Library
■ permit to build a two-story chapel
came to help celebrate Mrs. Engel- New York.
[ Logic?”
■
on the western side of the church.
son's birthday and to partake of a
Mrs. L. E Foss, who recently re- ,
B. H. Keller was installed as masA David Smith Production
delicious chlckeirstipper. The birth
—With—
day cake was a thing of beauty. The turned from a visit with her daugh- ' ter of Georges Valley Grange in Ap
A rirf of colors in New Spring
maker, Mrs Maud Cables, passed Iht ter, Mrs. Charles G. Hewett, has been pleton.
FLORENCE VIDOR
Dresses now on display at CUTLERDunn & Elliot of Thomaston re COOK CO.—adv.
—And—
*
word she had filled it with cotton but confined to her home hy Illness, liul
'
ceived, news of the loss of the St.
the assembly appeared to he ready lo is now gaining.
ROCKLIFFE FELLOWS
John, commanded by Capt. Harvey
(Vitagraph)
sample the production. Miss Evan
Falsa of Thomaston. The ship was
geline Winchenhaiigh was a guest o
Nancy Burra rd borrowed the
The first of the series in tlie auc burned ut sea. while bound front
husbands of her friends while her
honor. Mrs. Engelson’s present from
tion tournament given by Ruth May New York to Yokohama.
husband. Gerald, was on an expe
tlie club was a liall' dozen china cups
For Men and Women
hew
Tent
in
G.
A.
R.
hall
Monday
iSeaside Chapter, O. E. S.. was orand saucers. She receded mimerdition to South America. Her in
evening was an unqualified success. I
,ze<i
ramdell, wlth Mra, ralen
nocent flirtations almost wrecked
oils other gifts. The evening was
The prize winners were Miss Anna 1 7.
..___ _____
_____________
__ . .L
M. Mason
ns worthy
matron and
the homes of her friends as well as
pleasantly passed with music, discus
Coombs. Miss Athleen McRae, Mrs. M. Kennlston as worthy patron
her own marriage. The tangle of
sion of current events and admiring
McRae, Miss May Barstow, Mrs. Ber Mrs. Lucy A. Coombs was associate
unvoiced fabrications is unsnarled
i the afternoon's work. The members
nice Freeman and Mrs. Doris Jprdan.
matron.
are now looking forward to Lena's
thriuglh a double tragedy whieh
The next in the series will be
Manufactured by
A terrific storm visited Hope, dam
comes as a climax to gripping dra
birthday.
March 23.
aging the property ot Andrew Brown, UTILITY’ SLEEY;E CO. Rockland
matic situations.
Charles Dyer, and Edward Roy.
KINOGRAMS and COMEDY
A riot of colors in Xew Spring
All Sizes On Sale At
Robert Wiley, aged 74, dropped
Spring Coats t an-jvlng daily at
Dresses now on dkqilay at CL'TLEKCUTLER-COOK
’
CO
—
adv.
dead
ln
Warren.
J.
F.
GREGORY
SONS
COMPANY
COGK CO.—adv.

M
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Social Circles

STRAND
WIFE OF
THRCENTAUR

“BORROWED
HUSBANDS”

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS

Special This Week
RUGS AND INLAID LINOLEUM
8 Rugs, 9x12.
3 Rugs, 9x12.
I Rug, 9x12.
1 Rug, 9x12.
1 Rug, 9x12.
2 Rugs, 9x12.
1 Rug, 9x12.
2 Rugs, 8-3x10-6.
I Rug, 8-3x10-6.
1 Rug, 8-3x10-6.
1 Rug, 9x9.

Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

price. . $60.00.
price.. 55.00.
price.. 58.00.
price.. 57.00.
price.. 54.00.
prise.. 45.00.
price.. 40.00.
price.. 55.00.
price.. 45.00.
price.. 40.00.
price.. 50.00.

This week................... $45.00
This week................... 38.00
This week................... 42.00
This week................... 41.00
This week....:.,.. 39.00
This week................... 31.00
This week................... 28.50
This week................... 38.00
This week................... 26.00
This week................... 30.00
This week..-............. 37.00

These are all first quality Bigelow Hartford Axminsters.
dropped this spring.

Patterns that are

Tapestry Rugs, in 9x12 size, from......................................... $10.00 to $26.00
Velvet Rugs, $45.00 quality....................................................... ............... $32.00
8-3x10-6 for............................................................................................... $30.00
All Grass Rugs................................................................................. 50% Discount
Rag Rugs................................... 98c. » Inlaid Linoleum, yard................$1.50

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

9^

FOR REST
AND COMFORT
Insist on Having

SPECIAL OFFER
Until March 28th, we are offering
two popular “Wear-Ever” utensils
at the specia| prices shown belows

Beds
Springs, Mattresses
AT YOUR DEALERS
S

“Wear-Ever
Two-quart
Double Boiler
(Regular Price

$2.50)

$
NEW LIFE FOR “SONS”

Division Commander Bond Is Seek
ing To Revive Patriotic Order.

The Maine Division, Sons of Vet
erans has inaugurated a campaign
o increase the membership and in
fluence of the organization in this
state. Preliminary work with an ob- |
ject to instituting S. of V. camps '
at Dover-Foxcroft, Ellsworth and
Brownville has been carried out and
the division commander sends out
\yord that there is every promise that
these towns will have camps in tlie
near future.
Simultaneously with the efforts at
extension, a membership campaign
is being conducted all over the
state. The communication from the
division headquarters calls attention
to the fast diminishing ranks of the
Grand Army of the Republic. The
Sons of Veterans must within a ver”
few years assume the entire respon
sibility of the decoration of , the
graves of the departed veterans of
the Civil War, and it is the effort of
those now members of the Sons of
Veterans to make their organization
strong enough to take the places left
vacant hy their fathers and grandfathers, to perpetuate their memory,
maintain their ideal and to preserve '
the significance of Memorial Day.
Three Grow Delicioua Vanilla is
unatiulterateil.- fldv.
A riot of colors in New Spring
Dresses now on display at CUTbtORCOGK CO.—adv.

Wear-Ever'
Aluminum Bean Pot
(Regular Price$1.30)

98c
et

yours

TODAY!

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

Rockland

SEATS NOW ON SALE
AT CITY HALL BOX OFFICE FOR

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
SERGE KOUSSEVITZKY, Conductor
CITY HALL, PORTLAND

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
Auspices Portland Music Commission

Mail Orders Filled in Order of Receipt

EMPIRE

PRICES—Lowest Ever Offered in Maine for This Attraction
30-It
$1.00, $1.50 and $2.00

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

FRI DAY-SATURDAY

Last Time Today

“SANDRA”

CHARLEY
CHAPLIN

Barbara La Mar
“THUNDERING HOOFS ..

THREE SHOWS—2:C0, 6:45, 8:80.

“Tillie’s Punctured
Romance”
A Riot From Start to Finish
• • • •

—Also—

PRICES 10e, 15c, 20c

“THE DEVIL’S CARGO”

LAST TIME

—With—

Pauline Stark, Wa lace Beery

TODAY

A Paramount Picture
COMEDY

“GALLOPING HOOFS”

NEWS

Chapter Two

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Wednesday-Thursday

JOHNNY HINES
“THE EARLY BIRD”
Time for al you good folks to
freshen up your sense of humor
with a laugh riot.

*

•* • • •
...Also—

“HUSBANDS .
AND LOVERS”
—With—

LEWIS STONE
FLORENCE VIDOR
A tip for every lover. A tip for
pverv wife. Wiith friend husband

“The Age of
Innocence”
—With—

BEVERLY BAYNE
ELLIOTT DEXTER, EDITH ROBERTS
Edith Wharton's Pulitzer Prize Story—the Photoplay Combi
nation of Unparalleled Excellence.
FABLES

COMING—"FORTY

COMEDY

WINKS,”

/ith THEODORE

NEWS
ROBERTS
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COMMON THINGS
Often Overlooked, But Highly En
tertaining When Once Looked
Into With Inquiring Mind.

MOTHER!
Watch Child’s Bowels

By Adella F. Veazie
A Few Wore Bugs
Pick him up; he can’t hurt you nor
he won’t try. Now lav him carefully
on his back and watch him. For a
brief space of time hte legs claw the
air as desperately as would th< se of
any other hug in the same predica
ment, then he throws his head back,
you hear a quick snap and he has
thrown himself up in the air perhaps
six inches, perhaps twice that dis
tance, according to his size and the
hardness of the surface on which he
rested. Sometimes he fails to alight
on his feet and then tries it again
and again before he succeeds. Occa
sionally he becomes discouraged
after several attempts and failures
and then he brings his wings into ac
tion to assist- him into an upright
l>osition, sometimes spinning about
in a circle, still lying on his back. He
is generally known as the "snap
bug,” or “snapping beetle,” and a'
joint in his neck seems to have a
spring within which he can throw
into position instantly.
♦ * * *

Always rather long and slender
with smooth or nearly smooth wingsheaths. he may be distinguished by
his shape, but not by his size or
color, for though generally of sober
colors yet I have seen him with shin
ing green coat almost as gay as those
Brazilian beetles sometimes set in
jewelry. His size too is very uncer
tain being all the way from half an
inch to a full inch in length, and of
those I have seen, the green ones
were largest of all. His larva or
what he hatched from, is the stiff
brown "wire worm” which so often
infests tomatoes, sweet apples, and
any fruit or vegetables which lie on
the grourtd. These worms are rot
at all prepossessing in appearance,
however handsome the beetle itself
may he. but they do not and cannot
injure human beings, and J have
played with the bugs hours at a time
when I was a child.
• • • ♦
Probably you have all caught fire
flies. or "lightning hugs" and placed
them under a tumbler where you
could watch them glow and darken
and glow again, though you could
never find out how they did it, but
did you ever smell of one? They
leave a most peculiar odor on the
hands, quite unlike anything I ever
noticed in other insects- I*, ts rather
unpleasant and is likely after a while
to put an end to researches in that
line.
I used to read in English
stories about the “glow worms” and
when a child I thought they must be
the same thing and I wondered why
they called them worms. In maturer
years I -still wondered, and one nighin early fall I picked one up -from
the grass and found I had captured
a real worm. After that I found
several at that season of the year
and I am still wondering whether
they are of a different spe- ies or a
different sex or the lava of the
winged firefly, or why I catch fire-

Ii the Nerves Break!
You have to wait for Nature to repair
the damage caused by wrong eating,
wrong living, dverwork, hurry, worry,
loss of sleep. Why not slow down be
fore the break comes? Why not profit
by the experience of others and avoid
such a depressing, expensive experience?
Why not follow the common sense di
rections that go with every bottle of
that honest old remedy, the “L. F.”
ATWOOD Medicine? They tell you
how to avoid illness by relieving indi
gestion, headache, constipation, colds,
run down condition. “L. F.” builds
up, strengthens the stomach, liver, bpwels; adds vim, improves the blood.
A fifty cent bottle will add dollars to
your earning power and your hours of
enjoyment every day. Guaranteed by
"L.F." Medicine Co. Buy of your dealer.

Only one cent a dote
I-. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

UNION MAN'S EAR
It Was An Ear of Corn, Ex
hibited At National Seed
Corn Show.

F. C. Merrifield of Union was one
of the prominent Knox county exhi
“California Fig Syrup" is bitors in the National Seel Corn
■Show held in Chicago last week ac
cording to advices from the SeirrChildren’s Harmless
Itoehuvk Agricultural Foundation
which sponsored the show and offer
ed $17,000 in prizes. Mr. Merrifield
Laxative
was out after the Kittle trophy of
$'.000, offered for the Vest ear of
seed corn In America.
The National Feed Corn Show
brought home to corn growers the
necessity for careful selection and
testing of ears this spring in order
to insure a normal crop for 1925.
E. 11. Heaton. Oeneral Manager of
the show, estimated that if farmers
will pick out their seed corn and
test it for germination before plant
ing it will mean a total increase of
one billion bushels next harvest
time.
The National Seed Corn Show is
unique. Any corn grower may share
in the arizes, but no one may enter
more than a single ear. In addition
to showing the best specimens of
leading growers, the Chicago Show
will also display representative ears
from thousands of corncrlbs. No
ear is awarded a prize until tested
for gemination power and disease re
sistance, the Judges being selected
Children love the pleasant taste of by the American Society of Agrono
“California Fig Syfup” and gladly my.
take it even when bilious, feverish,
sick, cr constipated. No other laxa
STRAND THEATRE
tive regulates the tender little bowels
so nicely. It sweetens the stomach
A daring subject, delicately and
and starts the liveF and bowels with deftly handled, Ls "Wife of the Cen
out cramping or overacting. Contains taur." which has its final showing
no narcotics or soothing drugs.
today. The story voices the theory
Tell your druggist you want only that man is made up of two natures,
the genuine “California Fig Syrup’’ which are always at war within him.
which has directions for babies and and to illustrafe it, the character of
children of all ages printed on bottle. Jeffrey Dwyer la made the central
Mother! You must say “California’ one of the story. A poet and writer,
or you may get an imitation fig syrup and a tremendously handsome and
attractive person, Jeffrey is forever
being torn by the conflict of his
flies in summer and worms in fall. idealistic half with the sensual side
Can any one explain it?
of his nature He falls In love with a
# » • ♦
sweet. Innocent girl and holds for
One beetle I refuse to touch. Not her a highly Idealistic love, but for
that I fear him. but that I loathe him. gets her temporarily when he meets
He is unclean. This is the carrion a more sophisticated, and materially
beetle, a wide, rather flat creature alluring woman. Jeffrey’s struggle
with a dark body and a wide yellow over his animal emotions, and his
neck with a cross shaped blotch in final conquering of them La the basic
tho centre, contrasting vividly with plot in the picture. His character is
the yellow. You will see him on de likened to that of the fabled centaur,
caying carcasses' of unfortunate ani half man and half beast.
Florence Vidor. Rockliffe Fellowes
mals which have not had proper
burial. I cannot speak with authori Earle Williams and Robert Gordon
ty in regard to his biting or stinging are the featured players in the Wed
propensities for 1 have never investi nesday and Thursday picture, 'Bor
gated him at close i*ange, nor do I rowed Husbands.” The story- treats
intend to do so. I have no curidfeity of a woman whose husband went on
regarding him and I stay just as far an expedition to South America and
while he was away the wife decided
from him as possible.
to borrow her friends' husbands.
The scheme was excellent; but when
Another favorite playmate of my put into practice certain complica
early years I h ive always called the tions developed which proved
not
parsnip worm because I used to find only exciting and dramatic but con
him in the parsnip bed and some- vinced the young wife that husbands
tirr» s on the carrots as they grew were one of the things a person had
sidf by side ia the o’<l garden on the better not borrow. Many humorous
mountain side. I have not seep one situations relieve the tense dramatic
• r n. ■ .
so I
posi movements and make the production
tive about the exact shade of his one of rich entertaining qualities. It
skin hut I know it was very dark, so is a seven reel production with every
dark that I always think of it as foot vital to the story.—adv.
black, with a texture like velvet and
yellow spots placed regularly along
EMPIRE THEAIRE
his sides. He was from one to two
inches long and about as thick as an
Charley Chaplin In “Tillies Punc
ordinary lead pencil. When irritated
he would send out from his head two tured Romance" will have Its last
showing today. The cast includes
soft red horns nearly half an inch in
Mabel Norinond, Marie Dressier and
length and in a moment the air was
filled with a peculiar odor which other favorites and it is a riot from
though it could not be called fra start to finish. The attraction for
grant. yet did not affect me unpleas Wednesday and Thursday is a double
antly as I watched closely to see if feature progam Johnny Hines in
I could detect any liquid or spray "The Early Bird" and “Husbands and
being sent forth which could account Lovers" featuring Beverly Bayne,
for the odor, but I never did. neither Elliott Dexter and Florence Vidor.
did I ever experience any ill effects Johnny Hines, whoso latest feature
from my association with the creat "The Early Bird," is a character off
the screen whose philosophy of life
ures.
Is Indeed well worth listening to.
People as a rule often wonder
Year after year I watched for th»>m whether the stars of stage and screen
to roll themselves up into a cocoon in are as Interesting in their daily life
order that I might see what kind of a as they are when they are cavorting
butterfly they made, but I never suc on the stage or screen for public
ceeded, and even now I do not know, entertainment. In the case of John
and as I do not have access to any ny Hines let It be said here and now
entomological work or
a parsnip that the same dynamic personality
bed for experimental purposes I am that he shows in his screen .yvork
likely to remain in ignorance on this characterizes him In his daily life.
In a recent interview this young
point for some time.
comedian summed up his philosophy
in the remark that a man who is
satisfied with success would have
been satisfied with failure.
"Husbands and Lovers," represents
Director J. M. Stahl’s last humorous
explosion of domestic happiness, ac
cording to a decision arrived at re
cently
Like Its popular predeces
sors, “Why Men Leave Home” and
"The Dangerous Age,” "Husbands
and Ixivers" presents, a searching
analysis of married life, pictured with
a full valuation for its serious side,
its trials and tribulations and sad
misunderstandings, but treated iu a
humorous vein.—adv.

—It's not a case of
wanting the best;___ >
,__ Its getting' it

every time uou insist on.

Hatchet Brand

PARK THEATRE

CANNED FOODS
Over 150 Kinds
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x INCUBATORS
BROODERS
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Big Hatches

Write todayfor our Catalog and theQUEEN Booklets and Folders. Know j
of other aucces»cs. You will want to profit by them.

Kendall A Whitney — Portland, Maine
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AROUND THE PLANT

Mrs. Delia Gould

The final shoxvings of "The Devil’s
Cargo," will take place today. 1’auline Starke, Wallace Beery, William
Collier, Jr., and Claire Adams are
featured in the principal roles of the
production which is a romantic thrill
er of the old gold-rush days of Cal
ifornia. A two reel comedy and the
International News will complete an
excellent program.
"Each age considers the previous
one the age of Innocence.” believes
Edith Wharton, whose “The Age of
Innocence” will play at the Park
Wednesday and Thursday with a cast
headed by Beverly Bayne. Elliott
Dexter and Edith Roberts. The young
flapper of eighteen today thinks hetsister of twenty-five hopeless and be
longing to a simpler age. while the
girl of twenty-five thinks she is far
in advance of her sister who is her
senior by five years. "The Age of in
nocence," winner of the Pulitzer
Prize for the best American novel of
the year, was a “best seller" by virtue
of Its being an entertaining story
that appeals to all classes of fiction
readers; by its being a striking pic
ture of the highest society in the
days when sophistication was just
beginning to creep in, by having an
unusually charming heroine who by
word and deed rebels at prudish con
ventions, and by having a hero who
hesitates between two loves; by its
plot holding interest keyed up every
minute; and finally by its ,human
characters full of the breath of life.—
adv.

Lime Bulletin Again On
Deck With Full Comple
ment of News.

Speaks to Women
Middle Age.

of

“While passing thru the critical time
of life, Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescrip
tion was the onlv medicine I took and it
brought me thru without suffering any
of the disagreeable ailments that come
to most women of middle age. I am as
healthv as anv woman could wish to be
and I'thank Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre
scription for it.”'—Mrs. Delia Gould,
326 Western Ave., Albany, N. Y.
Obtain Dr. Pierce's Prescription new,
in liquid or tablets, from your druggist
or send 10c for trial pkg. of tablets to
Dr. Pierce’s Invalids’ Hotel in Buffalo.
Write for free medical advice.

"BOMB DAY”

Former Rockland Girl Writes
of Unique Celebration In
Marysville, Calif.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I thought your paper might be interested in the account of Boniib Day
in Chinatown here. This celebration
took place Feb. 24.
The drums began the night before,
however, just their monotonous, but
still fascinating dum. dum, dum, dum,
dum, dum. dum. dum. It can be heard
all over town. And the fire-crackers!
Little ones, mostly, but going all the
time. One Chinese kid who was
standing near me that afternoon. I
think must have set off hundreds.
One of the events that the news
paper doesn’t mention was a dance
(I should call it) by a young, very
good-looking ‘Chink’’ who ended by
cutting himself, again and again, on
the bare chest. He used a knife
that looked like a saw, but without
the jagged edge. And then, as if
that were not enough, he took a mal
let with a metal head about 10 inches
long, and struck it repeatedly with
all his force on his breast, all the
while dancing, dancing. The expres
sion on his face never changed, but
he spid ugh ! triumphantly at each
stroke. Then another Chinese youth
flew out, grabbed the mallet from
him and rained blows on the dancer.
It was sickening. Then suddenly it
was all over. The dragon came to
life (he’d been lying on the ground
sine? his last contortion) opened hla
mouth as though he was goingj to
swallow’ somebody and made a bee
line straight for the spot where we
w ere standing. He was harmless, but
we didn’t wait for him to step, on
us. though.
You’d notice in the clipping that
it was at the Marysville Chinese
Mason building that the much dis
cussed Dr. Sun Yat Sen. formulated
his plans for the Chinese Republic
som? years ago.
Dorothy R. Hill.
Marysville, Calif., Feb. 25.

• « « •

The clipping to which Miss Hill
referred had the following to say
about the celebration;
"Offerings of roast pork, whole
roasted ducks, and other foods were
made at gorgeously decorated al
tars.
In all of these triumphal
marches. The Lion was a prominent
figure.
This beast, magnificently
made and decorated, is manned by
two men. Bo strenuous is the fan
tastic dance which they essay, how
ever, that it is necessary to relieve
the manipulator every few moments.
“The Lion (lid not go unrecompensed for his bailors in keeping
Chinatown free of evil spirits yester
day. From long poles in the Suey
Sing tong upper windows, hung gold
notes of $5. $10 and $20 denomina
tions, some of them more. The Lion
would greedily snatch these green
and yellowbacks and devour them.
"Beautiful women, imported from
San Francisco for the celebration,
adorned the public rooms throughout
the day, attired in magnificent silks
and rare fabrics, their hands and
arms blazing w ith diamonds and pre
cious stones. Their chief pastime is
to crack melon seeds and play the
real Chinese mah jongg. w hich, how
ever, is known by another name in
the native tongue.
"More men were hurt in the litimb
catching contest than w;is ever known
on a Bomb Day celebration liefore
Number 1 circle, the most coveted of
the lot. was caught'by Eugene Dong
and his cousin Coilin Dong. Many
worked feverishly to obtain this cir
cle. On the bottom of a mass of
swirling, fighting Chinese, Eugene
Dong kept his prize only liv tearing
off the valuable red ribbon and
thrusting it into his mouth. This
prize Is worth at least $150 and may
net the two men even more. The red
ribbons are considered very lucky but
at tho end of the year, those who
possess them must make contrlbu
tions to the joss house maintenance
fund. He who patches No. 1 circle
is placed in charge of the temple, for
the coming year.
"Marysville is probably the only city
in the United States where Bomb
Day Is still observed,’’

RELIEVE
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HYDRATE MILLS
Day and night shifts are now being
had.
Dana Fletcher, a new man, Is
"breaking fn” on the digester.
Eddie Tarr, a former employe who
has been away tor a year, is back
again.
William Burns of the Point cooper
shop and Bussell Reynolds, have
joined the mill crews.
Repairs on the dust arrester In mill
2 have been completed, and what is
known ns a "stocking leg” has been
installed to take care of the surplus
air.
The 2-1 working days in the month
of February have been busy ones
around the mills. Resides operation
96 cars have been loaded for ship
ment during this time.
GAS KI UN'S
Repairs have'been completed on
kiln S, which will go iflto operation
as soon as filled, making this sixkiln unit again in full operation.
Freemgn Post who has been out
since Dec. 15 on account of illness,
has recovered, but has decided to re
main out a few weeks longer to re
cuperate.
John Smith has entered the Knox
hospital for treatment for knee In
jury. which he received last; Thurs
day. He was adjusting the gate on
core conveyer, when his foot slipped,
causing knee to strike on edge of
platform. After first-aid treatment
John continued working, but water
on knee developed and the company
doctor sent him to the hospital.
Henry Hughes was overcome by
gas fumes Monday morning of last
week, while working on the jet on
the air intake to producer No. 1 He
was unconscious when discovered by
James Emery who was working with
him but whose attention for a •mo
ment had been called elsewhere He
was removed to the dispensary for
treatment and revived in a short time
and went to his home. It was a nar
row escape for Henry and he has not
yet fully recovered.
LIME ROCK RAILROAD
A three-train schedule went into
effect Monday, the additional train
being in charge of William Wlddecomb as conductor, and Everett Oney,
Carl Rogers and Edward Day breakmen.
Eben Mills of the repair shop has
been confined to his home on Cedar
street for several weeks on account
of illness resulting from foot trouble.
He is able to move about with the
aid of crutches.
Clarence Miller, night man at the
■repair shop, returned to yvork last
week. He had been orft since Oct.
15 on account of Illness which neces
sitated hospital treatment. He is a
member of the relief association.
ROCKPORT
The O. P. kiln went afire Feb. 23.
The crew are Arbor Abbott, Alvenus
Cross and Charles Brown.
Maurice Poland is operating the
riveter and flarer in the machine
room in place of Arbor Abbott who
went to the O. P. kiln.
Physical examinations of employes
for this section are progressing uat-

SORE LUNGS

rr IS SAID THAT THE STENOGRAPHIC DEPART-

MENT OF ANY BUSINESS CAN ALWAYS
WORK SHORT-HANDED

We endeavor to keep our service as near as possible up to the 100 per cent
efficiency standard and invite you to make free use of our facilities.

Security Trust Company
CAMDEN

ROCKLAND
UNION
VINALHAVEN
RESOURCES
$3,700,000.00
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isfactorily. only two thus far having
refused to comply with this require
ment Twenty have already been ex
amined by the company’s physician
for Rockport.
Feb. 28, completed a no-lost-llme
injury record for the Rockport coop
er shop for a period of 12 months of
continuous operation. All the haz
ards pertaining to a machine aud
hand operated cooper shop, with a
crew averaging from 12 to 15 men,
were met with a hundred percent re
sult for safety. This record surely
cannot be beaten and it would be a
rare occurrence to have it duplicated.
The last lost-time injury for the en
tire plant at Rockport occurred
March 26. 1924. Eleven consecutive
months with a clear record Is a re
markable performance, but the boys
want to do even better than that.
One year straight is the goal aimed
for.
GREGORY
Governor Day Is back on the Job.
Two kiln crews from the Point
came on this week.
'Seven kilns are now in operation,
two additional kilns going afire last
Sunday.
George Freeman of the trimming
crew Is In the Knox Hospital for
medical treatment.
Bert Shadle is In Boston for a few ■
days. Dan Gattl Is substituting for
him in the boiler room.
Foreman Burns of the trimmers'
crew has been at home for several
days on account of a severe cold.
The accident summary for the
Gregory sheds, shows that the num- ■
her of lost time Injuries were 23 In
1923 and 12 In 1924, a decrease of 11.
The compensation and medical pay
ments were $40') less in 1924 than
they yvere In 1923QUARRIES
Wilson Smalley afler an alienee of :
several months has returned to hard
rock 2.
New Udders, new guards to chain
gear and other repairs have beef! ;
made to the small crusher, by a ,
Walsh crew.
Olin N. Payson of Cobb 2 received j
a cut on head requiring four stitches.
Monday of last week. A flat piece ot
rock fell from the bluff, striking flat- :
ways on the rolled edge of a worsted
cap he was wearing and broke, lie
will probably be out three weeks. He I
is a member of the relief association. ■
• • • •

A cold on the lungs is a forerunner
of pneumonia, and if neglected may
like a smouldering fire in the cellar;
like a smouiGetng fie in the Celia:
either may burst Into flame at any time
Parker Burnett Is working on the
and consume the body of the house.
If you have a cold on the lungs, if North End trolley line.
■Herbert Larrabee, who was Injured
the lungs are sore or congested, if you
have a cough which has resisted all Jan. 8 while making repairs at the ,
mill, was pronounced able to return
previous remedies,
to work by the company doctor this j
week.
Swen Erickson received a fractured
rib and lung puncture last Saturday
while loading the barge Rockharbor
is the one reliable remedy that will at the Point. He was hooking on.
reach the trouble and restore you to when a hook slipped and in endeav
health. You will lie surprised and de oring to keep clear of the barrel he
lighted to see how quickly It relieves jumped from the stage and fell :
the soreness and pressure and loosens against a stanchion. If no compll- j
the cough. Contains no opiates or cations set in he will be out about
narcotics.
four weeks.
MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED
RELIEF ASSOCIATION
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge
i
Pharmacy.
At the March meeting of the R. &
It. Rebel’ Association, an amendment '
“For that Tickle in your Throat to the bj-la «s was presented, which '
lie v>.ted on at Hie April meeting.
and to Ease your cough we rec ' will
The amendment is as follows:
“The monthly du-s shall be 50 cents
ommend ALLEN'S BRONCHO
1 pays tit c.iarterly In advance on the
hroat tabs ”
first Monday in January, April, ,’nly J
1 and October, and if not paid on or !
before the second pay day In the
above named months, the amount
due shall be deducted from the mem
ber's pay for. the next pay day and j
tlte secretary's receipt given therefo. I
Members 30 days or more In arrears i
for dues shall not be entitled to ben- ’■
etlts ' Provided, that the provisions :
of this section shall not bar monthly
udvance payment of dues to any au
thorized collector.
The report of the treasurer for the
two months ending March 2 stated
that $147 had been paid to members
for sick benefits since Jan. 1.
SWEET
The following committees have
been appointed by President Adams:
Auditing Committee—A. L. Vose. L.
CONTENT
S. Henderson. W. G. Upham.
MembershlpCommlttee--Paul Saw
There is a sweet con
yer. chairman, George Coltart, Clar
tent in a day's work well
ence Upham, B. F. Collamore, Colby
done—and what happi
Moore.
ness it gives one to know
Adams, John T. Welch, Everett E. F.
that he is preparing well
Libby. Alfred P. Chapman, John D
Shepherd.
for the future. Most for
Visiting Committee—James Cates,
tunes are started through
Charles W. I,ee, Nell B. Packard,
the medium of a bank ac
Harry Post, Walter Maurer, Frank
count.
M. Ulmer, Edward E. Thorndike.

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

Where

fifty-two

the trade

weeks

APPLES

every

finds

year

We also sell other produce which you raise, such
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips

Quick Returns

Best Prices

KINGMAN and
<“HEARTY“™
INC.

20 No. Side
Faneuil Hall Market

BOSTON
MASS.
T-M-tf

THE NATIONAL DREAM

National
Bank v

It is the ambition of everyone to have a
home. It may seem like an impossibility but
it is not ones you start saving systematically.
Start your foundation today.

Every Saturday pay yourself a -fixed
wage and then deposit your real pay in a
Savings Account.
Ycu can bank with us by mail.
’4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank

ALLEN’S LUNG
HEALER

Rockland, Main©

The best equipped plant in this section of the

State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

.

T

WARREN

Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection
T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

Telephone

Directory
CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
CHEVROLET GARAGE

OILS AND GREASES

Call 837-M

7

Call 12”
THURSTON OIL CO.

SEA VIEW GARAGE

Wholesale and Retail

Chevrolet Care, Parte and
Service Station. Auto Acceteories.

Oil* for All Purpoeee

GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Corner Park and Broad Sta.

689 Main St., Rockland

LAUNDRY WORK
MONUMENTS

4% INTEREST PAID
or>

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

IBE
ROCKLAND

National
Bank

“COOLIDGE GRAY”

“Harding Blue,” the new shade
brought out four years ago by Mrs.
Harding, had its counterpart In
’’Coolidge Gray,” the predominating
color for Mrs. Coolidge's costume for
the
Inaugural ceremonies.
Mrs.
Coolidge's hat was ol soft mllan
straw rather high crowned and small
brimmed, trimmed across the top
from side to side with a band of
burnt goose. Her slippers were gray
as well us her hose. The costume of
Mrs. Dawes xvas a blue silk suit with
black hat-

I

J
1

Call 170'

✓

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

17 Limerock Street
We do ell kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Shirts, Collars.

Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

HARDWARE AND PAINT8

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law

Telephone 205
SAP SPOUTS, 70c dozen

KITE TWINE, 10c Ball
We are now showing Kid Boots
sweaters with the white Van Heusen
I Collars and Cuffs. CUTLER-COOK
' Co.—adv.

Telephone Connection

People’s Laundry

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

•76

MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. MB.

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

